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SECTION ONE
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COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

REA CHIEF ORDERS Toscha Seidel, Violinist, Will
WORK TO BEGIN ON
Present Program March
PROJECT AT ONCE Russian Musician 4-Has Brilliant Record •

20-Year Franchise is Asked
for; Contract for Building Is Let
MID-SUMMER IS DATE
SET FOR COMPLETION
An announcement received here
Monday from REA .Administrator
Carmody said engineers of the
Western Kentucky Rural Eledtrification-rorporation have been instructed to begin work at once on
the $219,000 project in Calloway,
Graves, Fulton, and Marshall. counties.
A contract, Superintendent Robert S: Usrey said Monday. has already been let for the building of
the project for $126,289, and this
includes materials and labor. The
total cost, with substation, meters
and overhead added, -will be $152,418, an average of $750 pee mile.
The contract calls for the work
to be completed by .mid-summer.
Here this week, project representatives applied to the Calloway
_figcal court for a 20-year franchise
for the cooperative. Officials here
said the franchise will be made
public for bids, but it was believed
other" organization—WM mike
offers.
Usrey said. the American Creosoting Company will furnish 39
carlbads of poles: 507 miles of wire
will be used, and 335 transformers
ranging from lug kva to 5.kva will
put into operation.
According to engineers, the route
of tire line is now being laid, and
the network is planned to reach
areas where enough member service cpntracts .have been signed to
make construction economically
feasible. ft insufficient contracts
have been signed in any particulaa
area, the lines will be routed another way.
Officials'. have declared that usually a number of- requests for
service come in after construction
has started, but these requests
cannot ordinbrily be granted until
the contractor finishes building the
project as planned:1nd - laid out
before his crews
Priority
must be accorded those lines for
hich service contracts are signed
up early. Construction of other
lines must depend upon the availability of funds after the main
project is birth.

--no

•

Toscha Seidel, brilliant Russian
violinist, will present a community
concert in the Murray State College auditorium, Friday night,
March-17, _This Is the third of a
series of programs gponsored by the
Murray Community Concert Association.
Mr. Seidel made his American
debut in Carnegie- Hall, New York.
Annual transcontinental tours followed, each more successful than
the last. Now the name Toscha
Seidel signifies the. highest in violinism. This artist has performed
on the air and at present he is
under contract with the MetroGoldavyn-Mayer Studios.
The New York Times says of
Seidel, "He is an artist to appeal
especially to those who enjoy delicacy of nuance, perfection of
phrase and details' beautifully finiehed. One thought frequently of
the work of the sixteenth ceutury
goldsmiths, Cellini and his confreres."

Ruskjer to Speak,on
"Crash of Empires"
"The Crash of Empires". is "the
subject to be delKered by S. A.
Ruskjer, of the William Mason
Memorial Hospital, next Sunday
evening in the Hazel High schtiol
auditorium at 7:30 o'clock.
The lecture is based upon able
prophecy and is very educational
and deeply interesting. Mr. Huskier will answer the question, "What
Does the Present Gigantic Armament Program
World
c-f the
Mean?" and will also answer the
questioe-an the basis of Bible prophecy of whether or not England,
Russia. Germany, Italy or France
will ever te able to set up a world
empire.
Special music Will be given by
a ladies' quartet and beautifully illustrated gospel songs thrown won
the-semen by the Means at sterecpticon lantern slides will be sung
by the,Congregatio4. Song service
at 7:15 Sharp. This lecture on current world events in the light of
Bible prophecy is free and the
public is cordially invited.
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To Appear In
Auditorium

Cripples to Meet
in Paducah Clinic

r.

99

TOSCHA SEIDEL

JOHN B. MORRIS
DIES SATURDAY
Funeral Services Are Conducted
At Church of Christ by
Eld..0 L. Francis
_

Richmond Urges
Upward Looking

P. D. Williams Dies
Of Heart Disorder

Perry Douglas Williams, 74, .died
suddenly from • a heart attack at
his home on Twelfth and Main
streets early Monday morning. He
had been ill for more than a year.
Mr.Williams was a member of
the first Baptist church of Murray and held affiliation with the
Murray Lodge No. 105 F. & A. M.
The.,Rev. -Sam P. Martin conducted
funeral services at the First Baptist church here Tuesday morning
at 10 o'clock.
Mr. Williams was born near Donaldson Creek in Trigg county, September 28, 1884, and was-the son
of the late John B. and Temperance
E. Williams. In young manhood,
he moved between the rivers near
Golden Pond. living there until
about three years ago when he
moved to Murray.
' The Masons of the Murray lodge
gave Mr. Williams a Masonic burSurviving Mr. Williams are his
widow: five daughters, Misses Pitattie-,---Friances, Kittie Mae, Juanita,
and Doris „lean Wifliams, all at
home; one son, John D. Williams.
at home; and •tv.to brothers, M. L.
Williams of Calvert City, and R
I, Williams, Murray.
In addition, he is survived by
several nieces and nephews.
.

$1•50
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Weed Volumes
Increase After
Week's Marketing
A total of 33,695 pounds of dark
tobacco which .sold on Murray
floors Wednesday for $2,453.39 at
a $7.28- average, boosted season's
sales of the dark-fired leaf to 2,220,148 pounds and a total income
of $158,175.16 at a $7.12 average.
The week's average was $8.78 on
294,464 pounds sold at $19,950.50.
Clear spring weather influenced
sales, and also Marked the meeting Place of the two tobacco extremes-the planting period and
the marketing time. Many farmers
in_ this locality were busy today
and this week preparing and sowing plantbeds for their 1939 crops.
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MURRAY LOSES TO Notice To Subscribers ANNUAL MUSIC AND
MANCHESTER, IND.,
SPEECH EVENTS TO
Special Circulation Offer
IN NATIONAL PLAY
BE HELD AT M.S.C.
Thoroughbreds Count Heavily In Final Quarter, But
Lose Out 42-39

Dates for Festival of Harmonies, Forensic Tests is
Set for March 24-25

200 Strawberry Plants Given Absolutely Free For Eath
and Every $1 Paid on Your Subscription
to the Ledger & Times

EARLIER HAD BEATEN
JORDAN BY 43-37

M. 0. W1RATHER TO BE

IN CHARGE OF EVENT
For 57 Years the Ledger & Times has-been the frie-tui
KANSAS CITY, Mo., March 16- of all farmers, gardeners, and citizens in Calloway and
The annual district intersch6fasThe Murray, Ky., State Teachers' adjoining Counties. Believing that Strawberries can be' tic meet will. be held at Murray
ColIege, third place team in the grovvp profitably in thikcommunity,
and that they will State College, with the debate
1938 National Interscholastic Tourgive
each
of
you
another
cash-crop
coming
in at a sea- tournapeent on March 17-18, speech
nament, was eliminated last night
'other than debate on March
son
when
tobacco
is
not
on
the
arranged events
Market,
we
have
from the 1939 meet by Manchester
24, and the regional music festts'al
College of North Manchester, Ind., to give each of you 2,00 Strawberry plants with eaCh $1 on March 24-25.
paid on your subscription between now and April 29. This 'Several
42-39.
hundred contateants from
The teams were tied, 22 to 22, at offer is good for all subscribers both old and new. You
*high -schools of the Jack Purthe half with the Indiana five tak- -will get 100 Blakemore plants, and 100 Aromas, in order chase and
Trigg County etre- exing an immediate lead after the to give you a variety. These plants set out this spring willpected to participate, according to
Murray counted heavily in
rest
bear next year, and will set a plot large enough to furnish ht. 0. Wrather,...eihairman -of the
the final five minutes.
you and your family all the berries you need and some committee in, charge. •Other memCharles Beck and Milton Schuto
sell. You -can set them in this section until the last of bers. of the committee _are W. C.
bert
were
the
leading
marksroen
Group of C'itizens, Interested in
Jetton of Paducah and K. R. Pat'April.
for
the
-winners
with
11
points
each
All Public Safety te
terson of Mayfielea
Carneal
got
an
The
Bill
even
first
dozen
shipment
is due to arrive' thig coming Sat- In the debate division, plans
Make Plans
for the losers.
urday, so come in then and get yours. Shipments'will ar- have been made to conduct the
Ned Washer, Murray's lanky rive every three or four days, and you will he getting tournament in
such a way that
The Community Safety Council
center, missed five straight free fresh plants at all times. These have
been purchased from4 each team will be permitted to de.
will meet Friday afternoon at 2
throws.
the Shelby Plant Farms in Memphis, and are good plants. bate four different teams before
p. in. at the City Hall. according
Murray's attack bogged down at
to A. B. Austin, newly elected the start of the second half but thg Start getting your garden or plat ready now. Full instruc being eliminated. Each team will
debate twice on the affirmative and
president.
Thoroughbreds were rapidly clos- tions on the growth and culture of strawberries will be twice on the
negative. Drawings
A group of citizens interested In ing the gap when the final 'gun given with each set of plants. _
for pairings fer the debate tournall forms of public Safety met last sounded.
We hope that in
year or so 1000 farmers in this ament were scheduled._ to _take
week-and formed the local council
Lineups;
community will be growing herries,._un_a.entillffaciallali! paler Wednesday. March 15,
iñd heard an address. hi
Manchester 42 Pos.
Murray 39 and this offer will enable you and your friends to learn
fuliuwing program has been
Smith of the Highway Patrol. me Beck 11
Carneal 12 how
F
eeJ f
all
speech events
to raise them and increase your cash income. This
brought out several facts pertain- Waddell 2
McKeel 11
F
.hee d bate. 6-be-hi-Ad Frient to local safety here in Murray Schubert 11
Washer 11 offer is good for all subscribers living in Calloway, us
C
Ora•orica! DeclamaBland 2. adjoining counties, and Henry COunt311, Tennessee, as well aere Interpretative 11:.-ailing, Poeand this community.
Strycker 7
G
Murray as the citi, of Murray and .other cities in the territory. esy • R ems&its-g, • Extemporaneous
attending. were
Those
Mrs. Eikenberry 2 G
Substituticns: Nbanchester-Walfe The TIME IN WHICH TO SET OUT BERRIES IS LIM- Speaking, DisCUssion, High School
George Hart, Mrs. R. A. Johnston,
Mrs. Hall Hood, Mrs. Wade Craw- 8. Newby 1: Murray-Hurley, Wil- ITED. COME IN NOW AND GET YOUR PLANTS. April and Grades, Radio Speaking.
a
eon 3.
ford, Mrs. Gladys Scott, Mrs. M
29 will roll around before you know it, and if will be too The regional music festival will
Hurt, Claude Miller, A. B..Auste Score at half: Manchester 22, late to set them out.
be held in Friday • and, Saturday.
Murray
22.
John S. Neel, -Duck Jones, Dewey
DON'T FORGET—The First Shipment will arrive March 24-25, and the following
Jones, and George Hart. Mr. Austin
this Saturday, March 18. There are no strings-to this events are liked: A Capella GRASP,
KANSAS CITY, Mo., March 16
was elected president of the group
offer. 200 fine plants for each Dollar paid on new or Mixed Quartet, Piano Solos, Vocal
and Mrs. Hart, secretary. All oth- -Ned Washer and Captain Gone
Solos, All Instrumental Solos, Male
renewal
subscription to the Ledger & Times.
Quartet, Girls' Trio, All Small Iners who are interested in a safety Bland were the stars here Tuesday

SAFETY COUNCIL
TO MEET FRIDAY

John Benjamin' Morris, formerly
of this sammunity and a,brother
of Mrs. Nora Beasley of Murray.
route 2, as well as a nephew of
Mrs. P. D. Jones of Murray, route
2, died at his home in Germantown. Tenn., at 1 o'clock Saturday
afternoon, of angina_ pectoris: The
attack followed an apparently light
Case of influenza.
Besides his widow, formerly Miss
Ada Thomas Of this -city, and the
other county relatives already
mentioned, be--.I&. survived by a
daughter. Anne Morris Bach of
Forrest, Ill.; . two sons. Edwin
Thomas and john Benjamin, Jr.,
of Germantown. Tenn.; his asneinlaw. J. N. Bach, and a grandson,
Jan Roth.
Mr. .Morris was postmaster at
Brunswick, Tenn.. from 1914 .until 1937. when he moved to Germantown.
Those from- out-of-town attending the funeral services, which
were conducted at the Church of
Says Progress of World Has Come Christ Sunday by Eld. C. L. Francis, v",•_gre- Mr. and Mrs. Walter • L.
About Through Development
Beasley and son, Mr, and Mrs. Joe
of High Ideals'
On Wednesday, April 49. a cripBeasley, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Beaspled children's clinic will be held
ley, Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Beasley,
"Never be afraid of that which
al the Methodist, church on BroadJr.. Mrs. Jim Beasley,,Mrs. Charles
way in Paducah, it was announced is high," asserted President James Houser. and Dr. arid. Mrs. L. M.
esaa. today .by _County Physician J. A. H. Richmond in an inspirational Parrott and sons. Norman add" frusNoir - thitland. Who declared transporta- chapel ,address at Murray State sell, G. C.. Hue,and Kimball
.
tien .for crippled children will be College Monday morning. March 13. Trevathan. Mr. and Mrs., Charlie
provided in case they. cannot possQuoting from the Biblical pas- Manning. and•-lsIrs. W. E. Mcibly find other ways.
sage, "They shall be afraid of, that Nabb. all of Paducah:
The clinic will- tie tree. Other which is high,s
".De. Richmond said R. Bledsoe, C. D. Shelton, Arvid
clinics of- a sirntlar Kature, coope- he ha& borrowed some of his ma- Shelton, Roy and Bruce. Hill, and
rated -in by . local citizens, have terial from an address delivered Truman Snowden, of Brunswick,
proved more than worthwhile in several yea; ago by the president Tenn.
aiding crippled-children. to regain of Brown University.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe7eallis, Mrkiand
partial-or entire use of their limbs.
Society that has advanced has Mrs. Philip Sullivan. Miss Adedone so because of fearlessness, .laide Sullivan, and -three Boy
Murray's_ president said. Vision, Scouts. Masters _John William Mccourage, and service are essential Vay. Eugene McGehee, and Boyd
to success in college as well as in Maize, Sea. cf Germantown. Tenn.:
Mrs. Emma Portwood and son, C,
,future life, he averred.
S. Portwood, Jr.. Memphis; and
The United States islands of Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Heflin and
74-Year-61d Murray Resident Had Guam and American Samoa are son, Eddie Treyathan. and Mrs.
Been in Failing Health for
Jessie 'Cleaver, of Mayfield.
under Naval governars.
More Than Year
-

•

a year in Calloway
Marshall, Graves, Henry and Stewart Counties,
s year elaewhere se
the State of Kentucky.
a year to any address
•
other than above.

Fair to Its Readers—Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon March 16, 1939
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Murray Woman's Club Makes
Plans For 1Vew aub Houie

1

program gee asked to meet with as Murray State College of Kenthis group tomorrow afternoon at tucky defeated Jordan College of
Menominee, Mich.. 43 to 37, in a
2 o'clock at the City Hall.
A platform of Public Safety will first round game of the National
be worked out and suggestions will Intercollegiate Basketball Tournabe welcomed. All those who wish ment.
was kept out much of
are asked to become members. -.., Washer
!the first half but hammered in
Seine of the things advocated are
i seven points before the rest period.
stop signs at preferential streets,
' He steadied the Thoroughbreds in
elimination of double parking;
the victorious last half drive which
probably flat to -curb parking,'and saw the winners taking the lead
asking store owners and clerks to for the first time after 11 minutes
park their cars elsewhere -than on had been played.
the court square so that customers
Bland took three shots at the
can find places to park. These sug- goal and made three baskets when
gestions are only tentative and, the gping was the roughest, his
others may be added. The whole final Putting the team in the lead.
program will involve more than
Lineups:
traffic. "however.
Jordan 37
Fos.
Murray
D. Wagner 10
Carneal .0
Thompson
No officer cf the Chaplains Corps McKee' 10
F
Robbins 3
or Dental Corps of the Navy may Washer 13
C
E. Wagner 2
be advanced to a higher rank than Bland 6
Polaski
that of Captain.
Copeland

Hazel couple Celebrates
Golden Wedding Sunday
•

Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Coogier7Il5zel. celebrated their Golden Wedding anniversary . at their home
Sunday, and' a numerous throng
of their relatives and neighbors
Called during the ddy to wish
them well.
Mrs. Cooper as a Maiden was
Miss Lora Douglas. They were
united in marriage on March 14,
1889, by the Rev. C. C. Bell, who
has served as pastor of South
Pleasant Grove and Murray Methodist churches.
Although Mr. Bell coulcl not attend the anniversary, he sent a
letter of congratulation's.

Mr. Cooper, generally known as
"Uncle Willie," is living on the
farm his grandfather, Richmond
Cooper, purchased in 1838 when
the family first moved to this
the tables. The air is one of homecounty from Montgomery county,
like industry. Washing'. ironing,
Ky., and he --is still operating the
cooking, cleaning-up-all signiflhis fat'eer started there.,
cant of the buxom housewife. A
One sister of Mr.. Cpoper, Mrs.
garden plot at the back will
used to plant flowers and vege- Joe Claulton, attended "the anriitables this spring, Mrs.--Oury said. yersarya-representingatbe only perThe women will can the vegetables son present who attended the iner
when
w.
they are ready. she declared riage of the couple 50 years ago.
The long table was beautifully
Visitors are welcomed at all
decorated, having for its centertimes.
piece a cake arid znany spring
flowers to carry out the yellow
color scheme.

WPA Home Unit Is Model for Industry;
Visitors are Welcome to View Experiment
An adventure in homemaking
which started more or less on an
rlmental basis has developed
into a full-fledged, demonstrati6n
with Mrs. J. R. OurY carrying on
the program With masterful pro-rtuctiveness.
Sponsored by the city of Murray and having the moral 'support
of the Murray Woman's Club and
other organizations, the unit 'has
serviced 64 families containing 27.1
family-members since its beginning
last fall. Of WPA character, it employs 19 persons in addition to
Mrs. Oury, and these women do
service work 'for families in
. the
county who need them in time of
sickness- or otherwise.
Among their service duties
general housework, .caring for infaets and growing children, cooking, sewing and mending. etc. To
prepare for such work, they attend a class a week conducted by
Mrs. Oury at the work center and
another class conducted by the
county health department.
The rooms are beautifully arranged. and pictures are tastefully
hung. The curtains are clean and
fresh, and flowers in vases adorn.

The Federared Woman's Club of outside donations, they have in cash
Murray has made another goal for a little more than, three thousand
dollars. They will continue their
eommunity service.
efforts, and anyone desiring to
With a record attendance at make a small donation to the
the business meeting last Thursday building fund may do so.
at the home of Mrs. W. P. Roberts
On Friday, Marcel la Mr. Kanwith the Garden Department as apell of Louisville, -state NYA
hosts, a roll call vote was taken architect, arid Mr. Terrell of Madand, withOut a dissenting voice, isonville, regional engineer, conaccepted the" aid offered by the ferred with the executive commitNational Youth Administration in tee, who, by authority of the club,
building a club house.
is acting as a -business oemmittee,
The club feels that perhaps the and they hope to release definite
greatest need of 'Murray at the plans at an early date. _
•
present is a recreational center.
The netrilnating Committee comProf. Fred Shulte, a world war
Two years ago the daughters of, posed of the chairman of the five
the. late Mr. and. Mrs. N. B. Bar- departments, asked that the pres-. veteran and profeesor of e,ducatioe
nett, Mrs. Adrian McClure. Mrs. ant . general officers continue to at Murray State College, will address members of the _American
Will Fulton and
Mrs. Maud serve for the year 1939-40. The
Schmidt, all former residents of slate, as follows, was unanimously Legion'and their sons in a meting
at the coOrthouse here .tonight at
Murray, presented the club with adopted: president, Mrs. Joe Lov7:30, N. P. Hutson, post corna lovely lot three hundred and ett; first vice-president, Mrs. W.
nrander, said today.
seventy-five feet scpaare facing J. Caplinger; second vice-president,
All ex-service men .as „well as
Vine Street oh the south side of Mrs. W H. Mason; recording sec- all Legionnaires, sons
of the
.
the. city, to be used for such a retary, Mrs.- . C. L. Sharborough; Legler, and
members of the
purpose. Giub members immedi- corresponding7secretary, Mrs Schoolboy Patrol have-speclal inviately went to work' to- raise funds George Hart;.treaturer, Mrs. C. C. taticns lb attend The program. Hut?
and, thus far, without solicintinft Farmer.
son said.

Fred Shultz Will
Address Legion .In
,
Courtroom Tonight

^

Thieves Escape
With Morris Safe
Enter Home While Family is Away
at Church and Make Way
With Valuable Property

strumental Ensembles. Mixed,Chorus. Boys' Chorus, Girls' Chorus,
Orchestra, Band.
The schools are divided into
three groups and will compete
against each other according to
enrollment. Each school or its
individual representative is given
one of the folloveing ratings: Superior, Excellent, Good, Fair. or
.
Pouts_
composed of
committee
The
Wrather, Jetton. and Patterson, is
planning daily to make the interscholastic league meet a sue-

Guests presemr- ait
ere Mr. and
Mrs. Will Cooper. Mr. and Mrs.
Julius Caliper, Jane- Cooper, Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Cooper, Mary- Frances Cooper. Delyghle.Cooper, Wildy
Cooper, Mr. and Mrs. Caswell
Humphreys,. Elsie Humphreys, Mrs.
Eunice Cooper, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Cooper;
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Cunningham, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Clark,
Bronzie Dell Clark. Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Charlton, Joe Morton, Woodrow Wheeler, David Myers, Mr.
and Mrs. Hafford Cooper, Eulanda
Copper, Lowell Cooper, Mr. and
Mrs. Harvey Ellis, Flora Starks,
James Thomas Starks, Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Wrather, Mr. and Mrs.
End 'Rickman, Irene - Rickman,
Dorothy Jean Rickman, James
Rickman,'Mr. and Mrs. J. 0. Wrather, Marvin Wrather:
Mr. and Mrs. W:aine Clark,
Theron Clark, Mr. and Mrs. C. A:
Hale, Mrs. J. C. Hill, John Mc-'
Pherson, Mr. and Mrs. Beckam
Cooper, Mr. and Mrs. Hester Brown
and son, Mr-v.-- Muria-Bs:anther • Mn
and Mr. Woodrow' Beekman, - Eugene Reekman, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Haley. , Paul reiley, Byrd
Haley. Mr. and Mrs. George Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Jones, Mrs.
Minnie Smcitherman, anti" Eugene
Smotherrnan,

cues

Mrs. Mary Mathis
D.les of Parlaysis
84-Year-Old Woman Was Widow
of Late John A. Mathis
of Blakely
Euneral services were held Tuesday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the
Dexter Church of Christ • for Mrs.
Mary Brown Mathis, who died
Monday at 'the home of heladelfghter. Mrs. John J. Andrus,- MrsMattris was- 434• years -old:-widow of the lateJoher/A. Mathis
of Blakely cemmunitY.
Surviving are .seven children:
Mrs. John Andrus, Dexter: Mrs.
Roea Belcher, 'F'aducah; Mrs. Virdie Jacksotae• Centralia, Ill.: PresMathis, Big Sandy, Tenn.:
ton
Euin Mathis, Jackson. Tenn.; ,and.
Jesse and Bob Mathis of Dexter.
A number of grandchildren and
ereat-grandehildren, three brothers
and two sisters also survive.
Eld. Jewell Norman conducted
thp-rites., Flower girls were Hazel
Addrus. Marjorie and Vida MathPallbearers
be
is, granddaughters.
were James Belcher, D Y Andrus. Gus, Lee, Hal, and Pat Mathg-r-andsons.-

Stewart Says Grid Team Will
Combine Power and Finesset
.

Thieves, obviously of energetic
bent, entered the new home of
Mrs. Hardin Morris on West Olive
street Sunday night between the
hours of 7 and 9 and escaped
with a 300-pound safe, containing
valuable papers and some jewelry.
Clues as to the identity of the
intruders, or as to the whereabouts of the safe, have not been
determined by officers.
Filtering the house from the
basement, the thieves then locked
the door behind them, put the
key in their pocket or athrew it
away, and then calmly walked upstairs to the attic where the safe
lay.
They had some little difficulty
carrying it down the stairs, from
scars they left on the woodwork
And flooring.
AcePrciirig. to members of the
Morris farnily. the robtOrs apparently left their car on Eighth
street, took the safe out 'the back
way and under cover of darkness
and woodland managed to get it
to the truck or car in which they
made their getaway.

Disavowing reports that he plans have -a naret4unning tevn this fall.
to have a 'football team this fail and you know how necessary good
that will specialize in power rather blocking is for .that. Look at Tennessee:"
than an open attack, Coach Roy
Stewart said the team will have
Stewart Tuesday, at the beginning twp shortcomings-lack
Mrs. L. F. Lawrence, Big Spring,
of a gqpd
f Murray State 'College's third punter and a
Tex., a sister of Robert Swann.
good quarterbal.
Murray grocer, died at her home
week of spring football practice, Spalding and Inman
now are les
on March 3, it was learned here
said the Thoroughbreds this year best punters, he said,
but Nanney,„
this week.
and Ferrara, Speth,
will combine both power
no e
-Levandoski, and
Mrs. Lawrence was born in Ken"open" plays in an effort to de- Gieh, all sophomores,
show they'll tucky on August 28. 1864, and
velop a team that will be versatile have more than a
little ability. was married to L. F. Lawrence on
in every department.
Best quarterback possibilities so January 10, , 1893. , The family
"We're going to stress laterals far are Thomas Wray, Jake Inman, moved
to Texas 31 years ago, Mrs.
and a passing game this fall just and Pete Koss,'
Lawrence was a faithful Christian,
as much as we ever have," Stewart
The Murray coach said he'd have and had been a member of the
said, "but in cage there are games three fair wingbacks, "tWea- pretty Baptist church since her girthocid..the open attack fails to work-as good blocking backs, and two reaShe is survived by her husband
in some few instances it failed to sonably .,reliable_ fullbacks. He has and 'the following sons and daughwork last .fall-we'll have power five tailbacks, with four able to ters: C. B. Lawrence.-v-f_j.aither,
to fall back on."
pass and three to punt0The best Tex.: MA. 'J. Herman:' Finley,
• e
He said by a power attack, he pass- receivers, he said, are Ralph toahoma, Tex.; Mrs. William Tradidn't mean just plunges at the Love, a. senior. all Jack Kota's, vis. Mt Pleasant. -htfeh.; and Mrs.
line-he meant a running attack a sophomore from South Bend. Ind.
F. Caukhey, Luther, Tex. She
four brothers in Kentucky.
that might take any phase and "Haines has all the prospects far
would be just as spisetacaiLta as a developing into the best "catcher and eight grandchildren.
passing game
ever seen at Murilay." Stewart said.
. "Our blocking was excellent in Haines is tall and fast, gluefingerBear cubs born during hiberatiort
1937," Stewart said, "bid it wasn't ed and an accurate judge:
tre are smaller in proportion to (heir
so
good
why
last
season.
•
Wli
ether
That's
or
not
.the
Racers
will
mother's size than the young of
Several Caldwell county 4-H
club members raised quail to. sell, _we're working on fundamentals in play a spring game has not yot any North Amsrican manurial with
spring practice. We're going to been determined.
finding a ready market.
the one exceptiOn of the opossum.
-
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THE LEDGER & TIMES

or older takes a half or whole I
day off to go to Murray and get al
LIextfr IVews
I
pei moment wave and a new spring
Consolidation of The Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and 'line
uf
outfit
The next two weeks will be a
Times-Herald, October 20. 1928
Aaron Puckett lost a billfold
s
Funeral
serviceswere
Mrs Bessie Bonner of Washingheld
Published by The Calloway Publishing Company, Inc.
Thin -day afternoon at the Lassi- particular busy time for Faxon ton. D C., spent the week-end in made 'of' brown leather and will
The agricultural students to Ha- C. Scruggs, C. D. Scruggs, Joe
North Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky
ter graveyard by Ray Kelso. for school. We are in the midst of the Arthur Hargis home. Mrs. appreciate it very much if finder
our entries and
prepare
trying
zel
to
Hieh School were hosts to their Hal Stewart, Hallet Stewart, Calwill
please return it to him.
Delmore. six-trionth-old son of Mr.
Banner was reared near Mrs. HarR. R. Meloan and John S. Neal
- Publishers
-be
ready
to
to
entertain
the
high
fathers
at a father and son banquet vin Orr West. Henry West, Gene
Mrs. Lander Curd's health is
John S. Neal
Editor and Advertising Manager and Mrs. Willie Everts, who died schools of the county at the coun., gis in the home of the latter'a
White. Joe Brown WilWednesday morning at the home
"%nett - better than it has been for held in the library of the high White, Lou
grandfather.
Entered at the Pottoffice. Murray. Kentucky. as second class mail many.. a law miles Southwest of Hazel ty speech and music tournament
school building on Thursday night. son,. Calvin Wilson. William Ada
long
time.
Faxon
community
has much doto be held here March 21. It has
Edgar Adams,. Charles it,
following sf nveek's illness of comMr. and Mrs. Bert Russell of March 9. Covers were laid for ams,
been seven years since Faxon has ing 'now and within the near
seventy-four people, and the girls Starks, J. B. Starks, Frank Ralph
plications. . ,,,,,,•-•
Ovven's
Chapel
were
visitors
at
future
_Saturday
night the Vaughbeen host to the tournament.
WEISER
of the home economics department Cochran. Etude -Cochran., H. B.
Surviving. besides Pis parents,
The students, who are entering an quartet is scheduled for a con- Mrs. Henrietta Jones' Monday served -a _meal of three courses. Chriaman. Hubert Underwood.
are
one
sister,
and
a
number
of
night.
Mrs.
Jones le some better
ACTIVE
in the contests are: Debate teems, cert. Spiultay the Calloway county
Houston Hawley, Robert Hendon,
President Robert Hendon presided
close relatives and friends.
Geneva Hargis, Dorothy Nell Mc- 'Singing Convention is to. be held at this time.
WIZ]&
Burial was in the Lassiter Cemeand acted as toastmaster. Prof. A. Rudy Hudson, Wilton Holland,
Faxuii. On Tuesday. March 21,
Daniel. Thomas Fred Wilkersup.
Miss
Gilthrie
Eggman
is
not
so
(cry.
Carnian of Murray State College Herman Holland, Earl Knight, Edd
and James Chaney; 'xenon: Ge_ the county high school music and well at this writing.
was the chief'speaker of the eve- Miller Jr., Held Miller, ichin Mor(Luse speech tournament is to be conneva
discussion:
Hargis;
Mrs.
Essie Puckett and children
4841-51511 ,JA5AIT.
Mrs. Lois Waterfield was in
gan, Plez Morgan, William H.
school), Edna
Elkins,-'seventh ducted at Faxon. On Thursday of Hardin Old Mn. Mattie Hop- ning.
Subscription Rates;-In First Congressional District and lienre-ands1 Louisoille last tveek on business.
In speaking of the "Future of Oliver, Alvie Oliver, James Overgrade, Rieke Clark: extemjorerse- the Forensic Club is to have a kins spent Monday with Mrs. HeyMrs. Aubrey Hudgins of Taylor.
Sttwart Counties. Tenn_ $1.00 a year: Kentucky.'$1.50. Elsewhere $2.00.
Farming," he said, The farm home cast, H. L-Neety. David St. John,
special intraniural program and on
den Walston.
Advertising Rates and Information about Calloway County market Miss.. and Mrs. Lee Carraway. of ous speaking. Thomas Fred Wil- Friday the
can be made'as enjoyable . as the Joe Parks, Raedron Parker, Darwin
elementary grades plan
kinson, poetry reading, Dorothy
'furnished- Upon application.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lacy
'Joyce's
twin,
to
returned
their
Detroit. Mids..
city home, thus keeping the'youth White, Carton Parka, G. R. Parks,
Nell Mc D a n'i e I, interpretative their annual picnic on .closing day. baby died March
12 and was burhome after spending a week visit- reading, tidal
, Hide„- „god ,speak _
Last Thursday evening the .Fuon the farm. We should stri4, to tiscar Turnbow, Robert Lee Turnied
at
the
Stewart
cemetery htereh improve
ing in the' 'home of their parents.
ture Farmers had a lively meetthe country some envion- bow, Bogard Dunn, the Rev. K.
Jainof McDarti.
13.
Both babies have died and
Mr. and Mrs- Calvin Stubblefield,
Among other community affairs tog astheir regular monthly gathment." Mr. Parks, instructor in vo- .‘,..._Dunn, Will Jones, Leo Dee
were buried at the Stewart' cemeand family. Their sister. Miss Eva
that will be held at Faxon soon ering. Each Wednesday night the
cational agriculture in - summer- Miller, John Neal, W. V. Janus,
(EDITORIAL)
Stubblefield, will accompany them
tery.
is the Calleway County Singing leading farmers participate in inizing "the results of the agricultural Kelly Cromwell, J. T. Cochran,
oLAIlits art passed and written into the statute books to provide the hime for a few weeks' visit.
?drs.
Curtis
Copeland,
Mrs.
teresting
Clynt
programs
for
better
farmConvention on Sunday. March 19.work of the boys under his direc- Dick Miller, Prof, A. Carman,
Mextestun of benefits for a majority of the peopleThe yardstick by
Miss Eva Perry, who spent last The Vaughan quartet will be here ing in the night school conducted Lancaster and Mrs. Luke Langtion, brought out that thirty-nine Erette Dick, Melon Marshall. Jim
Widelithe success .Or any '15wis Measured depends direetly upon two week in Paris as the guest of Saturda,y night,
ston
spent
Mr.
Wednesday
Hurley,
by
in Paducah
vocational agriMarch 18.
boys were carrying out a super- _Hart. T. C. Arnett, Marvin Hill,
_ ih111111...the tcameratian of the .public and the degree -to- which enforce- Mr. and Mrs- William Hull and
_ shopping.
•The grades will be out- Friday. culture ,teacher of Faxon.
ylon FW
ul
titt
ute
e.
vised 'farm practise program of GaThe
On Wednesday evening, March
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Walston
ment'it exercised. The Motor Vehicle Laws of Kentucky are an out- -family, returned to her home The seventh and eighth grades
Farmers of Hazel
which
is
being
very
successful
done.
will also be discontinued. The 22. begins a short spring meetinit and Horace- Walston spent Thurs- Others who made
standing example of legislation designed to do the 'greatest amount Fridey aftenaeon.
short talks were wish to thank the home economics
sof good for a majority of the people, and their enforcement is not'con-' "Mrs. Croce Wilcox _spent a fete place will be rather lonely wit.ha at Friendship Church of Christ, day in Paducah.
Kelly Croinwell J. T. Cochran department and all whet helped
days last part of the week as' out them.
which continues through StilldaY
Mrs. Lucy Miller and son, Wood- county agent, Jim Hart, T. C. Ar- for their ..splendid cooperation in
fined to the Highway Patrol alone. The responsibility rests upon every
evening. Twelve rni4isters and row,
the guest of relatives and friends
spent Saturday night with nett, John Neal, Melton Marshall, helping to Make this banquet a
Debate
elective and appointive Peace Officer,
- irr -the terrttery, or section .ot-in Paris. Tenn.
singers, °distending Christians of
Dick, Miller and Erette Dick.
Tournament thnZ finds our de- the Purchase. ace scheduled fur Mr. and Mr*: Ed Jones.
success.
the state he serves.
Dr. Butterworth of Murray was
A hot, tamalie supper was enbate_ teams ready, to go. We are this meeting.
This very successful banquet sus
The primary duty of the Highway Patrol is the policing of The in 'Hazel Thursday on business.
joyed at the home of Mr. and Mrs. sponsored by the local chapter of
If the regular minister has reMn. and Mrs, John Meador, the proud of their recent victory over
highways and the enforcement of the moles; vehicle laws. At no time
Adelbert Reeves Saturday night. -the Future Farmers of America,
High school.
Murray
covered
Rev
from
E..Underwood.
and
a
Mrs.
recent
J.
illness
of.
sufHighway
are
'Patrolmen permitted to usurp the powers -of local enThose present were Mr. and Mrs_ a national organization of students
A chapel- program is now being ficiently, Sugar Creek
Tenn..
Thursday
Jacks-n.
spent
in
Baptist
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
forcement agencies; however. if called upon by, a local agency they
Hazel with_ their parent*. Mrs. prepared by the Forensic Club. Church plans, it is understood, to Ralph McDaniel and son. Marvin. taking vocational agriculture. Ap- L. L. Dunn, Admis With Will Anmey otter every possible assistance. Thie. has, been done on numerous
Feria Meador. and W. D. Kelly Probably the most interesting part have its regular spring Bible 'Ins- Mrs. Merle Andrews and son. Bil- proichriately 85 of these banquets nexed of the Estate of Harry PateicessiOns. The facilities of the Patrinl its finger files and other .equip-, and-family:
of this program is a faculty de: titute throughout the week-end of lie, D. Y. Andrea, Guy McDaniel. will be held in Kentucky this Year.
.
terson, Deceased,
bate. The question for discussion 1st Sunday in April.--Alf.
men; will continue to be at the disposal of. all law enforcement agencies_
Mrs. _Carrie Reeves, Covington
The lists of guest follows: Rob- : Vs. Order of Reference
Claud Wilson was in Murray
will be: Resolved that owe should
Meyers and:Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert ert Craig, Hoye Craig. Wilmer Ray
•.Six huiteicc7c1 and fifteen people lost their lives on Kentucky high- Saturday afternoon on business.
Bettie Patterkm, Myrtle Patterson,
have
rhythm iv 'our
nursery
Reeves and family.
ways last year as a result of traffic accidents. There were 21.525 acciDunn, S. Heron. Herman IC Ellis, Ruth Patterson Haney and KathMrs. Bettie James and daughter.
rhymes.
Mr.
Hui
l
ey
and
Miss
FolMiss
Mary
Anna Skaggs spent Starks Erwin, Ordest Erwin,
dents where injuries occurred and 92,250 property damage caries The Miss Libbie. spent one day releen Patterson,
Defendants
well of the affirmative side, will
Saturday night wittn-Mr. and Mrs. mitt Erwin, Joe Tom Erwin, H
economic ken to the tax-payers of the state was estimated at $2.644.500_ cently in Paris as guests of Mrs. oppose Miss
It is ordered that this cause be
Brandon and Miss
We are having some beautiful Arthur Clendon near Almo.
Erwin, Harold Grogan.. Dewey
rred to George Hart, Master
If ae expect to reduce this tremendous traffic toll in 1939 it will .take James" sister, Mrs. Joe Windsor.
Crass on the negative. The proMiss Leona Pritchett spent Sat- Grogan, Bill Edd Hendon, Bbb All- Commissicher of this Court to '
Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow.
spring days now and everyone is
the fullest cooperation of the public, and the combined efforts of all
gram will he given Thursday. 'the
urday-- night with- Miss Gracie britren, Joe 'Baker tittleton,
Mrs. Bettie James and daughter.
--Eari taliV7rifcia. 61''Claims iigainit
the law enforcement agencies.
entire program . follows: FtiCkie busy burning plant beds and get- Thorn.
Libbies attended the tunerting wood.
Littleton.
Hardiman
Miller,
John- estate of -Harry Patterson, Deceased,
gook,
reading:
poetry
Margaret
Aeaorchng to the present strength of the State Highway Patrol al of Mr. James. at Lynn Grove,
__
Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert Reeves ny Owen, Ginath Oweh, Thomas arid all persons 'holding claim's
Milburn Holland. Stanley Dun.
humorous
Roberts.
reading:
Ladle
theresa' re approximately '9.000 motor vehicle operators for each Patrol- Sunday.
and children, Mrs. -Carrie Reeves
against said estate, duly: proven,
Elkins, oration. and Martha Sue earl and Rafe and Carlos Brooks
man, and more than 8.000 miles of improved highways to patrol The
Mr..'and Mrs. C M. Cole and
and Covington Meyers spent Sunbefore this Court's MastetomAttended
the
sale
at
.
Mrs.,
John
Henslee. poetry. reading.
•
accident Spot-maps at patrol headquarters in Frankfort proves con- granddaukhter. Lonnis Paschall. of
day evening with Mrs. J. C. Daymissioner. on or before the ithh
Williams' Tuesday.
.
aFFA
the
day of 'April. 1239. or be forever
elusively that in .the areas adjacent to cities wheie traffic laws are.en- the .0ek Hill community. spent
Mrs. Ruth Cunningham and sins at Mayfield.
.11w future f elesr boys of Faxbarred from. collecting same in.
Charlie Eggman of .St. Louis
famed. -traffic accident, are held to a Minimum. A motorist who has wkoh-ehd with C 01 Ceh
!
on high . met Thursday night daughter, Arline.. were Wednesday
Saha P. Martin, pastor-of the any other manner except through
learned to operate his car -with 'care in his own community is not so family.
March 7, for their regular meet- afternoon guests of Mrs. Flora Ad- spentsa few days.-with _his _parents
First Baptist church here, will this suit.
Charles. Jetties, 'Memphis: Tenn., ing. Plane were made for the ams and MitOtteatrice Jackson,
and sister 'who are
inclined to forget the rules of the road, and fair play. when out upon
Witness my hand as Clerk of
was in Hazel to visit his parents.' father and son banquet which will
Miss Grade, Thorn spent' Sunday leave Monday morning fors a -two
Miss Sue Holland was Wednesthe highways.
weeks' evangetislicameeting in At- said Court, this The 13th day of
Mr. and MrS. Galen James. `
be given -April 5, in the - high day night guest of Mr. and Mrs. with Miss Hilda Pritchett.
Under existing- coeditiens it becomes mandatory fur EVERY OPlanta, Ga.
March 1939.
Will Ryan of Murray was in school building. The boys have
Bradley Overbey and visited the • Mrs. Mollie. Mathiswas buried
ERATOR of a motor Vehicle to observesthe rules of the road, consider Hazel Monday on business.
As guest ministers during his
C. L. MILLER,
-March 7. Funeral services were
planned to give a, chapel program: school'at Faxon.
absence in Georgia. Mr. Martin
the other- fellesiirs rights, and TO -REMEMBER that drivirqt Js a privi- halitr
Clerk, Calloway Circuit Court
,. and Mrs. Ctarles Wilson are
The - arrangement committee is
held
at
the
Chureh
of
Christ
with
Mt. and Mrs. Lee Calwell and
said the flee. Lewis C. Ray will
lege, and not a tight.
the parents of a new daughter. composed of Hubert Donelson,
family of near Mayfield were Brother Jewel Norman holding be in charge of Sunday services
•
burn Thursday at won at the Wayne Clark. and Wayne Cook.
R. HALL HOOD
the
service.
Burial
was
in Stewart here March 28, and
,Dr.M.
home of. her sister. Mrs.. •Rexie ,-After the .meeting. the .boys di- Thursday night visitors of Mr. and cemetery.
_
until our' Kentucky ,bridges are Davenport.
Mrs.
Bradley
Overbey.
missIons.
cast o,f Hazel.- • - , -"-- vided-info- four grcuris and had a
Attorney-at-Law
Mr-and Mrs. Milburn Hillsepent will dPre
freed -• also. This isitzthe difference
Mrs. Liddie Bogard has gone for
slhet
e
oary
n April
siate•
ril2.
'
Mr, and Sirs. H. I. Neely • and basketball tournament.
Monday Merit. with Mr. and -Mrs.
Offices
Peoples Savings Bank Bldg.
own
an
extended
visit
with
He
her
described
daughboth. men as out. -Eva -Perry - were -in -Murray
buys -have doneTquitc a bit
and all it had to do was to pass Sunday to visit Mr. and Mrs. T.' The
ters, Mrs. Jessie Puckett and Mrs. Raymond .„iorn.
standing leaders in their prgfes•ion
'
1 Cootrils(Itiorts to this column
of work on-the campias.. and are
PHONE
71-Rea. 469
. MisS Luzenne Ernslerberger hag in, their respective cammuaities.
, upon top,ics of interest are alp .reuoliestat discontinuing collec- 'W. Fair. .
.
planning on leveling the front cam- Cletus Douglas. of Abian. Tenn.
wart welcomes They de not
been
ill
ficin of tells. and -if the U. S. Govseveral
'days
With
sore
Mrs. Estell;Durican and children
Elbert Freettion. of Nashville. pus soon.
throatb_gl is Ilaelter at this-,writ,
ne .°-.Is
ssaril7
"'Press the vie
" mesas-Fit -derides to help'
-them out Teri. was - in Hazel Sunday tm
newspaper.
cf
They also paid the Fitture Farm- spent Tinirsday afternoon- • with
ing.
_
_after July 1, they -wilt -receive the visit relatives.
Mrs
Clyde
Childress.
er
dues
last weik.
._
Mrs. Hugh Edwards spent few
A. large crowd of friends. and
--W.'L W. Jones of Paducah was
Tennessee Bridges Freed _ money.
.
-- • -First End Seeend Grades
.
days in Huntington, Tenn., with
•But not so with Kentucky. as in Hazel Saturday on business.
Those who have attended..5chool relatives gathered at the home of her
A wonderful opportunity for our she does pot
mother. .
Miss Emma Dorris, of Nashville.
Neelie Brooks Sunday in honor of
1
owe the bridges, but
are:
every
McDerMarjorie
day
Stewart county friends US 'Visit
Mr. and Mrs. Rtidy Gardner and
the bonding company' owns them Tenn.. is spending her vacation in mot.t. Earl Tucker. Lawrepce Over-fMr. Brooks' birthday.
Murray and Calloway came When or the unpaid
Mr. and Mrs. Bradley Overbey son of Hardin spent Sunday evebalance. and if 25 Hazel with her aunt. Mrs. John by. Tommy Hale. Bobbie Wayne
the Tennessee leasslature last week we .
were Monday guests of 'Mr. and ning with Mr. and Mrs. Clint
gave the- highway department James.
Tucker.
freed the tolliaridges of . that stay.
Miss Jewell
Skaggs.
•
Of Kentucky the right to buy the
, Hill and sister, LaThose. winning prizes for soiling Mrs. Milburn Holland.
vern. were in Murray Satnrciay
Itssetiould be a greal day for 'bah bonds arid free the bridges
Dennis Jacksem spent the weekMonday afternoon visitors in the
they
a box of seed are: Totros Hale,
afternoon shopping.
them and- us.
would have to have several milImogene Outland. 'Hugh-4 Cerro- home of Mr and Mrs. Ben Chit- end with his brother, Charley
Mrs. Sallie St. John. of Murray.
Let us hope it will not -be 'dna lion dollars to pay off the bonding
wax. Gene Brandon and Minnie dress were Mrs. Velma McClard, Jackson.
was a week-end guest of Mrs.
Miss Maxine Lancaster spent the
'
MaTining.
Fannie May and -Dwain, Mrs. Euple
coir.pany, before they would free
Gertie Grubbs. and Miss. Maude
latter, part of last week in Benton
Third and Fourth -Oradea'
Bogard and baby
the bridges, and the money could
Mae
Walker.
'
This is our last week of school.
Hardie Williamslost a nice heifer with Mr. and Mrs. Paul Darnel.
come front no 'source except the
Mrs. I. D. Williams. of Wichita.
Mr. and Mrs. Luke Langston atIiighway money, which would ab- Kan.. is in Moroi as a guest of her Everyone is working hard trying recently.
Nov Is the Time of the Year for Them. DO You
•
Monday guests of miss Beauatee tended quarterly meeting at Mt.
I Will Sell at Public Auction solutely step the construction and parents, Mr. and . Mrs, Charlie to-make the last days ceent. We
Have Adequate Coverage?
are beating forward to our pics Jackson were Miss Arline Cunning- Carmel Sunday -C. A.
'
The department for George and family.
nic Friday. Those who have made ham and Miss Estell Bogard.
Mist-Besaie ATtsre. of Reidland
Tuesday, March 21, 1939 a year. However. tete -fight To free
IT PAYS TO BUY THE BEST POLICY
the honcir roll every month this
Mrs. Lena Bogard and Peggie
the bridges in Kentucky.'
spent" the: week-end'in Hazel.
At 10 O'clock
CARD OF THANKS
year are as • follcws:
.•
Del/ were Monday night guests of
•
T 0. Ttntl4ER.
. Mrs. H. D. West and little daugh- Third grade: Betty• Roberts. Ben
One-of the reasons Why we...say It Does Make-On the J. V. Rye Farm 11'
-Mr. and Mrs. ar os rooks.
ter. Jo Nelle. of North Hazel. Wire
NV, wish to - express' our thanks
Hopkins. and Jack 'Roberts:
fotIrth
i
a Difference Who Writesjotir Insurance" is-ail
„ Mr. and Mrs. Clarence_ Williams.
mile_.anutheast of Cherry
in Murray' Thursday on business.'
to
ivery
one
who
helped
Evelyn
'
,ingrade.
otte
Wells.
HolC
the
CARD.01! THANKS
Mr. and Mrs. Melon Williams and .free
Mrs..
T.' Allbritten is confined
opinion Substantiated by the fact that duritig.the
just off - the Murray and _,
_donation of money -to boy -a
Gorgan-and Jo.
Nene
„•
o
--f-tiRt.-711----5outh 11--a-zel7with BuddyAdarrie
Rife Brooks visited 'Sunday with cow to
more than 20 years since this agency was estabConcord Highway: '
o
replike.
the
one
we
lost.
We wish to extend' our heartfelt
'
-•
Mr. and- Mrs. -Frank McDaniel of -lished we have not yet failed to secure an adinstl.
Household. GoodsFarming thanks to our ssigcas-• neighbors. illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Farris,
Mrs. John J2TT1CS. north of Hazel.
near Fulton.
ment satisfactory to all'concerned.
Tools, Wagon, Hay and
and rekatiVes fee their- faithful is on the--eick hist this. week. ' •
Miss Beatrice Jackson visited
service avittotesfripathy 'S./mem us
Corn, 1 God Horse and
Manual --Paschall. of the Oak
over the week-end with Dorothy
durivg the...Illness and death of Grove conumenty. was, in _Hazel
Mule, 1 Cow, and
Therefere, the campanieS;represented by Iv,
Alice Burkeen.-Blue Eyes.
cur dear innisaggloand -lather. Jesse Monday_ mornmg on business.
Other Things too
-Spring is drawing nearer. My
have -NEVER BEEN_ or windShelton. who departed this life
Mn,
Meador.
and Mrs. C. C
of
Numerous to
storm policy issued by our galley.
Meech 2O-1939; We also want to Nashville, .Tenn ,- Mr. and Mrs. robin seems to have deserted at
Mention
lase-bat many other birds are ar.sbatik bro. Carroll itubbaett and
If Raining on This Date the Sate Bro R F. Gregory. for their con- John, Meador of Yadcson. "Irrff.. riviiiierese the south, among them
and
Memphis.,
Joe Meador. of
The tang
Will Be the Following Da)
soling words and Churchill inner- viskted in the home of their moth* •the brown thrushes.
al Home for services rendered. --- MarcMhrsli-F. L. Meador •Sunday, Of wend smoke is id the air froth
D. P. FARRIS, Auct.
nantertins plant beds .a-burninip
e
Miiiiiecterir. do we 'tlihrdt -72-1°hCountry dirt roads are •ifirming, Two Debate Teams Scheduled to
High Se-Fiool and all the others
On
afternoon. Mrs. even though- the ruts. are rivulets
Monday
Unknot Couiit Today; Kirksey
INSURANCE AGENTS
for the beautiful flowers
May Wheeler Denham. Bro. Dunn. and
ja_Tbtrd Bet
of clear water. The peeks of baby.
-,jes'itaffsjerlislerst-o-espeir .1(rs:Ireleri Dick
g
331_ _
ch CVS--are-harra-t- every Talin
each of you is our
. aprayer,-Mis. home of Mrs. F. L. Meador. • _
price
Lynn' Grov,_ and Faxon high Liquid. Tablets.
house. Women are hurrying with
"It
J L. Shelton and fam:ly -and - his
Does
Make
a
Difference Who Writes Your
The_Biewrend_and Milo:Barr
•scsitsitiag to
--firsianed pe-rtionts here _Wedeesday_.tiodo-lor Salve. Nose Drops 10c & 25c
Tourtialunoes.ltave new
Insurance
_orTexas. spent Wednesday
fore the grand Spring rush is on.• first- piece in, the idetiani section
over 1,200- \wci-men
girls- -.C.:
_aka_ write •sige_.assega y. at Mr.- apd Mrs. J. AO Millers
of the annual Calleway county in
:
leading. Southern Cities -the-stow_
_
Ur. and -Afr
i--"41. E. Firandon clearing the 'garden and lawn The terscholastic meet the rest of which
, Smola - ge.aftsiti "Were
•rendr=wantletwont-•-tar:A^were•-arisornry--instra
IT ate' cutting the stim'tner„ sup- 41---mrsatrrtiRr r(IF 'neRT-iuesaay ati
7'
helped
have a special day at_the CalifOr- daughter,-Mn. Aubrey Farmer, and ply of sten:vs:0A and .are cflosing Taxon.
Averaging all ipplies so'far shows
Worid;s5.atr
plac̀o4 0•4•41-4a..44.•...
--neither -of- doiluded
ffutt'w out or---evert,'"flArti
stittn`hitirt; brolutiged by
Mrs. R. B. AChrisman,'Sr.. of -new ground.' • •
bate -tourney. and Alma and Hazel
declared C A R,D
Paris. is - in Raidl vksiting her
Another.sure' sign of 'spring- se tied for Jeweils place. •Lonn Grove their applsaranoe before
.benefitted 'them!
_
mother. Mrs. Amanda Mason, and that almost every girl ten years and Kirksey will untie their clash
Users by thousands are eager to
sister: Mrs. Bertha Maddox.
_ today.
they have an opportUnity to
tell how CA RDCI has given
Mr: and Mrs. Clarence Elkins. of.
The continuation of the igterthem appetitcr;-lielped-lhem gain
ried
to
one
of
hospitals
the
Paris
Mrs.
guests.
of
are
Concord.
New
.scholestic meet.,,ipciuding public be judged by what they say.
The Ledger & Times is author:
strength; -has thus, relieved-them
iced to announce the fallowing Elkins' sister.. Mrs. A..M: Hawley. for treatment.
sphaking and music, will, feature
,
of the Symptoms of functional candidate's. subjectio the actien of and Bro. Hawley.
Mrs. T. S Herron and daughtei. girls and boys set° s. girls
Letters written on
dysmenerrhea due to Malnutrition. the Democratic primary. Saturday.
Ann.
were
P4_156
in
Mayfield
*last
the
Houston - Hawks° was in
hiss, _male quartets, Mixed, quarMany also say that, whin sympAugust 5, 1939,
Saturday
shopping.
treatment
a
Mason Hospital for
tets. and mixed chorus:- and o
STATE SENATOR
toms indicate tp,e need, CARDU1
Mrs. Ewing Gipsor. Sri* baby left tdrical declamatten. poetry
few days first part of the, week.
3rd Senatorial District
Os latib-l• closer hi ',pa ''It's the
for
Wednesday
Whiteville.
Tenn.: ing. interpretatifis. readings
Ihe .home of Miss
letterheads are always sure
KELSEY R. CUMMINS
time" to soothe pain.
,
Jewell Hill. ,erid • mother for the ton a few days' viait with her par, *on 'groups. and• exte
to get considerate attentionweek"-end were'. Mrs. K.
speaking. '
_. _ _
•
bran and Aauginer. --Jean- ut
Paris. W. A Fisher .and, Miss La,
t,1sa.000.000. walled - because they begin by
vein. , Hill of Isoas'hol'ile, Sise,‘ayce
Chinese vino e
The Golden QaW making a good impression.
MaP 1 1-1111 of _Mayfield. and •
ud
International Exposition are
•
Andersoniof Murray.'
dided over by `a statue of (wan
Miss Jewell Hill is *pending Fire, WindAorm, Auto Lie. Tin'
goddess' of mercy.
,
COrnpensation,
soveral days in Paris 'With her Ws.
Health
and
'
ter7htes K. B Osbron. and -Mr.
_
Osbe n
Accident
,
Mdtule • Orr 'and cratieht-er.
• miss marene spent Monday, in
KO-kites,'Visiting Ur. and Mrs. Otis
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Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times bra nearly
everybody reads it!
SALVE

.

_

To Query Women_
All O'er South

-pa--

Frazee & Melugin

COLDS,

-L-ETTERS,

1
i•:11P

e

•

-

The Kentucky Hotel

Political
Announceme'nts

ATLANTIC BOND

Wticomes to Louisville the
Outstanding Artist
RUBINOFF and HIS STRADIVARIUS

r

— ••

'INSURANCE

DEPOT STREET
.-GARAGE
_

At The National Theatre March 23rd
With Best Seats At 98c.

cdtde--th

Just Across the Street From

All Kinds of, Repairing and
Used Cars

HERMAN JONES, Prop._

1

L. E. OWEN

sick about eightnweek,
i was car-

a.

Louisville's Newest Hotel

The Kentucky

AT 4,11. DRUO

Phone 159---Murray, Ky.
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hiary.Montgomery with eight
members and six visitors present.
MRS. HARRY I. SLEDD, Editor
PHONE 247, PLEASE
The program was presented by
Mrs. Lowry Rains, Mrs. Robert
Young, Mrs. Milton Walston, the
Rev. and Mrs. H. L. Lax, Miss Erin
Montgomery, Mrs. Fanny Henry,
Mrs. Chas. Stubblefield, and Ruth
Montgomery.
A delicious plate lunch was
served by the hostess assisted by
cipy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
Miss Erin Montgomery.
afternoon each week.
The next meeting will be held
at the home of Mrs. Lowry Rains
Mettle Bell Hayes Circle Meet/L. _ _MyrtiitWalker, Mrs. B. G. Humph- with Mrs. Robert Young as assistFashions teeming with youth. COLOR, life! See them today-rejoice in their chic wearMonday Evening
—
rey; Miss Lula Holland, Mrs. An- ant hostess.''
iability-their modest prices-wear there brilliantly this spring. See the swirl-skirted
nie Wear, Mrs. Mary Churchill.
The Mattie Belle Hayes Circle
"Little Girl" frocks and suits . .. provocatively pretty hats . . see the gay, laughing
Mrs. Theta Wachtelle, Mrs. Lola McCuiston And Henrys
of the Alice Waters Missionary SoCelebrate Birthday
colors in accessories.,BesoThisifty fashion leader-choose your entire spring wardrobe
Jones, Mrs. Foreman Graham, Mrs.
ciety met Monday evening at the
Loren Adams, Mrs. Victor Wells
Mr. and Mrs. Sam McCutcheon here.
,
home of Mrs. Well:a Overby with
and the hostesses.
gave a birthday dinner Sunday in
Mrs. Elliott Wear assisting hostess.
honor of Jim McCuiston, M. W.
Mrs. Herbert Dunn was leader
and Floye Henry.
Birthday Dinner Is
for the evening and the program
The day was spent in social conGiven At Mayfield
opened with quiet music followed
versations and games of Chinese
by a song, '"The Church is One
Mrs. S. J. Melugin, who was ob- checkers. At noon a bountiful dinFoundation." Mrs. J. B. Wilson read serving her eighty-sixth birth an- ner was served.
the scripture lesson and Mrs. Roy niversary, was complimented at a
Those present were Mr. and Mrs,
Farmer gave the meditation on the dinner at her home in 1Vlayifeld on Charlie Henry, Mr. and Mrs. Jim
scripture. Mrs. Gingles Wallis sang Sunday.
McCuiston and son, Tommy, Miss
—"He- Silent,'t and Mrs. Walter
Those attending were: Mr. and Ruth Stubblefield, Bill Shelton,
Boone gave the snain discussion of Mrs. John Melugin, Mr. and' Mrs. Dyris, Marsha, and Altie Stubthe subject. The closing prayer was Hugh Melugin, Mr and Mrs. Clif- blefield. Faye Smith, Beauton Fitts,'
given by Mrs. J. B. Wilson.
ford Melugin, Mr. and Mrs. Noel M. W. Hayford. Floy Henry. and
A delightful-party plate emphas- Melugin, Mr. and Mrs. George Mr. and Mrs. Sam McCutcheon.
izing the St. Patrick motif was Williams, Mrs. Cora Langston,
served by the hostess to about Carolyn and Lee.,Ross Melugin and Home Economics Club of Hazel
Elects New Treasurer
twenty-five members and one vis- Thomas Earl Martin, all of Muritor, Mrs. H. E. Pentecost.'
ray; Miss Kate Melugin, Mayfield;
The Home Economics' Club of
• • • • • 1,
Mr; and Mrs. Edgar Melugin, Mr. Hazel High School met Friday,
Irvin Cobb Book Club
and Mrs. Ernest Weeks and son, March 10 and elected a new treasTo Held MeeUng
"la* Edwin, Misses Blanche, Beulah, urer, Mildred Clayton,
to take the
Sadie and Mary B. Melugin, all of place of the former treasurer, Mary
The rrvin Cobb Book Club will
Paducah.
Frank Erwin, who has left school.
hold its spring meeting on ThursEach girl of the club was given
day. March 30, at 2:30 p. m. at the
Sam Pace Is Entertained
a bottle of vanilla extract for
tome of Mrs. B. F. Scherffius. CoOn Birthday
which they will be responsible for
hostesses will be Mrs. Hall Hood,
Mrs. ,J. H. Branch, Mrs. "James
Friends and relatives gathered setting in order to inerease the
Pratt, Mrs.,, F. E. Crawford, and at the home of Mr. arid Mrs. Sam amount of money in the treasury.
• • •.•
Mrs. Paul Gholson.
Pace of near Kirksey Sunday.
Mn. F. B. Houston. Mrs. Wood. March 12 to celebrate his man Hale-Harmon Wedding Takes
finHinson and Mrs.- A. F. Yancey birthday. The day was enjoyed iti
Place Saturday •
5
are 1.1a1:1:ing the program and a conversation.
I
Mist Stella Inez Hale, 17, and
-full attendance -is • uroed.
The visitors were: Mr. and Mrs's.
Roy Allen Harmon. 19, were marLeon Roberts. Mayfield, Mr. and'
ried at the parsonage of Elder C.
Sew and So Club Meets,
Mrs. John Pace. Mr. and Mrs. Fred
L. Francis Saturday afternoon by
Wall Mrs. Boone
Hart, of St. Louis, Mo.: Mr. and
the Church of Christ minister.
Mrs. Paul Johnson, Mr. and Mrs._
.
Mrs. Walter Boone was ho.stess
• The-bricks is the daughter of Mr.
Dow Clark. Paduc;Vhli. and Nis.
Friday afternoon at her home to
and Mrs: Harlie W. Hale of this
*Orval Whitelow, Mr. and Mrs M.
the Sew and So Club. county. -anclo the groom is a son,
V. Boggess, Mr. and Mrs. Howell
The hours were spent -informally
of Mr. and Mrs. James Logan HarTucker, Mr. and Mrs Treman Pace,
and cli4nty iefreshments were
mon. farmers. They will make their
Misses Willie Mae Short, Jean
'skived.
home with the groom's parents for
Boggess, Clinton Burchett, Rich.
Ottlito mcmbers were preseht.
the present.
Boggess, Sherwin Boggess, Miss
• •o• • •
Attendants at the wedding, a conNell Pace, and Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Wear-Helm Bible Class •
ventional single - ring ceremonial,
Pace.
Has Meeting
were Hawley •Bucy and Veld3
Hale.
•
The Wear-Helm Bible Chas of the impressive Wedding Unites Miss
First Christian Church met 'ftoehe• Perth* Henley and John D.
Krystal Smith Studios to Give
•
home of M. Osia Graham. Fridak-s„ MrElYa
-The Winter Carnival"
evening' with Mrs. Graham, Mrs.
'wedding of impressive solH. Redden, Mrs. J. R. Outy, __A
Krystal Smith's Dancers will preemnity was that which Saturday
Miss Emma Helm. Mrs. Clint
sent "The Winter Carnival" Friday.
nited Miss Pauline Henley, PaduDrinkarcLand Mrs: Daniel McKeel
evening, March 17, at 8 o'clock.
cah, and John D. MeElya, of Heath.
as hostesses. The rooms were beauThe musical novelty is ,being sponThe- two young people
,
were
martifully decorated with spring flowsored by the senioroclasi, and there
ried by the Rev. C IL .Wilson at
.,
ers.
still be a cast -of from fifteen to
his residence on .North SixthMiss Lola Holland, president Of
seventy-five students from the
••••
street.
••the class, was 'leader.' Miss Helm
eitiesocif Murray, Paducah, Benton,'
4:-.•
Miss Anna and Boyce McElya,
gave the devotional. Mrs. J. R.
and Calm This performance was
•4.a.
brother and sister of the groom,
Oury an interesting paper. and
given several..weeks ago at the
acted as attendants while the mar•••
Mrs. C. H. Redden a poem. After
college, but dye to-the bad weather
riage rites were ceremUnialized.
the business session a social hour
'and other performarktso the same
Following the wedding, Mr. Wilwas enjoyed.
night, a number of people
ve reson presented the young couple
Delightful, refreshments were
quested that it be repeated.
os
with a beautifully-bound Oxford
servedf to Mrs. C. H. Moore, Mrs.
a high class performance of
Bible.
New Spring Dresses:
Exclusive Creations By
ing and acrobatic trucks.
Both Mr. and Mrs. McElya are
•• • • •
former students of Murray State
Mac Dowell Music Club Meets
College. They will make their home
Saturday
irk- Paducah
•
' Misses Louise Putnam and Elizabeth Rhea Finney were hostesses
Owin-Taylor Weddfng
Saturday afternoon at the home-3
Announcement Received
95
of the. former for the regular
The following announcement hat meeting of the Mac Dowell Music'
Club.
been received by friends:
TIT11W
The - following
program
was
Mr. ancia.Mrs. Leland Earl Owen
announce the marriage of -their given:
Paper
on" Grieg. Martha Bell
daughter
Hood; • -Nocturne-Grieg, Eleanor
Charlotte Virginia
fr• r rip"
Hire:. • Tarantelle-Heller, Martha
to
Introductory Special
ell'Hooda Invention-Bach, Sonata
Mr. Ira Taylor, Jr__
--Beethoven, Eleanor Hire: 5th Air
51 50 COW MEAT FORK
on Wednesday, February the
Varie--Dancla, Helen Hire, accom•
twenty-seconti
panted at the piano by Eleanor
.Nitutieew-hundred and thirty-nine
Hire..
tirst;--Methodist Church
At the conclusion
'
of the program
Paris, Tenn.
the hostesses served a dainty party
Limited Tim.
At Home
plate to the members and the fol.Liinitad Quantity105 tiOrth Twelfth Street
lowing guests: Martha Robertson
Murray. Kentucky
and Emma 'Sue Gibson.
•••••
Enclosed cards bore the following invitation:
Bridge Club Meets With
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Earl Owen
Mrs. Boone
request the pleasure of your
Mrs. 0. 5. oone was hostess to
company on Saturday evening,
her bridge club sq. her home TuesMarch the eighteen frifirti
day morning. 'l7O
ri -- tables were
eight to ten o'clock
placed for the, game with mem-,
One hundred and five North
s present and one visitor, Mrs.'
Twelfth Street
Joe Parker.
• ••• •
Mrs. L. Royates was winner of
Lewis Byerly Is Honored With
the high -SC-ore prize
Birthday Dinner
• • • • •

Spring Officiblly Opens Next Tuesday, tvlirch

CI E

ARE

lg.

YOU

Sparkling
Felts
and
Straws

21

READY?

$1.95

Fashions,of Tomorrow at Glady . Scott's Today!

j

-•

l'AGE THREE

Miss

vp)

$2.95

'

-1

e.

:

Dnns and Doris

Bloomfield, Levine
Stylart

bok
,
9115

Zey
SALE.

595795.

Swagger and Topper

yaright

1095

•to

as low as

Betty Rose and RedFern Coats . .

2

2950]

10.95

Betty Rose Suits--Man Tailored—Swagger
Enchanting, Harmonizing New Blouses

595

up

10.95w_

$1.95

Costume
Jewelry
50c up

54 PIECE Service for 8
Open •teck poetI. $42 RS
Chest •slu•
I 00

SPECIAL SALE PRICE $2995

••

5.4.1

tarnish chest
p
..1•0•41 Set also avidabl• op *Air
Myth. patterns

OY *ARENS il HOLAKSIEDWARDS
Meted for quifi4 for • qwort•r
— priced to fit rimer
a
budge Reetn•••••••1 let wear, .itit
reptem••••/ gaa.aatS. by
•erld's largest savor •••11•n —
Intorwational %Nor C.

H.B.Bailey
• ole*elar

A group, of friends gathered at
the home of Lewis Syerly's recently to celebrate his sixtieth
birthday. A nice
dinner
was
served. The women present quilted all day.
The guest list included Mrs. Fins,
sie Coleman, Miss Audrie May
Coleman. Mrs. Winnie Kline and
sons, Sherman and Paul, Mr. and
Mrs. Clovis Byerly and son Jackie,
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Colembn and
sons, Billie and Clifton. Miss Lucille Rowlett. Miss Lucy Rowlett,
Mr. and Mrs. H. _C. Boyd, Miss
Lovisn'lloyd. Mrs. Nellie Outland,
and daughter, Charlotte Nell, W.
H. Finney, Orval Boyd, Mrs. Betty Finney, Mr. and Mrs. ' Earl
Byerly, Junior Finney, Robert Finney, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Byerly.
•••••
Sulphur Spring M. E.'"lociety
Meets
On Monday afternoon, March 13,
the Sulphur Spring M. E. Missionary Society Met at the home of

Misilonary Society,- Iff-e
eta
Tsursday- Afternoon

--

The Missionary Society of the
First Christian church met Tuesday afternoon at 'the home -of
Mrs. Arthur Farmer' with Mrs. R.
L. Wade and Mrs. H. B. Bailey
assisting hostesses.
The devotional was led by Mrs.
Annie Wear. Mrs. B. J. Hoffman
gave an interesting paper on "The
Place of the Missionary in Today's

Shining patent bags-smartest
for Spring! Stunning top-handies. 6ouches, envelopes!
Suede-like fabric gloves-in gay
colors to match your bag! Ciao,
sic. novelty types. Newest colors

(Continued on Page Fowl

•
lEIRUCa CO,
Prescriptions
Accurately and Carefully
Compounded of Purest

flower-fresh posits for suit
lapels, frocks, coats! Violets, gartlenias, mimosas . o o many more!

1.00 up
50c.up

..GLADYS SCOTT'S
East Side Court Square—Murray, Ky.
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Ralph Churchill. and an interesting
review of the-book. "The Trail of
Blood." was given by Mrs..Charles
Mercer.
Friday. March it A social hour followed during
The Friday bridge club will
'whleti the hostess served a dainty
party plate to the thirteen mem- meet at 2:30 p. m. with Mrs. C. L.
Sharbotough.
bers present.

were beautifully decorated with
sie ing flowers. and the dieing,
table was draped with a lace cloth
and held a centerpiece of matter-To
titans.
After a short business seision
Charles Farmer, coach of music
The Training School debate
presided over by thir. chairman.
(Continued From Page Three)
and band at the Murray high
team,
coached
by
James
Overby
of
Excellent Display of Mbdsten to
Mrs. W. P.: RoberisiL ,sschool, tedeY aneenqced a concert
.-- Be In Charge of Church of, Alma, has one of the most envipregram
was
India," and Mrs. Rupert Parks on
Saturday. Mareh la
at the high school auditorium
able
records
of
any
team
in
the
enHere I come again with a hell Tuesday night of musical numbers
Christ Revival
**Indian Women".
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Taylor, Jr_ George Hart gave an interesting
Mrs. Charles AAUW Meets Tuesday Evening
tire
area.
When
the
dietricrtuurnto all.
will be honor guests at a reception discussion on "The South On
Williamson told a native Indian
his students will present in the
the regular meeting of the at which Mr. and Mrs. Leland Broadway," including actors arhd
A series of gospel meetings con- ament begins March 17, it will
There is no new sickness to re- Regional Musical Festival ached'.
story entitled "Christ in the '
enter
the
meet
with
a
record
of
evening
held.
Tuesday
was
AAUW
port this time.
Heart." Mrs. W. B. Moser brought
Owen will entertain at their home playwrights. A round table eiseus- tinting over a period of five nights
uled at Murray State College
college lie
will begin at Friendship Church 14 wins and no losses.
_ Mrs. W. T. Steele is still improv- March 24-25.
a report on tile 'district convention at seven-thirty in the
frtan eight td ten in the -evening. sion of the subject followed.
Dr.
A.
M.
with
building,
brary
Teams it has beaten are Benton ing.1
held recently at Fulton.
The hostess served a dainty des-I of Christ Wednesday night, March
Featured in the concert 'Will be
Stickles. head of the history deMonday, March Mt
During the social haair
Eld. Taman Taylor _filled e spec- the high school band of 45 pieces,
sert plate emphasizing the St. Pat: V. Two speakers will be on the twice, Calvert City, Reiciland,
State
„TeachMrs. M. G. Carman will be
Mayfield
twice,
LaClinton
twice,
program
each
night.
ful refreshments were served. to partment , at Western.
ial
rick motif.
appointment at Pleasant Val- junioreantrhigh school g!ee plubs
ers' College. as speaker. His topic hostess to the Mbnciay afternoon
the eighteen members present.
Wednesday. March 22, C. L. Fran- Center, Tilghman, Heath, Hardin. ley Sunday. His discussion was composed of 30 voices each, boys'
Guests were members and the
for ..disceeeeon was. "European Con- bridge club. ,
Almo,
and
Lone
Oak.
basen on "Speaking where the quartets and girls' trio. bey and
following visitors: Mrs. T. P. Cook, cis, Murray, will discuss "Hospitalditions is Affecting America."
Debate squad members are Billie Bible speaks and being silent Where
Mrs. W. W. McElrath. Mrs. Elmer Aye. and will be followed by John
Mrs. Tandy Entertafee
Tuesday. Marsh 21 girl solos, and instrumental solos.
••Dr..Stickles - thinks that theesfact
Rutherford
Morgan,
Ann
Lipford.
the Bible is silent," taken from
At Laneheen
The Circles of the Alice Waters Collins and little Miss Lociha Fay Brinn. who will speak on :God's
The band wt11 -- platy efelednight
thaite.Ainerica--E,ae --showie where
Elizabeth
Thompson,
Mary
Gres•
Most Wonderful Book"; on ThursGal. 3-1. He will return to this
Missionary Society will meet at Hart.
Sun", and "Selections from SchuMra. S. B. Tandy WM hostess at'her sympathies- are has done much 2:30 -p.- m. as follows:
day night, T. C. Wilcox, Paducah, ham. Emma Sue Gipson, Franklin pulpit next first Sunday.
bert". -tee senior high schobl
a lovely luncheon last Thursday, to cpel the dictators' ardor fgr
will give his views on "Ungodliness Curd, and Wells Lovett. AccordBro. Lloyd Wilson will be at girls' glee club will sing "Calm as
.G. Le. Bold Meeting At
war. However, the Europeantut": The Dale Circle at the home of
ing to an announcement made by
at one o'clock at the hot:be -se
in
the
Church",
and
he
will
be
Pine
Chambers'
Bled!
Miss
third Sunday.
the Night" and 'Trees"; the junior
T Skaggs.
.
. Mrs. -T. He Stokes. The :m".an de- moil is causing America to -spend
, followed bet C. L. FIbuser, also of Coach Overby today, Lipford and
The leutnam Circle teethe Mrs.
Well, it seems as though Old 1441 school kids' glee club . will
licious' menu was served at small billions for defense for fear she
The H. G. L.'s had their meeting Paducah, who will discuss "Ex- Morgan will do the tournament
Man Winter is coming back. Bet- sing "Within a Dreaming Harbor";
,debating.
tables in the living room which will be caught in the same dilem- F. B. Outland.
at the home of Miss Betty Jo cuses".
The Baker Circle at the home
ter weitc_he. Eagle and Kentucky the girls trio, composed of. Mary
held jonquils and violets as. con.- ma in which France and England
Chambers on Saturday, March
Friday night's sem:Sins 'will-conof Mrs, G. T. Hicks.
Bella, or. your frogs will look Edith Lax, ,first seprane,. Marne
found themselves last fall.
terpieces.
•
Games were played and enjoyed. sist of a lecture on "Holding up
through glass windows and your Ryan, second soprano. and Miriam
Dr. Seekles' address was deCovers were laid for Mrs BarTasty refreshments were later His Hands," by R. G. Embrey,
echolarly,
The Book Group of the AAUW
turtle doves-will get frost bitten. ; Malrath, alto. will sing "The
ber MeElfath, Mrs. J. H. Coleman. lightfully informill, yet,
served.
Paduceh, and "The Mission of
comprehension of will meet at 7:30 p. in. at the borne
Old Man River is on the up and'Night has a Thousand Eyes"; the
lere. Joe Lovett, Mrs. Solon }fig- reflecting a keen
A business meeting followed and Christ", by Morgan Harlan. "Paul's
of Mrs. W. S. Swann,
has chased Ciillie ,,Lowell, boys' Quartet composed of Jay
gine---Mrse -Ve.--J-.---Meeey.- Mrs. Leira- world eefairs.,
Claire Fenton was elected secre- Charge to Timothy" will be tile
Chris and "Granny" Steele away Bland, first tenor, Joe Ward, secPrintz. Mrs. E S. Diugued. Jr.,
to replace
Mary sermon subject of F. W. Gould, Farmers to Tour Experiment Farm from their home.. Lowefl's wife ond tenor, Herbert Lax, baritone,
Mrs. A. F. Yancey. Mrs. Venh tary-treasurer
R:- Sett -Mrs.--- Ir. Mesdames 'Barnett, Valentine,
Mrs. te
at Jackson. Tenn.. on
and Hugh Thomas McEIrlith, hiss,
Stubblefield,. Jr.. and Mrs. E. W. Frances McElrath who recently re- Benton, on Saturday night, and
says she is homesick.
And Sloan Entertain
Mrs. H. I. Siedd.
Sherborte
thereafter
Vernon
Derry be,rry
will entertain the signed. Helen Kee was accepted as immediately
March 30
will give a vocal interpretation of
The
Sheckel
boys
went
to
vLsit
Mrs.,T. H. Stokes and Mrs. Tandy.
Mrs. Lann Music Club at 7:30 p. in. at the a new member and initiated into Smith. Murray, will give a discus.
Mrs. 011te.
':Night Shades are Gently Falling".
their
brother,
Trearnan,
who
is
Valentine, and Mrs. George Sloan._. home of Mrs.. Yancey.
the club. After the
meet- sion of "Wbat Doth the Lord ReA schedule of meetings on vari- still in the Clinic-HospitaL
Herbert Lax *ill sing a baritone
antagrisy Bridge Club of Almo, entertained_ Mrs. Edward
ing. Piano Solos ware heard by Ws* of Your
ous phases of farm work, featursolo, "Sea Fever"; Mary Edith Lea
MI
-.
and
Mrs.
M.
C.
Geurin
and
litai-Ch12
-11--taiiirtglitild
the club.
rhadviidi with a house • warming
L.. H. Pogue at the 11 o'clock ing discussions by leaders in: •eit.- Old Crib and his wife went to , will give a vocal rendition of
The B. and P. W. Club will hold
at the heme of the former ThursThose present were Joan But- service Sunday will deliver the tension work from' the University Outwood. U. S. Veterans hospital, "Sunshine Song": Hugh Thomas
Mrs. 'John %%anvil was hostess day'afternocn from two to, five. its regular supper meeting in the
trombone
:Meter"home Saturday afternon to 1. Games and contests Were en- 1 club room at 6:30 p. M.• with Mrs. terworth. Hilda Farley, Helen Kee. day's sermon, and that night, the of Kentucky, was released by the last . Friday., They were in six MeElrath Will give a
MilJane -Orr. Eva Carl Bog CA'S11, Char- closing service of -the meeting, will county agenreeoffice today.
members -of her beidge club. The.
different counties and were not solo, "Soul of the Surf"; Fred
jo-yed and prizes were awarded to'C. A. Hale. Mrs. A. 0. Woods, lyn Hartsfield, Isabel' Cain. Claire feature Henry Hargus, 'Providence,
This afternoon, Marl G. Welch over 80 miles from horne at any tort-Wells will play "Regret", on
prize for highescore was won by
B.
Keys,
and
Mrs.
Paula
Miss
Erse
Miss
Story,
'Raymond
Mrs.
Fenton, and the hostess.
in a dissertation on "Weighing and J. L. McKittrick. state engi- time. Hold the phone!'
the .oboe; Ray Treon will interpret
Mrs. Everett Ward Outland.
„
Sco# as hostesses.
Taylor, and Pearline Rowland.
Ourselves in the Reliance". Tilman neers, wi,i conduct an educational
Mr. and Mr,, T. C. Smith, Mrs. "Memories of the Paste on the
The hostess • served delightful
Party
opened.
a
After Wet weed
Taylor will follow with meimely program for the Rural Electrifica- Etheline McCuiston,'and Mr. and trombone; Gene Brewer will give
Service Circle Class Has Party
tefresernents at the conclusion of plate-- was -served to about .thirty-tion Administration in the court- Mts. Geo. McCutcheonk- of Paris, a peeophone solo; and- Marjorie
and forceful sermon.
the game. .
stz guest
house at 1 o'clock; Saturday, Grady Tenn.. visited Mr. and Mrs. Orvis Shroat will play 'a cdrinet sglo.
Members of the Service Circle
Doran,
C.
C.
lidayffeld,
will
be
by
wee
given
Musical
numebrs
_
Sellards, University swine special. Fileder Sunday.
Class of the First Christian Church in charge of the song service,
The concert will begin at 1:30.
Mr. McCutchCelebrates
quartet,
and
a
the college male
Mrs. Magid& Sr..
ist, will discuss hog raising in eons IS in the lumber business at
Child toseation rub
enjoyed a chili supper and party
Boyer.
ReadBirthday
baritone solo by lit.
Calloway ceunty to farmers gath- Paris. Mr. and Mrs. McCutcheons
To Meet
Friday night at the home of Mr.
ings Wein given by members of
ered at the courthouse; on March are old friends and schoolmates of
and Mrs. Zelna Carter. Games 14
A delightful 'event of Thursday.
The Murray State College branch the first grade.
22. 23, and ,24. J. H. Humphreys Old Crip.
furnished amusement during the
March 9. was the surprise birthday
Refreshments Were served by
ofethe Associatiaa for Childhood
will discuss poultry raising in nine
was
given
Mrs.
celebration
which'
evening.
Orval *Thurman, William -Kim_
Education will - meet- next Mon- mothers of the upper grades. There
Calloway county commie:lilies; and bro. and Iturshel Smotherman all
iugui . Sr.. on her eightyE.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Jay night. March 20, at 7 p. in.. in wag, a large attendance.
On
March
30.
Calloway
farmers
fourth birthday. Mrs. Ed Filbeck.
sold their tobacco this week -so Grover James Succeeds Him as
W. bl Reeder, Mr and Mrs. Shelby
Mies Wyman's room in the liberal
will meke their annual tour of the there is lots of money here now.
'vebose bfrftielay falls on the same
Accountant at Murray
11G."- and Mrs. le C. Frazee.
Arts. building, according to .Miss Mrs. Bolton is Club Bastes. experiment farm at Jackson, Tenn. And so long 'till next week.
date. shared in the .honors. Friends
Hosiery Mill
Loretta Hill. president:
the Rev: and Mrs. A. V. Ravens, Principal Edd Filbeck today anin the neighborhood planned the
-Old Clip
Mrs H. E. Holton was at home Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Mr.
Final organieation plans have
nounced names of students mak..silepetrie. and a cielightfuL intreeeel
S M. Lyon, Sr., accountant and
Ubt -been roMpleted, but officers yesterday afternoon to her bridge Mid Mrs. Herbert Farris, Mr. and ing the honor roll at
Mutiny High
afternoon was spedt at Mn. Diublookkeeper for the past several
The prize for high mere Mem Rupert Parks. Miss __Jane
inemeeen chiewm and the consti- club.
School for the 'elsat:-•ses-weeks.
-guides homey after whith red/neseNmionalsths;:asatacctehpetedMaurporaysitioHnosiweirtyh
tutiot. hat been written, and will was awarded Mrs. H. C. Curry.
Ilaaeldere Mr. and Mrs. Leon RobPupils making, a grade of 90
rnents were sereed.
The hostess served delightful re- erts. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Redbe voted upon at the :Mardi 20
per cent or above and have been
The -honorees received many meeting.
freehments to the members and
the. Neldey & Horsch Company,
den. Mr. and Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk. preserft every period are as follovely gifts.
•
two additional guests. Mrs. Elliott
I rnartufactUFers of seamless and fullMies
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Grace
Cole.
lows:
Those present .were Mrs. E. S.
Of especial significance to local
Wear and Mrs E. J. Beale,
Bridge Club Meets With
!
i Reading. Pa..
The famous Vaughan Radio fashioned hosiery., h
Morris Criss. Mr. and Mrs. Bruce
Third grade-Thomas Ed Ad- businessmen and citizerese was the
Desguid. Sr_ Iles Ed Filbeek. Mrs.
Mrs. %%linen
quartet will sing at. FaXon -in the He will serve ah office manager
Maddox,
Miss
Rose
Mary
Codell.
ams
and
Ronald
Churchill.
Jr.;
F. le---Outlaad. Mrs. Bill Bates of
announcement of the Tennessee
MeV Will Mee; At Bettion
Mr. and Mrs. George ..Hart, Mr. fourth grade: Jackie Miller, Thom- legislature last week that the Scott- county singing convention, Sun- and cost accountant for the corn.Greenville. Miss. Mrs. Joe ,Ryan.
Mrs. AN 111 H. Weeetnell was
as Earl • Wallis. and Betty- Ann Fitzhugh. bridge, among others, has day,' it _was announced today by panyeeehfchluniville. Tenzi., plant.
Mrs. Niebolaore Mr.. Pogue Out- Itiestess Wednesday afternoon to'
The Woman's Missionary Union and Mrs. Charles L
Maintaining Ids interest in1 the
line. Mrs Vertices Stubblefield. her bridge club
Guests were rof Blood River -„ Association will Mr. and Mrs. Harry BrOacik Kr Smith; fifth grade: Buddy Valen- been freed of tolls. This Will , give R. M.liarks, convention president, I
'and Otho Wincheeter. secretary: 1, Murray Hosiery Mill.'he will make
Sr.. Miss Mary Shipley. Mrs. Louie members sod two' visitors. Mrs. hold teen- regular quarterly meet- end Mrs. John Neal, Mr. and Mrs. tine, and Hevelery- Rob ,rts: sixth Tennessee 'vesitsors in
Stewart
The Vaughan singers will also I tripe _back to - Murray every three
Gatlin. Mrs. Mayme Ryan Hughes. Frank Albert Stubblefield and ing on Thursday, March 23., at the Zelna Carter, Joan Farris: Mattie grade: Suzanne Miller, Freedi Mae colinty and other access localities
appear in the high school audiel months
'
Mrs. Chesley Butterworth. and Mrs. Mrs. Hal leinettee.
Carolyn Carter, and John Mach. Dunn. Mary Rudolph, Wm, Mason an opportunity vshich they have
i First Baptist Church in Bente&
teriune in a special program_ SatGreyer. _weed James, who- has
Johnson. Joe Pat Anderson, and
Katherine Kirk
Prizes fcg_helle sad second sigh i The meeting will begin. at
Carter.
not had for long .to gross the river firday night. They may 'be hea d
Pat Lents; seventh grade: Martha
reij been bnekkeeper for the' Murray
wore, viere--e
- wen by Mrs. A._ F. , o'clock and the guest speaker will
And come to this locality without over. Station WSM *at Nashville
Farmer,
A/eda
Cenneingharn,
Sue'
Consumer; Coal and Ice Company
Enrelian Class Meets With.
Ryan_
Nat
astieldre
Yenetee
be. Miss Louise Beane.
having
to
pay
fare
for
crossing
6:30.
every
Thuesday
morning
at
and Ann MacLean; eighth grade:
SPORTSMEN TO MEET
I for the, last five years, has sue•iiira. Churchly '
The tapeless served a dainty
,***
-the
bridge.
eee
e
Sunday
1ring.!
montly
Fourth
The
Fay Nell - Anderson, -Wanda , Fuzceeded Lyons at the Murray Hosiparty plate.
,
C,Illes4 Wednesday
The Dover:bridge was neteaffect- ing will be held as usual on the.
The Euzehan pisss. of the First
•
•-. •
.The Calloway county Sportettelli sell. Viegiple Jones; Marion Trecry Mill in the position- of, bookildiernomt
.
Baptist Church. held its regular Metbers Club Holds
26th of March, John Key, mailer
'
Club will meet next Wednesday. on. and Virginia Nell Wilford; ed by the state ruling.
keeper and accouhtant,
meeting Monday evening -at the
of ceremonies, said today..
Fenton, • and
Mrs. Wesley Waldrop opened her' *March 22, at the Lynn Grove high freshmen: Claire
Meeting Wednesday
h. me of Mrs Max Churchill. hers
Sheep losses totaled $460 in RobI home Wednesday afternoon for the school in the eyening. A program Charlyn Hartsfield; sophomores:
Forty Henry county sheep breedOne Velentine and' Mrs. Charlie
McCreary county 4-H clubs Will
The Training School Mothers regular meeting of the UDC._ the _ansi motion picture film on conser- George Ed Jones: juniors, Ray ertson county last year, with $550
Leian assisted in entertaining..
Club held the regular meeting was assisted in entertaining _by vdtion will be given. All sports- Treon; and seniors: Hugh elcElei available in the treasury of the demonstrate the home-made lamp ers attended a meeting to discuss,
rare and maniwernent problems.
The e e•etional wee led le. 1.4"' 47eertnesday
afternoon
at
the Mrs. M. :D. Holton. The , reams men are invited to attend.
this season.
brooder county association,
rath and Harry Fenton.

•

Friendship Church Training School
High School Musicians to Give
Perfect
Has
Mark
Begin Meeting .for Debate Tests
Concert Tuesday Night at 7:30
Wednesday Night

Social Calendar

••••••••••

Pine Bluff News

Cochran Releases
Meeting Schedule

..Barnett,

S. M. Lyon Gains
Tennessee Post

onor Roll at
High School for
Period is Given

Scott-Fitzhugh
Song Convention is
Bridge Over River Set- -for Sunday at
Is Freed by State Faxon High School
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Enjoy a New 1939 Frigidaire Electric Range and Refrigerator---Get Both for 35c Per Day
r

-AU

Six

COMB/NE!low Coff ."1/6# SPEED .SURE RESULTS
Cheaper Than

Ras All TIMM!
1eatir al.
Frigidaire
Seariee eot-Sseilatl
iaser-flues
Carr
lee Trar`
'Vesicitabe- AlHietml
fatii•et
1.Pare Ali-Vot
Opener
Pose
-Lards
, Touch
teserior Light
,\\.... Aosonbalic
kadicitor ------ —
toed-Weer
-sae Tray
Soar
Compartment
Estisi-Dee• Cold
Frozin Storage
2-11E ay Mootare-Ses1 HYdntor
Control
Cartgatic Cold Release
Antommic 't ray Defrostes o
Reset
Auusasstic
more
Re.frigerant, and many
1.114

Ice

Same Seastffd Ome-Irsece Steel Cabinet.
Same Simplest Refrigerating Maleness%
Same World-Fames lleter-fliser as fattiestPriced Models
•Here's the season's "bur"! A big, gleaming
beauty...smartest styled "Special" in Frigidaire
history! Complete with dolmas of features
„ you've always wanted. Frigidaire's famous
Meter-Miser mechanism . . . sensational
"Quickulee" all-metal ice tsays
l-Piece AllSteel Cabinet constructioa
5-Year Protection Plan, backed by Genetell -Motors . and
many more! Come in -see this sensational
eefrigetator value today!
Ms* see the sensational new "Cold - Wall"
Frigidaire- built. em an entirety new prin.
cipie-werkl's fitst "Cold-Wail" Refrigerator.

fridiMie."Specisi"R-31 Oszwrand
capacity
6.2 cu ft.
shelf area
ft.
sg.
1?,.e
Ice Trsys
MI-Metal
bee
, 4 "(enicku cubes at a freezing
56 ice
_

•No woman could inspect this range
without knowing immediately that a
woman - had her hand in its design.
It's a woman's range ... made for a
woman's job. Designed and approved
.by 7550 practical housewives ...
homemakers just like you!
We're proud to join Frigidaire in
presenting this startling new Frigidaire Electric Range to the women of
our community. We're enthusiastic
about it because our own customers
... women who know what a range
should he . . have approved it so
wholeheartedly.
Conn in. Let us demonstrate this
designed for
remarkable range .
women by women. Let us show you
its astonishing record of low cost
operation. And let us' tell you how
casy it is to enjoy modern eiceerie
cooking for only a few cents a day!

Designed by 7550 Women to Unite ALL the
Advantages of Modern Electric Cooking
Evs:ry Units "Speed-Hear"
Unit with 5 Cooking
Speeds
•
'
Fu 11-Size,EZOnon!TsirenHeat'()via
Double-Duty "Thernezer"
.. I-Piece Porcelain Cabinet
I.-Piece Stainless Porcelain
Top
High-Speed Broiler
Exclusive"Evenizer" Heat
Distributor
I-Piece All-Porcelain Owed
Interior
Non-Tilt Slidimeehelves
Counter-- Balanced,, ShelfType Oven Door

Freer Opening Oven Vent
Hydraulic Oven Heat Control
Silver Contact SW-Rd:lei
Armored Wiring
Utensil Storage Drawers
Abort Fearwra /it every limurehold

"Thrifto.M•tic'
Switch
"Cook. Master"
Control
"Time Signal"
Warming Drawer
Cooking Top Lamp
Condimeni Set

•

-4

Model

Phone 56
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B-60-4HuctraRd
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SoUth Side Court Square
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MODELS
As Little As

SEE THEM ALL .• • HERE ... TODAY!
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Mrs. I. E. Morgan is a patient at
the Mason Hospital where she
underwent an appendectomy. '
Lieutenant and Mrs. Andrew
Hayes were guests Monday night
and Tuesday of friends in Murray. They were en route to Evansle, Ind., from her home in
rkanfao
-Mire Racheel Lynn underwent
operation at the MasonHospital Sunday.
Miss Jewell Hilt - of Hazel, was
the house guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Otto Swann, first part of this
week.
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Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Hales Mrs.
Solon Higgins and Mac Coleman
visited in Columbia and
Tenn., the first of the week.
Miss Madge Patterson spent the
tiasek-and --with Miss Minnie Lee
Ligon at hors home near Farmington.
. Miss
Christine
Johnston
of
Union City, Tenn..- was the weekend guest of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Johnston,
Miss Helen Hire, of StephenZ
College:: Columbia, Mo., is spendleg the spring vacation with her
parents, Dr. and Mrs. Charles
Hire.
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Oury had as
their guests Sunday her parents,
Mr. and- Mrs. W. T. Wadlington,
of Memphis, Miss Lela Wilson
and Clifford Themes of Grade
Dr. John- Carr Loftin of Jackson,
Mrs. Jerry Potter and Charles
Pennebaker of Memphis.
Mrs. Jimmie Farley, Oakland
City, Ind., spent the week-end
with her son. Bob Farley, and his
'wife. Mrs. Thelma Farley. .
Mrs. Edwin Crawford is rapidly improving from a serious anness of 'pneumonia at her home in
Lynn Grove.'
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilssn, of
Hazel,• announce the birth of a 9pound daughter Friday.
. Mr nand Mrs.- Ralph Penn- and
daughters, • Rebecca and Virginia
Sue, were guests of Mr. and' Mrs.
Frank Pool and others here over
the week-snd. 'Mr. Pool is a
brother' of Mrs. Penn.Keys Futrell and J,
Shackles
ford were business representatives
in,,, Paducah Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Neal and
children. Danny and Nancy. spent
the week-end with Mr, and Mrs.
Russell Coalter in Bowling Green.
- Rex. -Darnell, who has been
quite ill with pneumonia for some
e, was removed Saturday to the
eteran's Hospital at Outwood
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near Dawson Springs where he
will receive treatment.
Miss Willie Kelso and Miss Kathleen Caldwell, secretaries in the
county agent and soil conservation
associations here, spent the weekend in Lynn Grove with their respective parents, Mr. and Mrs. E.
L. Kelso and Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
Caldwell.
Miss Martha Nelle Wells was in
charge ot the last regular meeting
of the Robert J. Breckenridge
chapter tsf the Future Teachers of
America in the college library
Thursday night. The subject centered around the study of etiquette,
and Miss Mary Nee Farmer, among
others, discussed various phases of
the unit.
Miss Cologne Jones, of Nashville, spent the week-en4 with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Jones,
of this county.
Harry Broach,' Mr. and Mrs.,H.
E. Pentecost, Miss Mary Frances
Johnson, and Miss Brooksie Garrett attended a Frigidaire school
tit Paris, Tenn., Wednesday:
Mrs. May Bell Scobey visited
her daughter, Amelia, who is employed as a nurse at Waverly Hills
Sanitarium, in Louisville, and attended the State convention of the
Woodmen Circle last week.
Mr. and Mrs. John Tarver and
daughter, Glover Dale, and Mrs.
Laura Clopton of Murfreesboro,
Team were guests during the weekend of Mr. and Mrs. Gatlin Clopton.
Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester is confined to her „home as the result
of a, broken ankle which she sustained last Week in a fall on the
basement steps at her home.
Mrs. Joe T. Parker has returned
home after an extended visit with
relatives in Greesboro, N. C.
Mrs. Theta Wachtel has just returned from a month's vacation
in Chicago and,-Omaha visiting her
family. She also had the opportunity to attend a dry cleaning clinic
where the Cleanese Corporation exhibited their- new styles and materials, and demonstrated the proper cleaning methods to preserve the
color and avoid shrInkage of synthetic fabric.
Pat Morris and wife of Chicago
who have been visiting in Florida
for the past two weeks will stop
over the week-end here with Mr.
and Mrs. Tom Morris.
A. G. Cunningham,swho has been
a shut-in sink November, has been
seriously ill the past two weeks,
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Ste theltiew Universal "Z" Tractor. After Seeing it and Giving
the "Z" a Thorough Inspection, You Will Want to Ray it.
Natussit Reerinte i tat Cell rialitay 'See 1Ve -rttff --is- Oni y'
Many Advantages. It Has: '
t
acUrseedthlaenssanfuyelenpernr.

petitor in a recent plowing contest at Rees, Illinois.
.
•
to pull w ith ease three 14h bottoms in Use same plowing
reeteat. tA regular 2 plow tractor with much reserve power).

n

This tractor has 140 fewer parts. You
EL/ will wonder why it hasn't been done
before. Can be aservieeestrent a intik easeli sari Firm Berle_

t
1

HANDSOME Ifts
,.

_ ,

or st
iorneke7bli
cies nenoitngonly
for
but dthe purpose
better operating visibility. "Vision Lined' #4 correct.

"Quick-on QuIck-ofr tractor tapirments. The original quick attachable
and detachaale tractor ireplesnents bulit with SQUARE TOOL
DAR HITCH. A complete line considered the finest built,- '''
..

ORIGINAL

'Signified by the Last Letter in the Alphabet the
-- "Z" Really is the Last Word in
Moderr\ Tractor Design

•

FIRST CHItliaTIAN CHURCH

Tilghman high school's Mee Tor- little difficulty in dispensing with
19, 1930
"Sources of Power," will be the nado is the new basketball cham- Mayfield 27-18 and Hickman 36-20.
At the morning worship -hoar,
sermon subject of A. V. Havens, pion of the First Region, thanks Hurley was Calvert City's out10:50 o'ciocks the pastor will preach
play standing player throughout the
minister of the First Christian to its- brilliant last-half
on "Practical
Christian Living"
Church, at the meaning worship against a weary Calvert City team. tournament.
from the text: "Let your light so
service, next Sunday. "The matter The Tornado won 3744, _after -Only the winner was eligible to
shine laefore men that the)' May
leading at halftime by a leant 10- represent the Region in the Stet*
Sunday School at 9:30, with of personal power," Mr. Havens
9.
see your good works." That is
contest at Lexington this 'weekstated
in
announcing
the
sermon,
classes
for
all
ages,
taught
by
spirwhat the world needs just now. At
Calvert City; showed the result" end. State play opens today when
"is a very vital one. It frequently
the evening hour, 7:30 o'clock, the itually minded teachers, faithful to is the
deciding factor between suc- of its titanic first and semifianl Tilghman meets Madison High sat
pastor will preach on ."Cqestartt the Bible and •officered by expericess and failure: Borne succeed be- rounds in which It beat sa. sapong Richmond.
Watchfulness". Everyone needs to enced Capable officers. Every class
Of the opinion that Western
cause at their personal power. Oth- Birmingham five 27-24 and a great
be "on guard" agaisda the subtle meets in a separate room for an
Barlow quintet 20-19, ad what Kentucky basketball compares on
undisturbed stridy of God's word. ers, *equally intelligent, fail for
temptations of the devil. had appeared in the first half to a par if not better than in upstate
The Training Union meets every want of personal power. It if not
The regular -monthly meeting of
be anybody's ball game gave way sections, local net enthusiasts are
WICCaraM4111
to
see
men
develop
Sunday-evening
splenat
6:15,
'stewards
with
at the
the board of
to a rout in the second. The spirit of the opinion that the Tornaap
church on Monday night, Mareh did - directors and leaders - of each power far out of proportion to and the fight that had made Cal- may go far in the State contest—
native
talent,
education
ampoof the unions beginning with the
20.
svert City a potential champion all may eveo-return with the chamsition. This sermon." he concluded:
Beginning Monday night, March Minors. A well rounded Bible
season was Vitt there, but the pionship trophy that Sharpe wres"will
seek
to
set
forththose sources Physical endurance
20. there will be held through Fri- factures fo studies has been arranged
was lacking.
ted from state contestants last
from which any one may obtain
day night, March 24, the regular by Baptist leaders of the South.
In early rounds, Tilglunan had year.
great personal power." The eeryyearly school of missions, studying
Mid-week meeting Wednesday
the book, 'The Invincible Ad- evening at 7 o'clock. This meeting ice will begin at 10:45.
vance". This book when taught Is very vital and is intended to
"The Better Peet" will Va flut
Mrs. Mary Idecoy Hall will go by the pastor, with a certain num- fill a real need in the life of sermon subject at the Sunda
to.Paducah tonight where she will ber present, will count on the every Christian and every one not night church service, - which will
be the guest speaker at a meeting study coarse. of the Woman'e Miss- a Christian. It is a good, helpful begin at 7:30.
"A pencil is one ofthe most im- live-at-home program- with credit
ionary Society. The books will be meeting for the
The Sunday Schoca will begin at portant agricultural implements and advice for low income farm
of the ACE.
entire family group
at the church next Sunday.
9:30, led by Supt, R. L. \aside.
as well as neighbors and friends.
the farmer has," SFA County Su- families.
Dr and Mrs. W. S. Anderson
The schaol is of value not only
"When money spent for food sis
The Christian Endeavor Societies pervisor 0: C. Dyer said. today.
and son, Billie, of Paducah were
Immediately following the midfor the information gathered durguests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. C.
week meeting will be a brief Bible will meet at 6:30, Sunday evening.
Unless accurate recerds, Of ex- reduced 10 per cent, It means that
ing the lessons but also for the
penses are kept, it is dliTicult, to much more for magazines and
L. Sharborough.
study of the lesson for the next
fellowship of the study together.
tell whether the farmer has used books for the farm and home or
Mrs. Adrian McCree of Central
CHURCH
Sunday.
OF
CHRIST
all
it.
We
invite
will
enjqy
You
some small personal luxuries for
his money to best advanfie
City and Mrs. Will Fulton of members of other congregations
:
durThe church extends' a most corthe farm wife." he said.
Lord's Day: Bible study at 9:45 ing the year. Wise- spending of
Owensboro, were the week-end that can not attend the school in dial invitationto every one to atWith the, ajd of the Farm Famguests of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur their own churches to meet with tend all the meetings and services a. m., worship at 10:50 a. m. and the farm doetar is being stressed ily 'Record
Books, FSA families
for all farm fantilies co-Cperating
Farmer. They were en route • to us. The last two years quite a of the church whenever possible. 7:30 p. m.
have eliminated the guess work as
their homes after spendiog the number of the members of the. A warm-hearted welcome awaits - Wednesday: Prayer meeting at with the Farm Security Adminis- to Where their crop money went.
tration in its Rural Rehabilitation
winter in Florida.
Murray Circuit met with us in our every one.7:30 p„ m.
For the first time many families
program.
Mr. and Mrs. Nat Ryan and Mrs. school. We will expect Bro. Lax,.
are able to tell exactly where
Thursday:. Bible class for ladies
•
"The
more
abundant
.life
fre- every cent was spent and why.
!duffle Ryan Hughes spent Mon- my fellow pastor, to have a part
at 2:30 p. m.
quently is
obtained
the
way
day in Nashville.
in the school. As long as we con•-A Visit to Jerusalem With money ig spent rather than the !Thrifty farmers have begun to
tinue to learn, we are not in dan!raise all the meat and vegetable's
The week has opened with very Jesus" ,will be the Sunday morning amount made." Mr. Dyer said. necessary for an. adequate diet at
ger of growing old. A wise edusermon
topic.
"Wise
homemakers often can make ; herne.‘ They find that farmers
cator, Mr, Sawnie Webb, of Ten- pretty. weather. Those who have
"This. is That" will be the sub= a small ineome buy all the necessinessee, was accustomed to saying, nol burnt plant beds are taking
t only need to buy salt, coffee, flour
jeca at the evening service.
he wind and rain Saturday "New thought means new lie." advantage of the suitable days.
ties and some luxuries.
and sugar,
night did some damage through When did you last really study a
The evening sermon will deal
Mr. Dyer also -pointed
out
The relearning of this valuable
Mrs. Anna Jones had' the pleasthis section—blew the top off of Book? Our Sunday-school, at 9:30
ure of having her mother-in-law with prophecy. The prophets de- that in the past toe much money lesson that some farmers forgot in
Mrs. Carroll
Kingins' brooder has room and classes for all. You
with her lash week-end and this scribed many future events and has been. spent by farmers for the days of high prices for cothouse and about 200 little chickens need the inspiration from this serweek. Visitors who called to see especially the events in the hie food, leaving only a small amount ton and tobacco is being reflected
were killed. It blew a tin roof off vice. The children and young
the her mother-in-law, Mrs. Ada of our Lord. Peter said that Pente- for clothing, education and medi- in the improvement of their homes
of a shed and also blew-- some pesple meet in Uttar respective
Jones, were Mr. and Mrs. Bowden cost was the thing foretold by .Toel. cal care. The FSA encourages a and outhouses.
big limbs on
Bilious Wilson's rooms Sunday evening at 6:30. We
Swann who were accompanied by" We appreciate the many visitors
houses, and part of the chimney welcome all visitors to our serMrs. Uua Miller who were frsrn we have been having and invite Williams, Buchanan, Tenn.; Miss ray, Miss Lola Spaulding, Paris,
was. knocked down.
vices.
Mrs. Ada's old neighborhood and all Others who find it convenient
Still quite a lot of sickness.
westricicmur
RuthOper,
.Hays'AdemsJ. Mac)' Jenkins, Pastor
she appreciated very much having to worship with us.
Lucetta, the email daqghter of
Murray,is9
ray,FIoyd'Scott.ville,
1ellieTenn-;drs.W
Tenn.
the pleasure of seeing them.
• C. L. Francis, Pastor.
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Finney. is
Mrs. 'Murtle Jenks, Murray, Mrs.
Listen little Hilda Fae Suggs
slowly improving from bronchial
W. la Hawks": Hazel, Mrs. Ella
and teanie, Old Maid sure would
pneumonia.
Their baby, Jean
Heflin._ Benton, E. Brantley, MarIt Pays to Read the Classilleds
like to see your bantams. I am
Pat, has been very- tick also.
sure they are wonderful.
Jim Harville is quite ill. His
• E. Todd, little son of Arthur
sister-in-law, Mrs. Waldrop of
Patients admitted to the William
Noted Paducah and Local Doctors Todd, is through _stripping tqbacco
Wingo, is at his bedside.
Mason Memorial Hospital during
Disease Methods of Aiding
and -has delivered his 1938 crop and
John Adams had a stroke of
the past Week: Eresighi
he carrjeashis own pocketbook.- Heparalysis last week. His ahrldren.
Garnet ' Hood Jones, Murray,
is very apt for an 8-year-old boy.
of Detroit, are at his bedside and
Myrtle C. Palmer,. Murray, Mrs.
Study
Purchase
The
Jackson
brother,
Dealt Adams, of
also his
Mrs. Lula Paschen visited miss -I Zula Ross, Hardin, Mrs. Ivan OutGroup of the Graduate Clinic
Detroit.
Ella and Vaster Paschall Sunday land,- Murray, Miss
Rachel Linn,
morahly
Foundation
meetheld
its
Irvan Jones and Burt Bazzell
afternoon.
Murray, Mrs. Ella W. Heflin, Bening with the optometrists of Mure
are unimproved,
• Mr. and Mrs. Critic Paschall ton, Baby Zelna R. Rumfelti MurTom Smith -fell last week and ray in a dinner assembly here
Tuesday night. The business as- and Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Paschall' ray, Clyde J. Williams, Buchanan,
broke some ribs.
were Sunday guests of Mrs. tem Tenn.; Baby James Dale Fielder,
Mrs. Ile Stone and granddaugh- sembly met., in the office of Dr.
Handine.
New- Coneord. Floyd Scott, Murray,
ter, Linda Sue Stone, have.. the 0. C. Wells.
Cratic Paschall visited Joe Mill- Miss Nellie Westrick, Murray, Mrs.
Dr. H. B. Ailey, Jr., Murray,
flu.
er Sunday evening:
W. D. Sykes, Murray, Mrs.. Ira E.
Martha Sue ktrkland has been read a paper on "Neurology in
Mr. and Mrs. Bearl Jones, of Morgan, Murray, Charles
Optometry": and George Hays,
E. Brown,
suffering with her teeth.
Sedalia. visited Sunday with ,Mrs. Springville,
American
manager
Optical
of
the
Tenn.; Little Miss
Carl Kingins is suffering with
Anna Janes.
gave
Company,
a
'review
-Paducah,
Virene Beard, Murray. Mrs. H. A.
an infected hand.
Mr. and Mrs. D. .13. Byars were
Jenks. Murray, Miss -Wilbert C.
Miss Alice Grant is visiting her of frame fitting. A round table
accompanied
Murray
Saturday
in
cylinder
discussion
find-'
on
cress
nephew, Stanley
Kirkland, and
Outland. Murray, E. D. Elrantley.
granddaugtaer, Mary
ings at the near point.ose of the by their
Mrs. Kirkland this week..
Ripton, Miss H. G. Giniiand pa- ;
Katherihe
Morris.
--•
'
Sorry to hear of the sudden eyes was under the general leadFred Paschall is revering from ducah.• Glenn Austin Murrell, Purdeath of Edward James of Lynn ership of Dr: Esther Hammond,
year, Tenn.
illness.
Grove and also of the death of Paducals, Dr. 0. C. Wells. MurPatients dismissed during the last
"Aunt Ada" Wilson, I am glad to
Mrs.
Ada
Christenberry. ,The ray, delivered an interesting treaknove you have been vitiating week:
-f•""
families have our deepest sym- tiSe on "History .Taking and Preliminary Examination in Ortho- among us all even if you don't • Mae Ellen Erwin, Murray, Miss
pathy.
Milba
King,
Murray.
Mrs.
Chester
visit -me. I had the pleasure .of
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Jenkins and tactics.
Other optometrists present were hearing from you and heard you Moore, Meadeville: Pa.: Miss Helen
daughter, Martha oat-- Nashville,
asked about nie. Of course, we Douglas, Murray, Garnett H. Jnoes,
Tenn., were week•end visitors of Dr. C. T. soy,,Paducah. chairman;
couldn't anOt-eviryode. Jr.. Muitay. William J. Gibson, Jr.,
I -Arrangements . . . Cut Rowers . . . Pot
her mother, Mrs. J. B. Hurt, and Do Earl -C. • Juno°, Metropolis; know you
Plants . . . Seeds
her sister. Mrs. Donnie Waldrop. and Drs. T. P. Palmerand J. T.' but wp would like, to have.- you Murray. Mrs. William Dunn, Hazel. '
visit us.
_ -- A,: L. Griffin, Covington. Mite
Parker, Murray.
Special Emphasis on Funeral Work
and Mr. Waldrop.
Mr. and Mrs. Morgan Oaii, have Helen Anderson, Murray. Mrs. M..
Mr. and Mts. Bun Cothan and
'
moved to Olden Orr's place near T. Tarry, Dexter, Mrs. Wyona
son and Mrs. Trudie Youngblood
Sinking Spring church—Old Maid Techef: Newburg. Mrs. Clyde Ross,
and son. Taz. were Sunday afterBenton, Miss Evelyn DeBooy, Murnoon callers of their Mother and
MKS. W. I'. ROBERTS, Mgr.
Telephone 314of
ray,. Mrs. J. M. Johnson, Benton,
sister' Mrs. Hurt and Mrs. -WelHolly Wilson, Sharon. Tenn.; Clyde„,
The first eight grades feel that
arenas-K. T. Did.
they have had a successful achool
year due to the handicaps, but
were)Tether WM not tor
Stressed Durable to 'move into the new build- Fundamentals to Be
-Sunday afternoon callers of Mr.
inf First Two Weeks,
ing this year. •
and Mrs. Alvin McKee were Mrs.
nonitia Says
Louis Capps and Mrs.. James Hart. " At the -end of this week their
school
term
will
be
completed.
The
Plennie Robinson and Miss Drue
Coach Prestsro Holland. recoverNell Robinson. of Buchanan. were seventh and eighth grades will re- ing front. a , cold, called , his "11939
Saturday inght and Sunday guests ceive' their grades at the close of football itairdidates togetliet for
of their sister, Mrs. Demoy Rob- this week. They may continue at spring - drills Wednesday.
erts.
school if they desire, but they are
He said his first two weeks'
work -Well consist' of- fundamental&
9Irs
"
.7 Alvin McBee and tittle- son, not compelled to do so.
Jerry A., • Demoy Roberts. Bobby
Those expecting to receive their and training on bloektna and
tackling:- Later, a spring interNell Evaris, little daughter of Mr. eighth grade diplonutstsafe
- as folscholastic games may be arranged.
and Mrs, Clifton Evans, are all onlows:
.
the sick list this week.
FroM the Mere, than 40 ceiselis,
James Malt' Allgriften, Opha dates who will in all likelihood reMrs. Charlie, Paschall of this
etaelisolaolland decidied he I
route- trappertect to aa -bad -ac- Bell. Mary..OpaL_Chriernan
cident Wedrseeday morning. While B. Elkins, Laura Farley, George Will reduce the trainees to about*
slicing meat, her knife slipped and Gibson, Patricia Gibson. Keys Pat- 30. and will pick' out his first
cut her hand. It is healing nice- terson, Frances. Thompson. Audrey tearer within a week or 10 day,s.
Willoughby, and Louise Williams.
ly at this writing.
Neat tail, members of the Tiger
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Roberts
All the pulpits are busy taking squad will play- in a concrete stavisited their -ton, Dernoy Roberts. exams anti wondering if -they will diem -for the -first time, as the
who has been sick sevbral days of be able to obtain . their grades Works Progress-Administration 'in
approvad construefly Saturday afternoon.
Most of thetn arc expected to pass Washington has
$19.000 project-containSeveral from this route were in
on to a grade higher than _they tisn of a
Paris first Monday. They were
ing concrete bleachers for the
are. now
high school,
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Jones. Cloud
Those children having a perfect
Morris. Mrs and Mrs. Demoy Asiaerts. Hartman McFadden. and Mr. attendance for the year will be
It pays to read our Clesstfieds
awarded an attendance certificate.
and- Mrs. Alvin McRee.
Mr. ands Mrs. Alfred Crocker The 8 pupils who will be able ass
were Bandits': guests of Mr. and Obtain one are as follows:
Mrs. -Clifton Evens and family.
Mary Ann Parker, Alien RitterMr. and Mrs. John McCullick nee, Amy Nell Rattarree, Barbara
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. lateCuigton. W. B.
McCuiston, Pat
Charlie Paschall.
Coicrifan. Helen Shoemaker, and • ..
- Mrs. Alvin Mcttee and Mrs.
BEST EqUIPPED SHOE SHOP
Billy Joe Stubblefield.
James Hart visited- Miss Lavelle
In Murratrto give you Barge VulThey
are
planning to meet in va-Soling. It's the Modena ReKirks Monday afternoon. She is
the gym -of the new building Fri- Soling Method — No
mueh better at this welting.
. Nails, No
We were very sorry to hear of day and s will he entertained by Stitches. No Sign of Repair.
Miss Evelyn Rice's death. We ex- Mrs. Rains' dais giving readings. BRING YOISR WORN SIIOES
tend our deepest sympathy to the and a talk will, be given by Mr. To Us, Then You'll Agree Too,
bereaved family.—Tenneskee Hill- Rains. If it is a ptetty 'clay many That Shoe Repair Meihoas -Have
billy.
games are expected Id be played Changed

sun4sy, March

Farmers Profit by Better Bookkeeping
Is Opinoion of FSA Supervisor.

alvd
"

North Lynn Grove

1.

Coldwater News

Eye Specialists
Meet in Murray

Hospital News

Spring Is Lovely Because...

High

THE MURRAY FLORIST

Tiger Gridders to
Drill in Blpcking

Now in Basement of
Elm us Beale Hotel

"Horse Drawn Implements of All Kinds"

To AlkStOckholders of The Calloway County National Farm Loan Association of Murray, Ky.:—
This Is to Again Notify You That the AnnualMeeting of the Stockholders of The Above Named
Association Will Hold Their Meeting on March 27,
1939, at'The Hour of 1:30 P. M., The Court House
at Murray, Ky. All Members of the Association
Are Earnestly Requested to Be Present, As There
Will Be One Director to Be Elected and Some Very
Important Business in Which You All Will Be Interested in To Come Before the Body. We Are Expecting the Following Speakers There Who Will Have
Something of Interest to Say: County Agent J. T.
Cochran; a Representative of the TVA; Also One
From the PCA.

6

There Will Be Propositions Mentioned by the Above Persons That Will Be of Interest to All of Us, Therefore PLEASE
Be Present.

Scott Implement Co.
J. R. SCOTT & SONS, Lynn Grove, Proprietors

.•00,
.t1.1‘""*.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Preaching by the pastor morning
and evening. Subjects: A. M. "WHY
I BELIEVE CHRIST'S COMING
AGAIN IS IMMINENT." P. M.
-THE FORGOTTEN.GOD and FATkIER.".

BUTCH'S SHOE SHOP

Do Nai Fail to Inspect This Sensational New Tractor With a Record of Proved Performance

Murray, Ky.

METHODIST CHURCH NOTES

PurYear Route II_ :I

PROVEN ECONOMY
L:ough
.P0WERFU
SIMPLIFI

Tilghman Wins Regional;
Meets Richmond To-day

AT THE CHURCHES

New Concord
"School

See It,-Drive It, and You'll Buy- It
.

I

WM* better at present. Those
visiting his bedside last week-end
were Mr. and Mrs. Homer Cunningham, Shelbyville, Ill; Mr. and
Mrs. Gordon Cunningham, Springfield, Ill.; Mrs. Lewis Cunningham
and children, Charles and Myrt of
Centralia, Ill.; and Mrs. Bill Crania
of Memphis, Tenn.
J. B. Farris, who underwent an
operation at Fuller-Gilliam Hospital in Mayfield. Last week was
dismissed Monday.
Mils Mary Charles Farris, Miss
Margaret Gholson, Aubrey Page
and Mr. and Mrs. Mortie Webb of
Barlow visited Mr. and Mts. J.
B. Farris over the week-end and
attended the tournament at the
college.
Mr. and Mrs. C. 0. Dickey and
children a Hopkinsville visited
the families of B. F. Soherffius
and T. W. Crawford last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Outland
are the parents of a daughter who
was born Monday morning at the
Mason Hospital The little Miss
has been named Nancy Louise.
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SPORTSMEN'S CLUB ANNOUNCE
PERSONNEL OF 130 MEMBERS

POULTRY EXPERT
TO APPEAR HERE

The Calloway county sportsman's Trernon Beale, 11. I. Sledit Tony
club: Comerated 517.7130- 15aid rrietle- Theirtnan. Preston Holland,"George
J. H. Hamphries to Speak in Six
berehips, will hold its. next regu- Baker. Bill Swann. Lloyn RobinCounty Communities; Three
larly.scheduled program at Lynn son, Robert Williams, Edd Diuguid.
Other Areas Scheduled
Grove high school in. the near Jr.. Freeman Wilford. Budl Stroud,
future, Ilafford Parker, president, Price Lassiter, Paul Ghokon. Glenn
Meetings of especial interest to
raid tqday.
Jeffrey. Tom Rowlett. Lawton
poultry raisers in Calloway counBy Dr. Jack Neal Lou, Jr.
The.
spolstsiden. ftlY'lib have a.'s eheir Limb, Hiram Tucker, H. B. Baifey.
ty will be held in nine different
Dean School of Law
gine the- con.serVeon of game, in Eqiin Williams, E. M. Parrigane
communities Itjarch 22, 23, and 24,
Calloway couritY..ehave .an aerdVe. Harry Broach. Herman Moss„ WalContrary to the opinion of many it was announced today by County
Working unin growing, every week. ter Karnes. Troy' Ferguson: Retell
They have released' fisbe-squail. Wilcox, Mark Neale. C. C. Jones. laymen, the legal profession is not Agent J. T. Cochran.
J. H. Humphries, flock specialist
made up of a group of courtroom
raccoon, and other game aniinals ,Walter Boone. Gayle
from the University-cf Kentucky.
Jen Washer, J. T„ Cochran, Devoe parasites and crookse
in the cottnty recently.
They hope to bring about a re- Reed.-Riigh Cingles, J. H. Braneh,
The truth is that the majority of `will lead the rnsailesion bri the first
lationship of appreciation•between Joe Baker, Blaody Russell, J. M. lawyers are scrupulously honest; in term days in six communities, and
;landowners and huntsmen. through- Lynn. Guy Smith, Jake Dunn.. G. many instances, much more so on the lest day, County Agent
Cochran and R. E. Kelly, Murray
C. Aehcraft, Carl Foster, Hoffman than their clients would
out the county. .
have them
Members of the club are J. Mack Swann, Oda McDaniel, John Clop- bg. They handle the bulk of their Hatcher' manager, will lead the
Jenkins. B. F. Berry. Ch:arlie Rob- ton. .1ohn Ables. Max Churchill, practice Within their office walls, Program 'in-three sehtions.
The schedule of meetings folertson. Frank A. Stubblefield, J. R. Mrs. Callie - Outland. Lubie F. and in the role of adviser, ceunDwelling house on Murray-Hazel
Gary.- Eddie Roberts,. Hebert Dunn. Thurmond. _Dick., Foster, --Charlie selor, executor, and peacemaker, lows: Wednesday. March
Cerdie Rusheig, E. R. Robertson, Mason, Red Barnes, Lavern Wil- they help clients avoid law suits tine. at the'schoolhouse, at 9:30 highway. Reasonable rates. See
a. me Brooks Chapel schoolhouse Carmon Parks, Hazel, Ky.
lp
Joe Lassiter. H. L. Humphries. Roy lis, Denny P. Smith. H. T. Wal- and reach agreeabile settlements.
at 1:30: and Murray. in the court34atees. 'John •• eunningham. Dan drop. Ben Harrell. Crit Smith: Carl
With the increase in Federal room, at 7 p. m. Thursday, March FOR SALE-325 acre farm, near
Hart, L I. Fair. Miller McReyn- Kingins. Carter Bailey. Burt SexBandana, Ballard
County. 60
olds, Hill Gardner, Ebb Clark. ten. Ellis Paeehall. Solon Shackel- legislation, there has been a pro- 23-Backusburg, at the 'schoolacres wheat, 12 barley, three CrimChas. a Grogan, Beale Outland. ford. P. M. Utley. R. E. Broach, portionate Increase in business for house. 9:30 a. m.; Blakely, at the son clover; 75 lespedeza. Run•
lawyers. rib many newly-created home of Rob Jackson. at 1:15; and
Wall H. Whitnell, Vernon Outland. Aurdey Simmons.
ning water for stock year round.
T C. Arnett. W. H.- Fox. Charlie hoards, bureaus, and agencies de- Hazel, at the home of Galen White, Would make excellent stock farm
W. B. Parker. Dewey Crass. 0. B.
at
4
o'clock.
Friday.
March
24
Jotipecere
A.
V.
Denham.
NCIX1C
mos:in intelligent iegal administrafloorie. A. arnBarker. Raiford ParR.E.A. project, Immediate posFaxon, at the home of C. L. Dyer, session.
Havens, C. B. Ford, et- R. Yate-. tion.
Bernard Owsley, Barker.•
at
9:30:
Paschall
schoolhouse
at
Outland,
Pogue
low, will show you the place.
.1.ohnnie Parker. E J. Beale. Matt- -Chaney.
Despite the fact that there are
1:30:
and
Concord
schoolhouse
at
Clark..
Henderson,
Write J. Howard
Shelby, Davis. Risftnlph Thurman, John, _13. Trotter. Hewlett
approximately 170,000 lawyers in
M23c
Frankfort, Ky.
-Finis Outland. Robert. Williams. El- the United States.' which would 7 p. m.
bert Lassiter. Herman Roes. Luthee, seem a sufficient number to hanVITA'MAXChicken Starter localDunn.' Carroll Lassiter. Bub Doran.
dle the legal business of the naDuring the 288-day run or the ly mixed. As good as the best.
Buren Jeffrey. Dr. Rob - Mason.
tion, it is exceedingly doubtful -Golden Gate Intetnational Exposi- Price $2.00. L. F. Thurmond. lc
Clifford Melt:gip. W. J. Ashbrook.
Dr.: J. It Richznorid. Hugh Melu- whether there' are enough capable. eion. over 300 conventions will FOR
rooms,
RENT-Furnished
gin. George S. Hart. J. B. Stubble- adequately equipped lawyers to meet in San Francisco. All have with or without board. Apply 1,103
meet
present
social
demands.
Fair
.,
planned
trips
to
the
World's
field. Kirby Jennings, Leon Smith.
lc
West Main St
In recent weeks the writer has in San Francisco Bay.
1.Kirk Pool, Linn Lissiter. Ronald
.
been
informed
by
author
reliable
FOR SALE - Remington -Rand
Prempt P-Phereo-illa9-'1V7Verr CaiiieetilT.--Teester Hal, Perrin BlaBarPortable adding machine_
'lock. -.Robert L. Smith, Freenson ay that there is at least one county
Ia Kentucley which has only one
gain. Call 314.. or apply Jean
Fitts Fred Hargis
Flour, 24 lb. bag ..... 53c
lc
Weeks at Beauty Salon.
lawyer, and several others which
Sugar, 10 lbs. Pure Cane 47c
do-hot heave an adequate number. FOR RENT-3 or 4 coneement
look
only
as
can
YOUR,
HOME
Great Northern
Aside from the practice of law, private rooms. Near school' and
35c
Beans, 1C lbs,
most people have, for a long time. hospital- - Mee, Nati* Maddox.
Mt&
overlooked the important social 208 South Ninth St
Soap, Yellow, large size
and cultiiral values to be .gained
25c
-11::Y Bars
PIANOS - Kimball, Consolette,
from law training. Law is rich in
Tea, (Peabody) 1-4 lb.
Musette are sold exclusively by
BOGGESS
psychology,
pohistory:
economics,
----15c!
glass
and
Package
W. E. Dye, Paducah. Ky. See us
laical
and
alL_the
allied
sciences.
under
years
progress
of
Three
Coffee, we grind, 3lbs. 25c:
before you buy. Our low prices
, the Social Security -Art as it ope- It is'ar _means through- which the will astonish you.
M30p
Country Sorghum. •
40c to Goc rates in _Kentucky were reviewed social objectives of the scientist
Gallon
eeday by R. A. -Tweedy. • manager are expressed and Put into opera- ,FOR SALE-LESPEDEZA Seed.
Crackers, 2 lbs. boa .. 12c •I of the Social SecuritY F4ird Office tion.
Common. Tennessee 76, Sweet
Peanut Butter, qt. . . 21c /11 Pad'ucah. Pointing out that it.
in the future there will undoubt- Clover, apd Korean. High Test.
Idaho Baking Potatoes,
twas just three vears ago this'iponth edly be -an -increasing •number of H.- T. -Waldrop. Murray, Ky. -tfe
. -: . . .21k; that th:r Congress first apprieprn 1-students in law sehnols who do
10 lb. bag
BUY YOUR FROST PROOF CABWe Sell All Kinds of Feed
Oranges, 288 size, each lc fated funds for operation of Social not expect to enter the praetice.
Security., Mr. Tweedy, showed the Business leaders, legislators,, bank- bage plants at Murray _Market,
;
Coffee,
Phone 441-13th and_W. Main
Peabody
lb.
1
tfc
Frazier.
M.
F.
plans to resi- ors. political leaders, and goVernBuying Cream at Old Ice Cream
Vacuum Pack Tin .. 22c-I'P°rellnee c`f Ihe'ee
dents- -of Kentuckv
,Plant on East main
ment executives definitely need FOR SALE-Tame etabbits. Bet,
0
p....
. 17.ellay Kentucky is taking part
ter than chicken. Diressed or un.MARKET DEPT.'- in seeen of the nine federairstate legal training.
MEAT The United. States Department dressed. Try one n6w. Phone
n eetabliehed in the So' lbc ..
Liver, lb.
'
-marrison. West Main
of
Justice agents are .‘rergaired to .325-0. W.
fliai security_Act. and made avail, .
Sausage,' -Pure Pork,Atee
be graduates in law."-Yor the-Ptir- near Laundry.'Tweefinance."
'through
joint
Ible
2
.
,:c
'
.
2 Pounds '.. .
35c
cly said. A censtoutional referen- pose of raising our national peace STREAMLINED 1939 WRECKER
24-Phones-25
Pork teak, 2 1E4.
I dum- win.be held 'this year to-dee officer personnel, legal training is SERVICE. New equtelmene. 24- Seed Peas. Alaska, lb.
12.14a
Beef Steak, round or
being
advocated strongly.
„e e _ i 1,e-reline whether Kentucky' may
hour, fast, dependable Wrecker
15e
Thomas Laxton,,lb.
loin, 2 lbs.
•1°I; take part in the two 'other proService. Charges ,reasonable_ Day
Onion Sets, et: 5c; gallon . _ 'Zee
Fresh Pork Shoulder, .
, grams, aid -to 'dependent children
phone 9'7: Night phene 543-W.
Juicy Fla. Oranges, Don 12 oriirc
e
15.c.
'
. and old to 'The .needy blind.
Porter Motor/ Co., Chevrolet Sales
Half or Whole-, lb.
C
Candy. Chocolate-Orange Slices
this,
being
made
"Payments
are
I
tf
.
Service
and
Fresh Pork Ham, Hill
or Cocoanut Bon Bons, lb. _. 10c
• 17c Month to sorne 45.060 persons who
or Whole, lb.
ASHAMED to ask your friends Pure Lard, Swift's Silver Leaf
cld age assistance in
receiving
are
Sliced Country Harrt, lb. 38c
Kentucky,. Up to the end of Jane- The Rev, W. C. skinner, Auburn, home because your house looks. or Chesterfield, 4 lb. carton 37c
5c
..Bologna, 2 lbs.
terrible? No need to be. Get toBest bulk lard, .1b.
--eery_ of this year the federal gov- has been called te assist the
Sherwin-Williams While Jowl Meat, lb.
gether
with
9c
- Armour's.-Cheese, 1 lb ilc ernrnent had made grants of $4.098.ti1
a'
at
B.
G.
Arterburn
revivat
swp House Paint and the Sher- Smoked Jowl. lb.
9c.to Kentucky for .
Dry Salt Butts', lb.
. 'these needy the 'Grace 'Baptist church
.in De- win-Williams
Budget Payment teh Oleo, lb.
10c
aged." Tweedy added. ,
Smoked Sugar Cured
troit, a Pastorate,- of the latter, it filen.
Low cost results- win Swift's Jewel Shortening,
12'c
Butts, lb.
e was confirmed here .. Wednesday. _amaze you., make your friends
42c
4 lb. carton
'MAGI-IMES HAVE SON
We Are Stockier! Feeds of Various •
The meeting will begin the fir* turn green with envy. Murray
55c
Crisco, 3 lb. tin
, i The Rev. and Mrs. Bruce It MaKinds-Get Our Prices
Sunday
in
April.
Co.„
Phone
Paint
&
Wallpaper
ti
i
ca.b__-‘ rFire: forme, ieeideeits- in '.
Viet Blanks for AWants on crisco
We Carry a
Mr. Arteburn has conducted sev-' 323.
lc Best
Sweet Santos Coffee,
base Plants. Onion Sets. entail "eihere Mr. Maguire was student'
this
eral
revival
meetings
in
Slips. Irish Potato Seed and 'pastor at- Murray' State College
iSe
White House, lb. .
FOR SALE--One set double leathcounty,
and
is
well
known
here.
; and Presbyterian leader, announce
' Garden Seed of Alf Kinds:
er harness just oiled; worth more O.K. Coffee. a'4 blend of finest
Prices
First
Dieting
the
15
months
he
has
been,
Get Our
the birth ,on March 11 of a son.
_
Coffees, lb.
21re
than $17.50 which is our price.
.1i1r. Milgiarce-pres- pastor of the Grace Church in DeAUWAYS PAM Gene AndreW'.
HIGHEST
lc i 3 Boxes Arm Lc Hammer Soda 10c
Murray Milk Products Co. .
•
- ,- FO.Its.IfiGS
ently is working on his doctoras troit. /there have been 391 addi2 lb. carton Sunray Graham
Phone orders, GiVtll apeceal At- ieeeree at Ohio Stpteniversit.i, tions to the church.
FOR RENT-Apartment. uniurn20e
Crackers
Trial
' Ccilum b u - Ohio.
I ished; with_ heat, let floor. See 24 lbs. White Frost Flour
"
- f ive t."'Ina
70c
' Miss Emma Heim. Hughes Ave. 48 lbs. Exelusive Flour
$1.20
• near College.
lc
A 10c bottle Woodbury Lotion
Free nith 3 Woodbury Toilet
FOR SALEGlass front China cup27c
Soap
board, wood CS iron bedstead, one
•
Lawn „Grass Seed
feather bed, new tick. All good A Nice cannon Towel with 3
21c
Camay Soap
Mixed In
- as new
Mrs. Robt. F. Parker,
Route 3
lp Call for entry blanks on Camay
Accordance

The Legal Profession

I

Th.ps.n.

R-Pales.

CLASSIFIEDS

Social ''Security
iFlisiory Reviewed
.By R. A. Tweedy

ttlEIDEllE11:10E1EIDEE
PRODUCE
HIGHEST
Market Prices For
Poultry and Eggs

tielE11151CICIOCIEDEM

RADIO FOR SALE-8-tube Sentinel battery- set. Good condition.
Supreme Radio Service
47.00.
Co., 3rd Floor Holland-Hart .f lp

NOW OPEN FOR 131,1SINFoeS at we hold to the simple
Five Points Grocery, concrete fact that Servke is our
building. Complete line of gro- ability to be ready at
any and all times and
sem willingness to comply with your most deWe Pay Highest Market tailed wishes.
Prices For

111.11111111,11111111111111111111
EGGS, POULTRY,
and CREAM

.,,,,,,,,orie uni- or

rRiCES

The

TOLLEY & CARSON
FOOD-MARKET

With
Government
Formula

--

East

Also

-- Best of Foods at Best Possible Prices

Bulk Sweet

Week-End Specials!

Pea Seed
,

25c
Heinz Soups, pt. cans 2 for
15c
Fruit Cocktail, 16 oz. can
10c
Hominy Grits, Quaker, box
59c
bait
Lynn-Grove
Best,
24
113'.
-Flour,
23c
Sliced Bacon, No Rind, lb. .
P s, Fine.Quality, No. 1 Tinny,
25c
No 2 cans
Heinz Fresh Cucumber Pickles,
23c
Large Size
Oranges, Florida, Full of Juice,. doz. 12c
23c
Qt. Salad Dressing . . . 23c
IpiletTissue, Good Quality,6 for
15c
Corn Flakes, Kellogg's, 2 for
15c
--Sour Pickles, Qt. Jar
.
5c
Dog and Cat Food, can
Rolled Oats for Chickens, 10 lbs. . 33c
Dry Salt Butts lb.
9e
Pingdinger
That Good
Coffee, 2 lbs.25c

High Quality Seed
Fertilizer

ROGER

Roast, Dressed

Hens,_

O Pounds

BULK

FINE
GRANULATED

25c
46c.

3

15c

SUGAR

Marvels, Avalons, Wings
Luckies, Camels, Chesterfields,
c
Sensations, Paul
Ra- $1.13 20 G
ra
ne
ris
ds u
ia
dr
sion
jc
lOcli3
d
ghGoc
arton 89
CIGARETTES
Pius Tax
Plus

C. Cplauclek

Lrb
enc
1h
9c 3Bla
b.g55c
lca
l ba
.s49cF

COFFEE
Kroger's

C. Club 4 TALL

CANS or

8

tot,liec
LsSpotlight

g 43c
3l
Bab.

23c

SMALL CANS

MILK
Gold Medal

eillsbury, Lyon's Best
75c

Sac24kLb.

2.1 lb. ACC
sack 'tag

BOKA

C.2C
4LlUbB sack 65c

FLOUR
Avondale

KIDNEY
No. 2 Cans
4

Standard Pack
.. 9ec
4 No. 2 Cans
/3r A
Avondaln3_ma.Z nun LW fisaf

Brand

BEANS

5c

ORANGE

CORN
MEAL

13'

10

JUICE

2
MARSHMALLOWS cbeallgos 25c

ClefaCKERS 2

20-Mule Team

__
23c

BORA)(

16 o. isc
. BORAX() 15
can

Westinghouse Type D '30-60 Watt Each
.
MazdaWa40„-50L60-1"
LAMPS

17c
LIFEBUOY SOAP, 3 bars .
Rinso large box 17c; 2 small boxes 15c

POUND

COUNTRY CLUB
BUTTER

ROLL

POUNDS --

BULK

LARD

3
9

L

PORK SAUSAGE Bulk

Fresh Jumbo

POUND-- -

SHRIMP

2.5c

Jack Frost Marshmallows
COOKIES or Manhattan Sand e iehes. 2_ Pounds 2,5c

Lipton's
43•
'
bo
l;
b
TEA

"°
hbacges

NOODLES 2 1

Lb.
1 41c
Box JLtd-

1-4 lb
box

12 oz. 5c
can

can 23c
46
"

EGG

1-1b.

Embassy Brand

22c
23c

POUNDS .Our _Own Make

JOWL MEAT

Mc

ch15'
25c
25c
25

2.1Sc

C. Club Sugar Cured
side
Whole or Half
BACON
Pound 19V2° •

_

LOIN

AON

Pound
19c

ROAST

BS

QUARES

4

_All Cuts K. C. Steak and

The Complete
Food Market

PAN ROLLS, doz.
24 Oz. Loaves

Clock Sliced andTwisted
2 200z.
BREAD
Loaves

PORK

3 Camay Soap and Wash Cloths
20c
L_ 10 lb. cloth bag Godchaux Sugar . . 50c 1
ROSS FEED CO.
17\2 lb. box CRACKERS
13c
Telephone 101
14 oz. Bottle Tomato Catsup
10c
II! EICIRIEREER
3 Boxes Matches, Soda or Salt10c
6 Rolls 1000 Sheet Toilet Tissue . 25c
BABY CHICKS!
2/
1
2can Royal Anne Cherries
25c
From Blood-Tested Flocks
Two
15c
13
oz.
Grapefruit
Juice
.
.
.
/
1
2
HEAVY BREEDS
8 oz. Burr Gherkins' Sweet Pickles . 30c
$8.50 per 100,
5c
/1 oz. can TOMATO SOUP
LEGHORNS
1 lb. Sliced Bacon, no rind:no waste 23c
$7.50 per 100
15c
1 lb. Pure Pork Sausage
.,Custom Hatching
•
15c
1 lb. PORK BRAINS
Laruy 116 Eggs $2.75
20c
1 lb. PORK STEAK
WAYNE
FEEDS
FOR EVERY NEED

Telephone 7

maple (Depot) St.

Murray. Ky.

PORK CHOPS Pound

PHONE 37

PROMPT DELIVERY

J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home

PRODUCE CO

FOR RENT-5-room house on
Hazel highway,
: South edge of
town. Arranged for 1 or 2 tam.

BEAUTIFY YOUR

YARD"

Sincerely,

MURRAY

Sivantr'i Grocery

Skinner to Assist
In Detroit Meeting

Service ...

FOR SALE-Good going business -111uelt has been said
fronting on Court Square in MUTof the
rty. Reasonable rent; Reasonable and written
terms; But I mean to sell. W. H. "service" phase of fa1 va ;neral direction .
Finney, Phone -289-J.
but

FOR SALE-Certified Golden Prolific Seed Corn. termination test
99% ,Hobert Hendon, Route 2,
M30p
Hazel, Ky.

Murray. Food
Market

_
ceries, Gas and Oil. Con Moore. lp

- - - dies. Light, water, garden, etc.
R. A. Starks, ittu:al Carrier. lp

FOR SALE-Two houses, one 10- well is its paint. You'll find
room and one 8-room. Best bar- Sherwin-Williams Paints the lowgains in Murray. Hayes & Ham- est cost, leigheet.
"value, home
lp health insurance. Take out a
paint policy at Murray Paint &
FOR SALE- Two" good work Wallpaper Co. Phone 323.
hcrses. Will sell or trade for any
kind of live stock. T. E. McKin- FOR SALE-One 4-room house;
ney, Hazel, Ky., Route 3. Murray new garage; two acres of land, le
and Paris Highway 95.
M23c mile South of Dexter. on MurrayGood IcesFOR SALE-Broom corn seed, all Benton Highway,
varieties. „ Square Deal, BTQOM tion. See Mrs. Marie Walston.
lp
Shop, East Main St., at Railroad Box 27, Dexter, Ky.
Crossing.
A6p
PUBLIC NOTICE-TM-8 March lg
WANTED TO BUY-Good Camera, 1939, I 'hereby set my son, James
preference 35 MM. 4.5F 1 5 to Don Caldwell, Jr., free, and will
t 300. State specifications and no longer be responsible for his
price. P.. a BOX St Murray, KY: actions or any debts contracted by
film.
Signed, J. D. Caldwell,
FOR RENT-One front bedroom, 'Sr.
M23p
with outside etnrance. Can be
arranged for lighthousekeeping. WANTED-A share of your paintSee Alpha McGough at H. B. Tay- ing and paper, hanging. Need
lor residence on North Fifth St. tf work at once. Hour or day plan.
MI&
FOR RENT-Service Station and John Karr.

°
/
1
2
Pound 12

C. Club
HAMS

Pound

Whole or Half
Pound

27c

9c

OLEO

Creamed COTTAGE

WHITING

25c

Pounds
FISH

Et

3

TEXAS

SEEDLESS_

CHEESE

_GRAPEFRUIT

Pound

tO°

" IC;efor

25'

FLORIDA ORANGES 2"
HEAD
25c LETTUCE
SIZE

Idaho Baking

100 lb. bag

EACH

lc

. $1.59

HEAD

Pl
e:k lb.

POTATOES
California

220 Size, Doz.

ONIONS

3 Bunches

10c

1.9°

ORANGES
Red or Yellow
Quart

5c. •

RADISHES 3 Bunches
GREEN

10t

ONION SETS
Snow White
Large Bunch 5c
CARROTS

CAULIFLOWER

15c

beep $ea Fish and Oysters

MURRAY

FEED EGG MASH, Bag -51.69; Bran, Bag $1.25;
START MASH, bag $1.99; Shorts, bag $1.40SALT
"
lb. 39°
.
block

All Kinds -Tested Garden Seeds and Pliints• and
Seed Potatoes, Our Meat Market is Full of ttes

HATCHERY

Finest Meats From St. Louis Markets

Opposite Flour Mill on S. 4th

r

•

BLALOCK
'
S

SEED

GROCERY

WE DELIVER

PHONE 375

POTATOES -'

ONION

CABBAGE ..,..'

SLIPS

PLANTS-
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THE LEDGER &• TIMES
COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

Burial Rites Held
For Edward James

5c .

t*,

In loving memory of our cousin.
Fifty-seven women attended the Vera Taylor, who passed away
first annual 4eeting of the Green- March 17. 1917.
up Association of Homemakers.
A Cousin.

[5`

$2 00

Volume CVII; No. 11

College to Enroll
More Students

°UNCLE CHARLIE" SMITH
IS SENT iDIBLES
ijIs 79TH ANNIVERSARY

•

ulto keeps off the ace trill not slip
...services
for 'Edward "He
through."
James. 71, who died suddenly from
MARCH
a heart-. attieck at his home in
12-The United, States Peet
Lynn grow) Saturday • afternoon,
Office was established,
_were__ 'Tele/ • Sunday. afOernoon at ,
1789.
the Goshen cemetery.
18-Columbus returned to
Mr. James had taken a bath and
Spain alter test voyage,
1493.
, was preparing to visit his son.
Fred_James, itt Murray. when the
14-Prisoners mutiny at
_ lohet. 13. PelotentiotY,
_attack came. His daughter. Mrs.
1931.
Nix Harris. was preparing to go to
a club mooting schedukd In Lynn
15-Russian Czar Nicholas
Grove for Monday afternoon, and
was dethroned. 1917,
stopped by the house to see show
her father 'wag. She founoil him
16-West Point Military
Academy was toundo4
lying across the bed in. a critical
1802.
condition. She Tailed a doc,tor
--but° death earrie Scrota thereffter. 17-St. Patrick's Day.
Mr. James wife had been dead
- Just .10 months. A retired though
one-time prominent farmer, he for
IS-The-first Pension Act was
many years had operated the Lyrui
Passed 1818.
Mitling COmpany, now
Grove
owned by Fleetwood Crouch.
'
. CARD OF THANKS
Surviving him are two children:
Fred James. Of Murray, and Mrs.
We acknoWledge with 'grateful
Nix Harm_ of Lynn Grove; a sisappreciation all :expressions of
ter, Mrs. Wash Key, Paris, Tenn..
sympathy arid kindness-10 every
and 'a brother. John James, Hazel.
.one who participated in lessening
The Revs. 0. S. Wrather and E.
our sorrow during our recent be- H. Lax tondu.cted 'funeral services
sreaVement.-Lucile -Grogan Jone-S
for the venerable old gentleman
.and Mother.
-oat
Crozwe adettiodlett
o'• church Sunday afternoon prior to
IN MEMORIAM
- the burial.

a year its Calloway
'-' Marshall. Graves, Henry said Stewart Counties.
year elsewhere la
$1.50 the State of Kentucky.
a year to arty address
N''" other than above.

Fair to Its Readers-Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon March 16, 10
)
1

Logan, 'Gregory. Murray Scout Troop No.45 To Open Field Soils Men Laud
Work to Keep CCC Work With Outing on Saturday, March 18 Present Practice

a.
Priminent Lynn Grove GenUernan
Ages from Heart Attack
Saturday Afternoon
-

te
et

.
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Murray Scout Troop No. 45 will iii your pick. All patrols should.
Pledge Efforts to Keep Soil Con- :
iihosptlate;
formaITY- open its spring held'bring their patrol flags-; each pa- Say Ussee- 01--thne-smt
ckirii," Smith, formscrossatien _Unit In
Grasses
and
('over
Crops,
work Saturday, March 18. when the trol should have at least one First
er 12.i ,os,,era,od wort; Mo. Rum,
Murray
Is Best for Land
group will spend 'half a day with -Aid tilt. - phreys Key. Miss Efft • Watson
Nature. The troop aoill meet at
The Troop will return .carly in
and Mrs. Thelma Palley iii the
U. S. Senator M.' M. Logan and
Agricultural Conservation Prothe First Chriatian Church
the eVenin&. but cacti Scout will
ownership and *operation of.. the
Congressman Noble- J. Gregory, in
North Fifth Street, at 1 p. m. have a. -white carboatce signal fin" gram conimitteemen and leaders
Murray, 'Garment CompanyLetters received here this week,
Aarp Saturday and from there night hiking and every precaution here.
' by these
Friday heard W. C. Johnstone, was -ecOmplimentedpledged their aid in efforts to sewill hike to the spct where Scout- will be taken for Safety First .its
ladies . on his seventyounth
cure the retention Ire of -the Mur- crafts
state
agronomist,
reeommend _a
reviewedd oatests every instance. The cardboard sigbirthday last Wednesday; March
ray CCC camp, which, according passed, spring
and summer plan nals will be given members of continued usage of lime and phos- 8, With. a delicious birthday din.to"press reports, has been slated for discussed, evening meal prepared, the l000p by the committee.
phate. the increased cultivation of . ner which
they sent to him.
removal to another site.
and swill close with a campfire
grasses and legumes, th •ractice
Uncle Charlie reports that he
".“1 have been taiing to help out ceremony. -The Green-bars will
of winter cover-cropping, and a
enjoyed the day very Innen, quad
in these matters, Logan wrote, "but have charge 'of the closing event.
reduced corn acreage, as a means
that Mrs. C. C. Farmer sent him
it seems to merthat my effsarts have
of further bettering -agriculture in
It is- the. desire or Scoutmaster
a 'Mee dl-sh-of turiiip greens On
not proved availing. I am still do- Ralph Wear that old and new
Calloway county.
•
.•
his birthday.
ing my 'best."
Scouts and candidates be present
-•
Earlier, ttoscoe Stone, tate isCP
Funeral services were conducted committeeman, discussed the
Congressnian Oregory -said "I on this occasion.- The new Scout
1939
shall continue to insist upon its re- eyear opens Apra 1 for the Mur- Saturday .for Van Rye, who died conservation programov.iith leaders.
Ilr.ordanization and. tlaa last clax. Friday obtl_bil_2.411Llairthday aL
Sponsors of.41womerting were the
Murray. find- Calloway County of March marks the 'deadline for home 'hear Cherry, and burial falz.
ty agent's department and the
Scout
registration
fcir
the
new
lowed
year.
in
the
Hicks
cemetery,
organizations have petitioned state
local _Agricultural Conservation AsThe -eharter _application is in the
Mr. Rye.- who had lived -all his sociation.
and federal officials for the ramp's
_
hands of Murray officials and it life in Cherry, is survived by his
retention. Their petitions contendAt Hazel high school Thursday
must be completed and sent in widow, Mrs. Alpha Rye; four
rry Had...Beeti
ing that the constritaion of the
night, more than 100 farmers,and Mrs. Ada C
to local headquarters. at Paducah daughters. Mrs.. Emrria Fair, Mrs
Gilbertsville barn • sear mete nec- by April
lb for Six
2. If,any fellow are plan- Myrtle Farris, Miss Ethel Rye, and their sons heard • Prof. A. Carman: " 1.111."r*
essitates., the continuance of the ning to:llionths or More
enroll fors the .1939-40 year, Mrs. Node Yarbrough, all . of the head of the Murray State College
_
erosion control and, soil conserva- they should ' sib so'•'it
once, by county; by three sons, Wavil Frye, department of Agriculture, propose
Mrs. Ada Christenberry. 70: who
tion to prevent the accumulation of paying their, dues of sbe to F
a diversified program of county
of CallowaY, Curtis Rye, Detroit, agriculture. The occasion
Silt in the TVA reservoir.
was the died at her „home near West Fork
Milton Walls, Troop troasurer and
and Coy of Murray-, two brothers, annual Future Farmers of
America_ Saturday morning. was.'buried Sunsecretary.
Dave and Math Rye, Of the 'eckinty;
Scouting tn_Murray .is growing and by two grandsons, Cecil Far- banquet.
day afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at-theby leaps and bounds and Troop ris and Gus Yarbrough.
West' Fork. cemetery, after the Rev.
45 .has a splendid record for the
CARD OF THANKS
Cloys _Lawrence hatLconducted fupeesent'Year. Only this week the
neral services earlier in
West
Murray Troop received its "Old
'We wish to express our sincere Fork church,
•
Trails
Round-Up"
certificate which
Mos. Willie Mae Newport. 38.
thanks to every one who was kind
Mrs. Christenberry had, been in
who had been ill with compliea- affirmed the troop's achievement
to us in the sickness and death of odor health for six morales. She ok
tory ailmentS for . three months, of attaining a complete organizaour baby. Delmore Everett. We surivoolty two sons, Sam and Luto
died at the Key -Houton _clinic- tion, financed by- a troop budget,
also want to thank Dr. Usher and Christeriberry; two brothers. W. A
HosPitak here-- Sunday. night__ and gaining itsoquota of new members.
Strawberry growers who plan to Dr. Jones. and Roy Kelso tor his Ray.: of the cotinty. and Jim Ray
EldS. L. H. •Pogue and Charles and' having a large' percentage of move slips from beds known .,to consoling words
and thanks for of Arkansas; by four -gr-ahdchtldren
Sweatt conducted funeral services Its members subscribing' tp the' have crown borers §honld do its
the flowers which were given. May and one great grandchild. Her husMongid afternoon at Ccnyersville. official magazine of Scouting,"The immediately, according to a report
God's richest blesIng rest upon each band died 15 years agp. She was
Bur I was in the Conyersville Boy's Life."'
telephoned to the local extesasion
Merit badge work is proving to office here this week by Dr. Paul of you is our prayer.
cemetery.
1 a member of the West Fork Misl
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Everett' sionary BaPtist church.
• Surviving '"felatives are
Mrs. be of 'chief,interest and the Court Richer.- University of Kentucky
Newport's husband, Earl, Newport; of Honor recently Met and' ex: experiment station.
her father, Arthur Jackson; a amined_ a number of. boys who
Crown borers, Richer. said, will
daughter:- IVIrss- Evelyn' 'Newport,' are striving -hi rearli the high gm-1- begin laying eggs within a few
two - SOPte."TSIterman and James i of art Eagle Scout ranking. _ It days, and if slips are moved after
Newport: two sisters, Mrs. Wes- isothe wish of the Troop Commit- the eggs have been laid it is
ley Paschall and Miss Hilda Gray tee that each boyoserivaness steadily almost impossible to rid- the plants
Jackson; and a ail-other, Hoyt and th roughly and that no fellcrw of the spores. New beds planted
become _dormant- as soon -as his with. the slips will be inferted
Jackson.
Tenderfoot badge is presented hint. with clown borers.
•••
Within a ••year from the time the ,.Dr. Richer recommended slips be
Tenderfoot enrolls, he should be
ed as. soon_ as pcssible, cleaned
At leaSt a rail 'Class Scout Cm! •f all trash, dead leaves and runeven higher. As soon as he be- ners.- washed thoroughly at the
comes an official Second Class roots so that no soil remains, and
Scout, he ma' at trice. begin work then heeled in soil uninfestecton his Merit Badge requirements. lvith the crown „borers until the
A committee composed- of Demo- He must, however, pave been ground .is in condition for plantcrats of Calloway county recom- a • First _ Class Scout three -months ing.
mended Wells Nix, of near Hazel, before he is:eligible for Star Seoul
to be appointed' as -magistrate or TA-Taking: and he -else; must ha-s'•ei
the Hazel district to succeed John thir-ose months of service as a 'Star
W. -Underwood, who died Friday. Scout before he officially gains the
rank of Life Scout, and then-after
March 3.
Gov. A. B. Chandler will act six Months cf Lite Scout service
--.•
W. A. Bell. Murray. who has
upon the committee's recommenda- and having attained the requited
tion to name a person to fill Un- work in all phases of Scouting:lie served two. terms in the Tennessee
is then ready to assurne the rank state legislature, announced today
derwood's unexpired term.
of an Eagle Scout whreh, is in- he will be a candidate for state
'deed a fine accomplishment for representative from this county in
any boy and one that he may well the forthcoming August primary
be proud of.
•
election.
Mr. Dell for severol years was
For the hike t.Saturday: Have
your cooking equipment, your food associated_ witha Chicago haryesand any other material in a pack ter 'company and. did Well in his
'plaCe'd .on your back. Do not car- work there:
His -formal Anguifpcment and
ry anythirig_ in your hantis.TWear
_pater Scoot_ midterm if you- _have. latform will be.. pu'blishtnd'in,an
one, if you do -not have •one. wear early issue.
strong' comfortable clbthing. Do
Perry county farmers have pur'not_ wear ten s shoes or other_
lightosole
ear. • No fellow chased 4,500 locust' and walnut
in',a. soft-soled seedlings from the State Forestry
main pair of sox Service.la4e ebtr"
_

Aprlt 8 Is Last Date to Register
for Spring Term
at- Murray
With an enrollment of 961 in the
oollege proper, officials at Murray
State College'. are expecting an additional 75 students to enroll for
the last nine Weeks April 3.
Wednesday, April 5, otvill be ,the
last day to register 'for maximum
credit. and April 8 is the last day
to register for the laSt half of this.
rnester.
Willi plans for theCollegeenrollment to pass. 1,090 for the Spring.
semester. Student's at Murray are
ertjayIng a full program 'of activ: r
ities, scholastic and .extra-curricsitar.--tiotieno• this springOtertn. Can;
cert.* recitals, dances, track meets,
tennir.- sit-homing. are - among _thee_
activities at Murray State Open to
the student' body during lite spring.
semester.
Officials are expecting a , large
portion of the nine-weeks enrollment to consist of teachers in this
section whose schools will be dismissed in time for these teacher.
..4'
to return to college to work on
their degrees.

)

Van Rye . Dies
'at Cherry Friday

West Fork Lady
Is Buried Sunday

Mrs. Newport Is
Buried on Monday

th-e

Specialist UrgesControl Method for
Strawberry Borer

4

CARD OF - THANKS
I wish- to thank my OvetghliolsO
and the churches for all the nice
'fix and deeds of kindness which
err- dorsz by thorn during 'the
cosi Moe.: rod d 'ath of my
o other, Mr Willie Mae Newport.
Sincerely.
• Evelyn Nett•pont-.
Sixty-four head of purebred hogi
have beeti2ifintributed among Leo
county .farmers.

FEW DOLLARS PER MONTH*

tsc
5c

?,5c

'

Rows

154

Plan now to be well-dressed
with /Phoenix! The season's
now colors and patterns in
socks that have the famous
*Oa-mileage" wear feature.
See our new stock of Spring
Phoenix full-length socks.
Sizes 10.12- and many in
size 13!

ADAMS SHOE STORE
West Side Court Square

15C

I5c

5c

AINTED MY'HOME'

Wells Nix May Be
Hazel Successor to
J. W. Underwood

W.A. Bell to Run
for State Office

1/ c

/2

k

Modest --- Yes!

and the Job was done tsfilh Famous SWP!---

,

BUT WE PRIDE OURSELVES ON OUR

BRAKE SAFETY
SERVICE

zte,
A Complete.
Building
Selection.!.

Again-- Headquarters for
Quality Building Supplies

Don't neglect youe, brake. wefsen if
coots to link to he
safe. Come in today
- take advantage of one Brake
Reconditioning Service.

I

•

need under tme roof. The MurrAy Lumber Co. is ready
to start you off-with a .complete stock-with low
prices-with a -.personal guarantv.,e op,..e.nary_thing you..
buy. Whether you're building a,home, repairing or"
remodeling-come here!
.

•Roofing

2
wheel
grease(
'k woch fibre
3 1-;te..re
1, •
e
4 gee
ring hanite”o
rs Its sod

Needs!

• Fine Millwork!

Wirh-tIP brake'
S rest eenettafj„ SYlteftt
fakes
""R.0/.
1

6 sci.
;tntifi c
7 iAdiu
nspec:nent. n t a ks

•Gravel & Stone!

5ystem. and6H
•Cement!

- WASNAS1.11 It's easy to keep
SWP fr•sh and free irons dirt and
grime Just wash its ureindeorfully
smooth surface

• Paint Supplies!

WHEEL
ALIGNING

S-11VP9WSE SHERWIN WILLIAMS

SPOOPORCH and DECK PAINT
NOY

$1.25

And Every Nationally
Advertised Product
We Sell, Including

hrdra ulic

Per

SHERWIN•WILLIAMS

Per Quart

Beautiful.., makes your porch shout
"Welcome!" Durable ...protects it
from wear and tear and weather.
Solid -covering, easy and
economical to use. Six' colors.

.._. 6

•Tile
• Fine Hardware!

For 25 Years Murray's Building
Headquarters

By
Factory Chart
Put Out By Your Car
Manufacturer

1V a h
beaii '
Rep:Its.roar

•Lumber Needs!
With the start of a new builditw ,season, it's good to
know that in Murray you can obtain everything you

I

Car and Truck
LUBRICATION

No wonder the gientlemon above looks pleased! For his few dollars
- per month, under Sherwin-Williams Budget Payment Plan, he painted
his home with Sherwin-Williams SWP House Paint-and saved money
four ways, too! 1. He bought fewer gallons of paint-SWP has the
tremendous spreading and covering powers found only in the highest of-bigh quality paint. 2. He paid less for labor- -SWP is quick
and easy to apply. 3. He got a longer-lasting job. 4. He gave his
property complete protection. You can do the same. See us. And
ask us, too, about the remarkable new SWP,Undercoater that seals,
"blankets" and smooths rough surfaces with a single coot.

L.)

Firestone Tires.and Tusbes, Cooper Tires,
Texaco and Havoline Motor Oil, and
Texaco Firechief Gasoline
Bring Your Car In

at

Walnut

NORTH FOURTH ST.

.

Phone £2

1

The Only Exclusive Paint and

Wallpaper Store In Murray
.5

411.•

FADED
s

PHONE 323

Murray Paint &Wallpaper Co.
it

-

PAINT HEADQUARTERS

For Check-Up Now

MURRAY LUMBER CO. . Hendon's Texaco Service
Phone 262
East Depot St.
North Fourth

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

1

P -47,-. -MI5's

•

•

--"1.•••

•
•
•

•
•

saarls

•
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so 1 decided to let yiati real awhile
. We went to Dose: Iasi Saturday
to. the Vanilla bee., Casale Spiceland's student, Georgia Catheyt
won second place and $250 This
Ii the second- -consecutive seal

lat.4
• Gat Ion ThUrafIn
store. at Brandon again after a
'at Paws...so Spaings, avetrawanalaa •
frona haurnatiara.
!
-The worr.da around Braudan
, ales
aaajna, I.•11".e beautiful auitt..!
-and Mrs. Burman i
aaaltar

D'Arthagnan Rides, Fights Again!. -

ycarnore Center
News
"."10' .-: Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hooper aridaiildren, Johnnie and Stanley, vise
ited Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Crutehliekt
Sunday afternoun.
.
Mrs. Nanette Paschen- visited Mrs,
Reaecca Paschall and family Sua,
t
a
-,-latlan Vasehall and Arlin Pasmall man; in Hazel Friday on
buiiness.

is still improving.
Master Roland Hubbard is -also
improved.
Mite Eimesthre Page has gran
salt and absent from
I the
past week.
Mares Erie, Daisy and Arnie Orr
visited S. B. Orr and Mrs. Jim
Broach through the-week-end. The
amataatason of iaa..aBroach is on
the sick! list
. •
Mr. arta Mra. Ira Tarkinglon and
children. Mildred. Merrell. and
Verdia Mae, visited- Mr. ands/Mfrs•
Bailie Groom and family Sanday.
- aa

.!:11.i,s wita7aattesi aral croahat trait1
ariace in the speiling contest.• ' 11111-7
.."aa .,9 al"e. on .
! Stewait :county has seven Ilea: -,:vvcia 4.•!re
firaaars ara harning
The
raaaina
tnenibers.
Feh°01' board -A-ucif Wicker and ')ia Wicker
_ . 1
t
_tars baaa
•-....idefLatar... and Mrs. Arlin
la . . . ri. .1145
Friday night
urer her: and arrether. in Lai. family -ssaii•ii ay .v re.
Mr and Mrs. RUH Spann and
ms are looking-Fatriaa htr wasaargamachineaaftet
. pupi s ,an
IN LOVING MEMORY
err 'Plaited Mr. and. Mrs. Orie Kuyforward to release. ..
,
iiii had been pcian.tasc-d riapelesa
kenclall
Sdaurday
night.
meaaanic
mb
a
capable
a
In
loving memory of ray our
The aaxamea started cleimin 4 tr•
_ a,...,aa
Mrs aura
Ortsta Pas- dear e..- usin, sou of _Mr. and Mrs.
Chris MaCaiston had u_it,..amt,t:e•
•
yards anrgettlea' ready to imring
chall and .,Paesce Paschall of Mt's- Rudy Flood _of Hico, who died
tivra_ a burst
aaa. tenovattaduarag thaae_atireaty_ day -Ls cii..„'-___,..-..ta
octri ahrtee-abeestaaasitina their .-aka --Fettettary•-26.
vessel asaftrie -hat-Ting weed(
Ta -a week but theTiptri
ter. :Ira. Loy Nichals, anal Mr. We have lost our darling cousin.
- dimsperced- Uri 606/0-- recently, We know hair .cd-sampia,•
Siahuls.
He has bid us all fareweli:
"Uncle:: Lerarnie
r.eighladata tbaies-alantra Sptceland log: anotherair. and Mrs. Charlie Wicker He has gone to live lit heaven
are buildittg him a house over the balsa; colt last Sunday.
arid daugater, Debris visited Mal And his form is lost to View.
Callege People:though considered
l'aishesi et the old home which burnitaa
aid- !sirs. Jack Key Sunday after- Oh! that dear one; how we, loved
trysome
aaretree,
haVe
most
teas
,he
ed _to the_grountt recently
him,
neon.
•
. .• .
rteN'ei
(Jr.
I
Srperiences. \Sao..
lam; and his wife horaeless. and
Mrs Rebecca Paschall visited -Mr. Oh! how hal119759ive
get taat first ligh: house keeping
destitute.
and Mrs. N. H. Farris and family But an angel game 'down for him
TWU funtrala_aaraaaa. held by venture - Ma; ola.est brather.- Ott.,
and lemove.d him from our flock.
Tuesday and reported. thatGalvesBrother John vOutland last wash. and I eXfX•rieticed when vrc. --,went
"Gone but not forgotten."
a.n Farris was: imptoved.' •
- •. Ai - t..)
-Written--by his cousins.
-----,7:-,-,, af.a. 0.nal-ades---Paarte -'
- NI:in-a,
Mrs Naomi Orr, Mrs. Lona`
MrrVySUaeflr
Doo Amechia D'Artagan rides had tights again
Vataed
2046
the -arrstAinseams-tasisaai
- slaarearia,
Misty Lucille 'arid E. H.
Nassee,allaci._ Joy Peseta...11 . &Rd
Simmons
Lassiter who %VW 1 was sk, greest.auel is alwaaa vaa Centurs-Fox's musical comedy version of Alexandre Dumas' - rile 'three Misses Wilma and Pauline Paschall
her ,mother,
asistaeriaara. wale walk- Mtpiketrers." Sunday and Monday
the varsity Theatre. The Rita we.re---Tateselpy• visitors oa Mt. and
-Some of -the that-freq_ around ing along ls'ff. the lade:walk tOward fIrsthers. as phoney' Musketeers, are also starred in the film.
alrsa,Arlin Paschall. a
CARD OF THANKS
Maallasaa4rea-wite
aar._roona one
here are traing she estaerarnentBerthal Grooms visited Mr. and
raising aorae . hate: faaes which. the 'old afiltease. eontaining
MrsaC. A. Paschall and Mrs. Nast'We wish to express to our many
r
mina
Were found - latelv..
. • :- e may aleta
me Paschall Saturday night.
friends and neighbors our sincere
.etribara•
left.
ta
stronger,
winch
as
soma_ pcatata on
Ma. and Mrs. Nathaniel Or !Were thanks and appaeciation for the
ast he laoked
heredity- or environicatnt.-.
honored with a household shower many kitidnesses sfaiwn us awing,
lire
ha
all
Mr
and
Coaper.
a
awn
Mrs
Will
ant.
•A part of the girla ales club March
:bad lived ID
is erevaiaaahe ap
ft. /3,
_II. Tale honorees received the illness and death of ME dear
art _a new- bale _Tactic ,cattpe. He Saddenla he stepped unexpeCted1)- old couple. celebrated their -CTOL acnaisting of alanala Robertson, many nice _gifts.
husband and father, E. M. Haneline.
,
Corrkes, *anis Utdr_eetry_ week-end: ainto al driveway and tell ,sprawling. iien Wedding anniversary Sunday Elizabeth"
NRhea ='Finney"• Louise
%anima has_litea _suffer
pecially Dr•. Jones fqr his untirLoyclaapicalane's Trial ball team on the siciewafk, right' ui liont sat at th -iir bona! rip..ireP1r.ssaist oroire- Putratn, ati4-,Martria Sem- Rood \arta a head trouble. for the past
ing efforts, Mr. Churchill for hia
bialdiag, and the sait. chti,10,. sistx-rutir 'ate dinner at have been in laulsville .the past
Japain the zeurnamens
th:, hordei slier blessings ware v.eek as a part 0 Inas AU-Southern vstask, Mr. Stallins is at the heane courtesy and 'aLso to'Mr mid Mrs.
Maraori'feceillf, lostag, by day ease bur's:. opts: areal:rat
of hi* daughter. Mrs. Talmage Wy- C. W. Adams for their good singalliinetsaisaarticies; la the tour asked .by J. O. Wrather •Mrs hih saassaa ,chorus
aria sear, Waattaaaahat aieatra .aarsa
„
attaaancl-Asis,--4.4tatt.--..
•
arm-and ala•OVALLF Evens-ter-,his COM•
attaaatraz
never
saltaiitiaa
aaa- a. the game rt'St.itd hetWesn
Six- teams were entered in the
Mr. and -Mr* - Osae Key aird son. forting words. May God's richest
relived '‘isii:Ssr Miss
KiTiulit
lx4ra
llopu"las
ward. Mrs
Farnwasvalt at. Madiaanv ale.eased lata tasase agatia _thaugh ler Porter
intramaral
battretball
•
tournament
TaaaelT"aisittal*Mr. and Mrs. Leroy blessings be with ;you all.
Bradley Sc-a sister.
-yara nova' he ha's 00en the -learnas-a-• last week-end.
which got under way act:aril 7. Kuykendali Sunday. Mr. KuykenMrs. E. M. Haneline and
J. F Marera. of Paducah, moored
So that aare s canarig. a-.' Well. ed professor in the schools of Cala=
Tearns entered were: Miller's, Lova ciall is some aetter at this time.
Children.
laa weak to the home of his son
wish thoae peapie :aria laic to laaras But: ah. auch expariencer.
ett's,• Hood's, G. Gra'ham's, tA
:Sirs. Recut wboais...making her
111TICE7,1SS
asokaout across broad expanses of art gridil 17*. r---tt'"
Grahams -and Dunn's.
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It pays to read our Classifieds
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other.
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more
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-Balcony, Matinee Except
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for ata own dear little Delmore.
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s Be oPdarklet;
tteMrsosn artc MissjaE
and Yvvna visited Lucille and
Brenda Maye Clayton Saturday
evening.

deepest sympathy,
.hasMr.my
Ottie Cole of Mutand
with Mr. and
'ray
Buie and children.
Buster'Sunday
Mrs. spent
Reaable- ttaie spent Saturday night .
with his mother, Mrs. B. H. Wilson,'near Shady -Graeae. --- --.
Mrs.
Mrs. Ruby Jac bon v sit
Buster Buie' Saturday evening.
-Mrs. 'Earl • Newport was buried
at Conyersvilte Tuesday evening.
Burt Lee Vas buried Sunday
evening at the Patterson cemetery.
Mrs. Buster Buie was called to
see •her _sister, Curdle Charles-who

laearl and Robbie Lea Jacksan
and Lucille and Brenda Maye
Clayton spent. trigclay Friday Wath
Mrs. Jessie Thompian.
a‘a
Miss Robbie Lee Jackson is %ilia
iting her sister. Mrs. Kenneth
Merrell: in Centralia, Ill.
Miss Clarieg Gamblin and Iklra
S Parker viatteda Ltkaffitc..-.44s S4H1f1"7-,
-mocking Btrd,....Clayton Monday evening and Wail—
ed.her quilt.
--Miss Pearl Jackson spent SunDespite jilt arguments pro and
day .and Sunday night .With Lu- eon, the fact remains and la eeleine, Clayton.
Miss Grace Jackson spent Stritir-!a
exte
intouo
rf hair
istr
13ry
corn
as(W11
:
ationt
:eci :h11hueghau
y with Miss Clarice Gamblin.
meree and prosperity 'has varied
Sorry to hear of tke death of with the proportionate size of our
Mr. John Underwood. The fzimily Navy.
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STEVJART COUNTIANS
•

Mrs

from

S. Pleasant Grove I

Congratulations on Freeing Your Bridges
We Will Be Visiting Stand Rock and
- Other Sections Including Your
•• Park City, Dover

Training School

iterks

•

aa _a_

Murray Merchants Invite You To Come.
To Murray To Trade And Visit
•

To 6. TURNER
vtriffn-vmrimtnr. a ‘a \'{\.

CHILDREN
11/0
_BALCONY, Nights, stmesys, iiina
Holiday*
,.,
27c
LOWER FLOOR, Nights, Sundays,
and Holidays
.33c
'

or-41'10r

TODAY and FRIDAY

dett

•

_

4

SUNDAY and MONDAY
•
••

,

tan

(He's on the level! But the Ritzefore on the nickel)
awcacipbayl Horse•
playl Ringing tunes
and swashbuckling
buffoons, The happiest entertainment
idea since the movies
began to move!

.a.

"
a

DOROTHTLAM0UR
-LLOYD NOLAN

,...

A SINGING, LOVING D'ARTAGNAN
FIGHTS TO SAVE A THRONE ...

•

JAW EWES

mod' 31 Is the Deadline

0\1

DON AMECHE
nd
THE RITZ B
A Musical Comedy Version

P:

TITO GUt/Aft. JEROME COWAN,
JESSIE RALPH • WILLIAM FRAWLEY'
MARY PARKER • MAXINE SULLIVAN
- CLIFF NAZARRO• THE KING'S.MEN.._
MATT MALNECK
SATURDAY ONLY

sste;••-syrii-V-11

if-I- -TO

YE

NEXT THURSDAY and FRIDAY

1939's FIRST BIG
DRAMATIC SMASH!
The lustiest adventure
shared by daring lovers!
Variant women and bold
men of the South face a
raw, untamed frontier

Reny

James
TioZ01101A--

•

REF MUSKETEEks •,

VORIV
SPANGitill

J. IRA FOX.'Sheriff

r

of Alexandre Dumas'

SPIESMENACE A NATION!

„ittrr

asta if5i Ii I ,It. I

CRAIG • FITIMESs

ever

t?
"

SATURDAY and SUNDAY

about Cornfor' t in - ,
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

,r us

EMPH1S
TENNE.
SSEE
(Tint-felEfiqTriet16fe-.
''^

:

oncomfat
Every travel e•,irttell'Oaten!'Memphis
offeritnofinerlicte'!x,-. e
. tun e Yen; Len.

•••

MAUREEN
RouR DikItiE1

Alan Baxter
Stdnley Ridges
Iterst4c.-kalker
s(7,...ptay by Anthony

tk..chlt.10

_JANES
ALAN BAXI.r
`a

•

250 ROOMS

losysoup«
hive
• ..g0010.••691
9-1N"
"
nt•ci,
to tiian.

It. (.rady 'Manning.
t..75ident. .a141
Mgr.
1.

•

Pete Smith
Specialty_
!and
'Musical

Velar end
frykin
Based upon o story by
„Jos•ph F."Dinne•n

•or•

•11111011d0

•
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RALPH

-91-EILAIVIY

CcReeShop sect's300
fin# food at row cost.
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HENRY
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•
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Behind the Scenes in
American Business

ARCH 14, 1939

Protemus Palaver

PkGE THREE

Around Paschall
School

her home Sunday afternoon.
Mrs- ()die Morris has not been
feeling well lately.

All Around Us

I

A rabid dog passed through Bell
City .last week and several dogs
Norton. Faster, _Calvin Key,- and
Paris Murders
On hiarsittle.ghtlmere, Eve
Mrs.- Hanzy Paschall' are all on
were bitten. Fourteen dogs were
ett, who .'sTheen suffering with
With
two
murder cases pending
the sick list.
killed later and hauled away at
spinalminengitis for several days,
for -the grand jury, circuit court
One load. The rabid dog was later
Company fn the home of Mr. convened in -Parts Monday' with a
died leaving his father and mothT•I‘T -YpRK, hfar.
ch 16—BUSITALKING POINT—The aver- killed at Midway, Tenn.
er, qr. and Wee,W.ilhi Eveeett. and Mrs. 0. 'T. Patchall Sunday long line of civil cases, mostly
The wild animal which I menNESS— With - *Installment selling age auto dealer last year sold 92
andlittle sister, Opal Sue. He was were Mr., and Mrs. Doris'Lamp- carry-ovens from the December
again increasing, another positive new cars. Since this is one Of tioned a few weeles..age, -continues
only six months ,old. The lIev. kins, and Mr. and Mrs. Cecil term.
force for recovery is here. Eco- America's most highly competitiwe to lurk in our vicinity. Several
Roy Kelso was in charge of funer- Paschall.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Carrell and
nomists expect new . installment retail businesses, selling points for people have seen it in the past
al services Thursday; One Key was
Black Gold
financing this month to exceed re- new models as against used cars few days, but none of them can
ie charge of song services, and the family_ -were guests recently in
J W. Duncan, Henderson oil
the
home
of
their
son
and
family.
payments on old notes for the first., are always in demand. Several exactly describe its looks. Ben Todd
little body was carefully laid to
prospector, canvassed Trgg countime in 18 smooths.
In other dealers last week believed they was going down the road in day
rest in the Lassiter Cemetery by Mr. and Mrs. Fred Carrell.'
;
ty last week obtaining leases on
Cantniters-liftshave iseught detected 8 goiedelme Me- err- are BMW TIM week when -he enceitinterMa-. skin jot.Thla lTWo -.--Rev.HeFeGregoey Hired hle
land- under which - he thinks theetime automobiles, refrigerators, nouncernent by the Franklin.Insti- ed the beast sitting calmly in the
passed away about three years regular appointment at Oak Grove
Sunday and reported he was called may be oil.
asfilisg machine& •-radios, furni- tute of Philadelphia of atestimon- road. As Ben didn't have a gun,
to preach seven Itinerals last week.
ture, suits or coats in the past are ial dinner to be given March 31 he left the animal in undisputed
George Windsor, who Is in the
Flu Cuts Attendance
'Mrs. - Add Paschall is not much
beginning to get caught up. Com- to five leading chemical and glass possession of the road and retraced
Clinic-Hospital at Murray, is re:
School attendance in Providence
improved of flu.
pletion of their repayments is companies, E. I. du Pont de Nemported
to
be a little better. Arhis steps.
Sorry to Mar of Mrs. Clyde Scar- last week was hard hit by a wave
near at hand, and they are now ours & Co., Monsanto Chemical
thur Jackson is also reported betVan West was returning - herthe
borough's suffering - with, an In- of- mild influenza, reports from
in a position to reenter the retail Corp., Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass
ter
at thie writing. .We're glad t
recently shortly after dark. As he
fected knee.
,
various schools in Webster county
market to buy more goods on in- Coee Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co..
make this report cf each of these
had already/ been followed home
Odie Morris purchased a new indicated.
stallment. It is the volume of and' Carbie and -Carbon Chemicals
men.
twice previously, I imagine he was
waehing machine for his wife list
original purchases, of course, rather Corp.
Mr. ann airs. One Key and son. week.
cautiously,, but
Hill Heads Farm Bureau
than the Subsequent monthly re- _These concerns have spent $8,- proceeding rather
Lowell,
and
he:
was
Mr.
and
when
he
was
sure
Mrs. Rune
Mrs. Odie Morris is Preparing to
payments that determines the rate 000,000 over a six-year period de- just
At a meeting of the Marshall
Kuykendall
and
son,
Preston, do some quilting this week.
of industrial production, and hence veloping a new safety plate glass Safe, he heard a sudden swish—m
county Farm Bureau Saturday,
visited Mrs. Key's and Mr. KuyTerry Smotherman and son Jim- Boone Hill was reelected president;
the level of factory employment four times stronger than the pres- the ale and the animal landed
kendall's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. mie were visitors of Holton Byars
directly in front of him. Van isn't
Jack Gatlin vice-president: R. E.
and wages.
ent glass at normal temperatures
Leroy Kuykendall Sunday.
sprang from a tree
Sunday morning.
Batley, secretary; and B. L. 'Fre=
And ten times stronger at zero. A sure whether it
Leroy Kuykenclall has not been
Mr. and Mrs. Orie Key, Mrs. Hol- vathan, treasurer.
WASHINGTON—Interest of 'tiles prime virtue of the new glass is or from the road bank. Needless
so well lately.
Ion
Byars
and
Inez
ByarS
assisted
didn't
go
home.
that
to
say,
he
retail trade--particularly among that it -is five times more elastic.
Robbie Joint/ Sildshea stripping. Mr. and Mrs. Curlie Holley in
food merchants—is being aroused greatly reducing danger of injury. night.
Cotton Growers to Meet
tobacco Saturday mbrning. Mr. stripping tobacco Saturday.
by the Department of Agriculture's Estimates are that about 75_ per
The rains- held up long enough
A meeting of the cotton, growers
Jones
has
the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Curlie
Honey
had
weed
all bulked
current plan to bring surplus farm cent of the cars being built this last efeek for Olive Oyl to get in a
of Marshall county will be held in
away nicely, ready for sale.
as guests Saturday night, Mr. and
crops to needy citizens through „year will be eqoipped with this hetated planting ,of
the Benton courthouse Saturday,
Kentucky
Mrs.
Herman
Hudsen
and
Mr.
and
Belle,
I- like , to hear
regular channels of distriTsutioneiro highly improved glass, giving alert and some cabbage set. Older peoMarch , 18. to discuss a- refund
my
msther's
Mrs.
Arrnstead
Rhodes.
hen cluck to her
be tried first in a few medium- dealers another sales argument ple say this is the week to plant
claimed to be due cotton growers
baby
chicks
Mr.
and
Mr&
Jesse
Holley
and
too, although We have
sized cities, the plan will func- that ties in with the "wider vision" Irish potatoes. Arthur Todd has
of the county On the 1934 Crop.
--vihich 'has Mr. and, Mrs. •Curlie Holley and
tion ahnuttelts follows. TO-- those improvements on which they have a rather novel method of planting
caught all my mother's little chick- s6rt, Franklin, visited in the home
on relief who so desire, orange- been capitalizing since car win- them that has proved very sucWallace May Ram
Queen of hearts, Dorothy Lamour—the toast of every river man ens except'5 out of a flock of Y1. of -Mr. and Mrs. Bun Wilson Suncolored gcvernment food stamps doers_ and windshields were genercessful anderequiree. a minimum
Malcolm Wallace, Paducah atKentuckyeTiller. I toe am glad day
:
.
from Natetiessti-Catro .. the singing sweetheart--of the biggest show-will be issued as substitnte -for ally enlarged with the 1939 models.
amount of work. He- merely digs
Mise Ethel Paschall, surety the torney and referee in bankruptcy,.
••• • •
part of direct cash _disteursements
boatful of entertainment that ever rolled up the Mississippi . . . Hear you have recovered from that bad
up an old plant bed, places his
cold. I've never heard of a good weather will soon be warm enough intimated recently he is considernow being made. These stamps
THINGS TO WATCH FOR—An potatoes rather thickly on top of Dorothy Lamour sing "Blue Nightfall" . . . 'I Go for That" . . .
•Ford have you?for you td• start back northeSeems ing. entering' the race for Circuit
can be used gt any fbod store for improved washout. ink for manuand covers with leaves "Junior" . .., and many othilles today and Friday at the VARSITY - Spay!-Mr. Eagle you haven't -got like_ you have been away from -Judge of McCracken-Marshall disthe purchase of necessities' at Rre-, Sacturers to use on flour and sugar the groun-d
'
and dead brush tit hold them down. THEATRE.
a thing on Golden Lock's Dad for Celli:way long 'enough., And Aunt trict.
veiling retail price.
sacks to enable thrifty_ housewives
The potatoes grow- among- the
•
.nis birthday is also April 11. -I Missouri Wilion:'icjittle -as yotf
As q'special inducement, 50 Cent to convert- these bags Iota dishwish I coned place hisereicture tsar might think---there ta.a_..latutch of ate-newts, ,
leaves and there are no weeds.
_
-worth of blue-colored stamps will towels and agreed-se-. .-A- "liquid
We have some new neighbors.
the aide of your picture in. the us around here that wtiuld like to
TosUi Bedwell delivered tobacbe issued for every dollar in orange sandpaper" eliminating the' need
paper and let the correspondents see you also. . And as the little co in Murray Monday.
Mrs. Foy,
Mr.
and
stamps. , The blue stamps can be for washing and scraping glossy,
-Saturday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
guess which is the eldest and best dark
said when she spilled ,her
Mr. -end qrs. 0. T. Paschall
Wonder what has' happened to
used to buy surplus cernmodities enameled or varnished surfaces
Headly Ferguson and children
looking.
mistress' starch; I guess you Will "shdpped in Paducah Monday.
designated by the Department, before refinishing . . . An alumi- Chatterbox and Alf? I enjoyed were Mi-. 4.and Mrs. Hughie Osbebn
We are migheye_glad to report
Mary Catherine Writs *who has 'catch it when you _do get hseme`
Mrs. Mable Carrell and _lpez
possibly eggseecttrus fruits, prunes, num' alloy-softball -bat -no- -heavier their letters„al,thoug,h the people of and daughter,- Evelyn,
Carrie Mers 'Tilde George" Windsor very beep visiting her grandparents, Mr. for I heard Hatightie Byars say
Ars shopped in Murray Monday. ,
raisins and butter. Stores will be than customary wooden bats: be- those communities are strangers to ris, '''Feencis Osbron, Sue
Nance, much improved and was expected and Mrs. Ben .Byars, returned to you wottld -for not- writing to. her
e- •
—Golden Lock
'
•. •
• able to-rash the-stamps at the post- cause it is made of this durable me.
Fisenees -Brown,
Ola
Wicker, to return to his home Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Adams are
office or , at' any bank. If this metal it cannot be broken in
Wayne and Carl Wilson, Charles - Mr. end Mrs. Harold Broach and • 7
,
mehod of distributing surpluses actual play and it will not sting planning to Move near Boydsville
Nartees-Aticel Wicker. Herbert Os- little daughter. Randa, spent Sunproves successful, the eventual aim the hands no -matter how hard a next week. We hate te see- this
bron, Ijafford and Edward Morris. day with Mr. -Broach's parents.
is to, do away with the present ball is hit . . Men's shirts made fine young couple leave the coin- Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hamp Curd` Mr. and Mrs.- Will Breach of Mursystem of buying eetp snrpluses of airplane cloth . . . A neW tex- munity.
visited •Mrs. Curds parents, Mr. ray.
ehrengh the Federal Surplus Com- tile made from soy beans . . .
—Olive Oyl.
and 'Mrs. Henry Morris and chile.
modities Corp.. and, having that Bread made With two ounces of
Mrs. _Lola Beaman Taylor spent
dren, one -day last week.
.governmOnt 'agency 'distribute di- granefeuit juice „to every pound hi
Mr. and Mrs. ,Raymond Hutson the .week-end with her • sisters,
colgr,
the
bread
Is
_said
to
have
redly 1- th,, ntedy.
0-ugh; though of greeni.h-yellow
e_ecasesand- Mrs. Vercla Care Mrs- Sffla _Key. Mrs. Cletus Guthinure-veteentn and seed •valtieseassel- and gtetV
Tie -amt Mrs: Attie,t -Hale - and atwill stay fresh longer than ordin- lisle were itie‘Patie Saturday.
tended chureh -at this place SunFrance and
Herbert • - Osbeon_
ary bread_
day. •
e HEMLINES _ IN NEW YORIes-1 spent the week-end -with, Mr. and
-Bro. Lawrence was able to fill
'Secretary of Commerce Hopkinsre- Mrs. Payton Nance and children.
the *pulpit Sundae-. There seep
news his pledge -ti) cooperate with - Anna Lou- -Jacissise and Dorothy
140Leuesent - for Sunday School.
business: names as his business ad- Senclete.speut Sunday aa the guests
A eery good record for BTU, Sunviser Robert E_ Wsod, chairman or of Mr. and Mrs. Ruhert Sanders
day 'nigh/, however there were
Sears, 'Roebuck . . . First quarter and daughter. AND
Maxine Hutson spent Saturday several absent on account of sick,
home construction estimated 75
ness, colds and eensilitis which are
per cent above...year' ago . .Army night and Sunday with Ogal and
still raging in this community.
may order 5.000 additional military Iva Nell Carlisle.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmus Branden
Has-,Id Wilkerson arrived home
planes this year . . . Federal Export-Import banks arranges to and children of Puryear spent last Friday from Detroit to Stay
lend. Brazil $20.000.000 to 'finance Sunda' with- Mr. and Mrs, Andrew a short time with relatives. .
. . . A Combination Eiiceedingly Satisfactpry in
purchases from US
Samuel Osbron and children.
,..ClatuS Guthrie was unable to atBoth Convenience and Economy. ;
Eloise
Hutson spent Tuesday "tend church -serviees Sunday night.
T. Bledsoe, president of Atchison,
Sue
Nance.
Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad, night with
Mrs. Bertha .Warren is on the
Mrs.- Chester Yar- sick
CortifOrtable Living Quarters . • . Refreshing Dindie* . .
Electrical equipment, Mr. and
business showing sharp increases brough spent Sunday- .with Mrs.
'ing Room ,,and Sandwich Shop .. . Just across the,
Mrs. Virgil Underwood aud sons
. . . Steel industry prices expected Yarbrough's pareets, Mr. and Mrs. were Saturday afternoon callers
Street from West Kentucky's Finest Theatre.
to -.remain largely unchanged in Henry Morris and children.
of Mrs. S. V. Miller:
Mrs. Leger - Jackson is on the s Betts and Mre Cloys- Lawrenc-e
second _quarter . . Federal ReResident and Transient Rates
serve Board looks for seasonal ad- sie& list at this writing.
d daughter spent Sunday-1,0th
vance in Industrial output this • _Mr and- Mrs. Raymond Hutson
r. and Mrs."'Ernest •Uaderwood
motetb .
Assembly 4w-rations- and wn,_ Harcgd Wilson, merit Sat- ad family.
•
in Detroit auto -plants being step- urday night and Sunday with Mr.
Donald Lawrence was a Sunday
andSon
Mrs..
Cooper
Thomas'
and
ped up -10 to 35- per. Cent .
guest of BuneeIrstry.
Anthracite' production eurtalledeln- enclectreisless Thomas.—Blue Jay.
-Miss' Wilma thetsfield is improveffort tu bolster prices . . . Namg after an alta-ek of flu.
s
distributors
have _ The
tional income of $68 to $70 billion sCincinnati
--:-PREEMAN WILFORD, Manager
Auxiliary will meet
seen for 1939; would, be -gain of started five milk routes in Bracken at the, home of -Mis,s- Wilma Hartsabout 15 per cent over last-year- county in two years.
with eight cylinders sellfloor-to-roof height
Saturday treeteang at 10
e:erock to ,observe the Week of
ing for less than $966.*
any other low-pric..e car. WIDEST_rear prayer'
seat of any low-price car.'
Mrs.- S. V. Miller had as her
with full torque-tube
Sunday guest. Mrs. Bess Wilson
drive selling for less than $956.*
ratio
C..
4
and. son _end .Mrs, Hattie Cochran
•
of any car selling for less than $806.*
and Mrs. Minnie iPerce.—Star.
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Scattered News--

Sinking Spring
News-

-41••••••

The

ONL

Hotel Freeman
Bus Station Lunch

new•itsprice with these qualityfiatures

HOW
VS
•

HOTEL FREEMAN
BUS STATION LUNCH

than in

MORE

ONLY CAR
ONLY CAR

HIGHESThorsepower-to-weight

Buchanan-News=4-

t.ko.
rA Dreatm--That Became Reality!

Mrs and Mrs. Clifton Robilison
ale' daughter. Jane. of Puryeate
vieited Saturday night and Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. Lesley Kirkltn.
Mrs. W. M. 'Wheatley. visited i
the home of Mns. C. T. Morris Weds
nesciays •Mr.. and Mre_e__ Lee las4eiditte
and selitighters were Sunday afters
neon visitork ,of Mr. and Mrs.
lw her Brisendhes.
- Miss Drue Nell 2nd Bennie Robinson visited their Aster,- Mrs. DeethiseseItokerte....endeldretieherts Saturday night.
,
Miss -Frances Osbreit visited her
— erandmotheee Mrs. C. T. Morris,
Wednesday.
„
Miss _Effie Evrecreon, of Murray, and Willie J. Farley. of Buclitinen, were uniteet'in marriage
Saturday. •
Miss - Ola. Wicker and Miss Ruben! • Fergersou were- -Saturday,
nigtit----guests of Miss Frances
Brown.
Misses Asia' and Elizabeth Holt
visited. in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. H,afforcl Robinson Sunday
afternoon.
• Mrs and Mrs. Willie, J. Farley
and K. D. Farley were. Sunday
niothiffee callers of Mr. and Mrs:
H. B. Rubin.eene
able to be up after..being confined
to his-bed with. flu.-13N11.

D

the age man has'fought.
a horde_ of hi$ own. A
- and planned for ....„
.. home_where he and his family .can find
comfort ainl r•ist-, free , from the -outside
world and its tixibblations.
,

fiveff Ihrollgit

lik k the story__ of one cottple , who
made that ilreitm a,-reality. We witnessed
,
their humble savings account grow,
through diligent, and careful saving, to
proportions .6-al made hoine ó'nership a.
possible, Thus through small savings do
4.ream castles" come true.

ers

,

-r•-• n

-Start--A Savings-Account Today

BANK OF MURRAY

Big Enough to Take Care of.You

Small Enough to be Aware of You

Clteropractic The licence Mat
makes people well and
, , happy.

•

DR. W. C. OAKLEY

Chiropractor.
Murray •
909 West Main
Mirray:Mod., Wed., & Fri. P. M.
Benton: Tues., Thurs. & Sat.

ONLY CAR selling for less than
$889' in which both front and rear
springs are relieved of ckiving and
braking strains.
ONLY CAR

with semi-centrifugal,
clutch selling for less than $956.*

GREATEST

fuel economy in miles
per gallon of- any standss.d-drive car with more than four cylinders, proved
by the Ford "85" in the recent Gilmore.
Yosemite Economy Run, as reported in
February Motor Age.

•

*Four-door Sedan, delivered
in Detroit or at factory

ONLY CAR

with front radius rods
selling for less than $898.*

LARGEST

hydraulic brake-lining
area per pound of car weight in any
car selling for less than $840.* Largest
emergency brake-lining area of any
car selling-for less than $840.

LARGER diameter

brake drums than
in any car selling for less than $956.*

011,D 11•8
Easy to Buy • Easy Terms • Generous Trade-in Allowance

STOKES--SMITH
MOTOR CO."
Ford
East

Mercury

Lincoln 'Zephyr—Ilincoln Sales and Service
Phone 170

Mein Street
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Murray Route 5

NI. E. League To Be
Hosts, at Carnival
Tonight' at College

Cedar Knob News

Stella Gossip

The farmers around here are
SuhdaY - itight—turning cold and
WaS in the Ledger ai Times of- still employed in tobacco strippirig.
seems as if we can't have many
fice last Saturday. John. Raleigh. Seine around have been hurtling
pretty Sundays lately..
A carnival sponsored by the Boyd. and Ra,lph were -at work,. plant beds.
, • , As I failed to get rriy letter writHenry Ellis who has been suften last week. I will write a few, Methodist League. a 'membership- h.,wever. they condescended to
of sturch young peoplj, will be listen 01 to me—"Big-blow-oft"— fering with some infected teeth
of the happenings of last week.
for she past few days had to give
•
given tonight on the third floor of the space of 10 mintaes.
Mrs. Edgar Latnb•i, Still in bed
the liberal arts building at Murray
Then I went to the Court House up Thursday and had, some teeth
;suffering from .nn attack of asthma
State - College, at was announced where I had the supreme- pleas- eic-tracted at Murray.
:Ana brt-nchills. Little, Norma"Aunt Lou- Housden still rening.•
s
ure of seeing Ira Fax. Judge ClopSimmons . is -having. trouble with a
After "acirdission, entertainment ton. -Mary Williams. Conrad Jones, mains very feeble at this writing.
rdSh and sick stomach.
will he furnished 'by the carnival Cal Hale. and Circuit Court Clerk She is one of our .pldest neighbors
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Edmonds and
sponsors. Fish' ponds. music, for- „Flaud Millet whose wife is my --she will be 94 years old March
daughter. June, visited --Mr. and
tune-telling.- _and other ,,,,povelt)es grand nifsee. I said: "Claud, how I5•
Mrs. .t lt.--•XellestiettV lam-As-1 - Pernie. Mae and Marywill"-Ne features of the p-rivgrant.
are the,five- sem running Out have
• 'Mr. and Mrs. Earl Stem and
Lucille Simmons were callers of
they
ever
had
a
prize
fight?"
He
family visited Mr.send Mrs. Jesse
said: "No, not. yet" Every blame Miss Velma Lax Friday afternoon.
Johnson March 5.
one of our 'county -and city offi- - Mr. and Mrs. Bill Simmens and
011ie Stom 'and R. D. Linvill,
T. Cochran and his baby spent .from Wednesday until
cials—Johni
had some of their Leath .extracted
included—ate
efficient, gen- Friday afternoon with Mrs. Simbunch
last vvek and %lie has had quite
mons' parents, Mr. and Mrs. Tom
regular
pink.
.
sure
had
a
ial
and
"putty"
as
a
Yes.
we
.
.2- hit of 'trouble with his gums
Vaughan.
Some
last
Sunday.
March
day
on
bleeding.
There came to '
-7"Aunt Sallie" _Burton who spent
.somewhat
- Mr .and Mrs. Garvin Linville and rain, high wind and
my Mail box a the' week by the .bedside of her
cooler.
sort. George • David. were visitors
letter postmark; sister, "Aunt Lou" . Housden. reStripping tobacco and making toin the home 4 their parents. Mr.
ed "Supreme turned le her home Friday.
and Mrs- . George Linville, front bacco beds are keeping farmers iii
Court. Denver,
Dr. Hale was called Sunday
Sunday night to Tuesday morning. this sommunity busy. •
Fred Y.
Mr. and -Mrs. Eths Shoemaker
NUss. isenevieve Curdngham who
Holland." Fred
°,`" -bsvf•Qtr-re ltdareis
" ese+itscit-et—tistahville.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Hue- Tenn., is at home for a few days.
Siella
Gossip"
lississe-and children Mr. and Mrs. ,ie and Mifs• Sylvia Nell Lawin Ledger and
.
Shoemaker have SOW their home in rence -sift return,. to school in a
Times is gladly
New - Providence to- Mr. and -Mrs. few days
. received every
. Hugh Miller and have Moved in
Frank Swift who
in the week at his residence in the city
'house- with Mr. and Mrs. r_ligs of Marshall' county. has had of Denver. Coto., a thousand feet
botigas Shoemaker -till they can 3 strokes of • paralysis and is not above the clouds. After having
,--rietseild on the Cohcord-Hazel road any better -at --this- writing.
been -in the World War. - Fred's
on his farm. His house bisrned
Rev. Bredholt -of Nashville filled health was impaired to the extent
there about 2'years ago._
his regular appointment at Locust that his physician advised him to
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Allbritten and Grove the 2nd Sunday.
go to Denver. Now he is )n fine
faintly of. New Providence were
Mrs. Luewiti Swift who is in a health and has a good job. About
bedtime Iltiedfs of Mi. and Mrs. Mayfield -hospital and who under- $5.000 'a year. is my guess. Fred is
G. E. Linyille and Dot.
went_an operation a few days ago. also Worshipful Master of • Green
;
'Fie hive received 4 Acme Tisve- was rkpbried a little improved at leaf Masonic Temple. He is figurly friendship- quilts. Two from this writing:
ing on visiting here in his "old Ask
Bachanan.,Tenn.. that were Pieced
Bryan 'Staples .has sold his. leaf Kentucky • Home" about .May or
. by friends and re3ative-4' in the tobacco for 9 cents and has two June. when the roses are in bloom.
'Woods 'River, _Neve_ Liberti. Pi_
'ce _tobacco _beds sown.
Not every body are subscribers to
Hill. and Buchanan vicinities and
Udell Watson, Who has been it the Ledger --dc Times, but most
_ _quilted in_the homi. pf Mrs,.
k
Detroit 'for the last Ig -every body reads it throughout. the
ard Pfleugert,..orie 'frorif the- Mt. months. has returned to Calloway- U. -S. A.
Pleasant and. New Bethlehem vi- and will make a crop here.
Mrs. Ada Christenberry. age 76,
cinities quilted in the Mime of
No serious sickness in this neigh- died just after midnight March 11.
Mrs. Hattie Myers: -one from The borhood to report.
Funeral and burials ervices were
Ikinewsshoel_vicipity which makes
Mt Add,_1014-MeriberrY, Of.- near he4d-at West-- Perk -etrtrrctr—Cloys
the home_
'ffr;:
. Coldwater. died. Saturday morning.
three quitted
Lawrence. pastor of Sinking Spring
-frotriv-tilat .1_Teso
fter..0-ernains ..were_laid to test .at church, was the efficient Minister
Thia makes 11.ot' these frienaship West Fork-cern
-Rens. ' --charge. • -tens- Black and miss afes
quilt that have been Made for us.
The WOW -met af the Kirksey Ada Ray' were. the' attendants at °I"
one knows how they are Ledge Saturday night and there ,._,•,:pur"
and .
wedding ceremony more
appreciated until they have the
as a large crowd presentese•
. than 50 years' ago.
trial of fire as we did. • Two t
—LazY Ned
jiequests for radio quartets to
have also been pieced ,at New
sing...in merriork of folks Who died
•
Providence.,and one in the Loeust
from Ito 10 years ago: also I. nett
Grove vicinity but owing to ill, Hazel. were Thursday dinner guests
such stuff by "corz" in the paper.
riess- they.; said they--htidn- get
of Mr. and ;Mrs. Earl. Stone and Then .1 ,eet me hat and take a
sineefeli thanli family.'
null( "t‘i',-•
walk.
. 1110'
YOU all.
• •
Misses Maydell Luter and Eva
Wucky. pucky.
pudding - face ye
Mr. and Mrs: Tobe Adams and Lariat spent Thussday night with
dOeky... Great exciternerss here last °If
Son. .2kislareLl Visited in .MaYfie
Liasrili.
4M%.
week. Leon Hicks' hotise -caught
Thursday. night and FFiday.
Mr. and Mrs.- Otis Falwell and' fire on ten. Leon and Jess Ha
Hale
ttlit
Mr. am 1.1.m. David. Harmon son Jacky! Mr. and Mrs. Tom -were
over in the
e woods building a
and son attended preaching _at
vale were Sunday dinner guests plant bed. Mrs. Hicks placed
0
Plains Sunday intrninf and ofCM.r. and Mrs. Gedrige Linville.
baby. age 2. in the garden and ran I
were dinner guests- of -Mr, and Afternoon callers included Mrs.
out and gave the fire alarm. By
7 Mrs..Tolbert Hannon.
• Mavis Allbroten, Misses Era and
Lute
. Mr. and Mrs- Zeing.Farris and Vera Miller. Mr. and Mrs. .1. T. ftfirOngh"---aticiles
osvearnda wovn
en Wwirenet-I
Dot were- Sunday. dinner guests. of Tarter and- sons and MI-. Lormie
fence with. 2 barbed wires (
Mr and -Mrs. Milburn 'Evans and Hill: •
top and raced to_ the house and .01,
-We wish to express our sympathy extingtiished the fire which - burnt ihid
,Mr. and Mrs. Luther Freeland to thejamilies of the deceased Laa hole in the roof five feet in
have been 111 of flu lint are now :lion Falwell. John • Underwood,
circumference. tlry both got over
.- - —
hrproving. •
Mr. Bills- Cannon; ana Mrs. Svin- 7hrt" and were tenable to work for
Mr. and Mrs. Clovis Grubbs and dell.
two days - Now was that funny?
Luther Grubbs , visited 'Mr. and
And Eagle 'a . word- to you. Is it No. by a long shot!
.
-.
Mrs. • Zol Swor of Hazel Saturday. worse. to be a Tittle groundhog,. or
The farm paper "fake" agents
°Luther Freeland and son and an April Fool? ' Although I have
are due' to be on the street corMrs: Mary_ Grubbs visited ;in Paris, an. uncle who has a birthday April
neas on "big days".• They seem -to
Tenn-. c-sturdaY"
some' April Feels are 9. K
know a clod hopper by first sight.
Mr. and Mrs., Ben Johnson._ of
• —Poop-Deek-Pappy
They say:, "Brother farmer. look!'
We give you a package of needles.
map, ind a. year's subscription
free c't 11.00,." Then he said to
me and 1..uther Parker: "What is
your home address?" I -said: "Bill
Pickens. in the-edge of Hell's Half
Acre." Then Luthersaid: "What's
Balduin's Supplement 193g to Carroll's Kentucky Statyour name?'" He said. "Comings::
ute. 12113A4 Law passed In 1931 session Kentucky _Legislature)
Then.:sLuther said. -my_ name_ is
Goings. address, unknown." Then
'he Iwo fakers made their get- jilli
MI
away. Everybody died-a-laughing. 0
Without written consent of the owner of a

Kirksey Kinklets

I

night to see "Aunt Sis" McClure
who is suffering with a , broken
hip from a fall Sunday evening.
"Aunt Sis" is 91 years of age.
Miss Berline Wisehart •wh,) has
been visiting relative§ and friends
in Murray for the past few days,
returned to her home Wednesday.
Several from this neighborhood
gathered at the home of Tolly
Chrisman Friday afternoon .and
stripped his tobacco. Mr. Chrisman is still very feeble.
Miss Hazel Lants'was- a Thursday
night guest of _her grandmother,
Mrs. Lihda Simmons.
- Heath Maynard. of ,Cedar Knob,
is very ill with flu at thiswriting.
E. H. Simmons had a tooth extracted last week by Dr.. Will
Mason.
Mr. and Mrs. Eunice Housden and
children of Florida came in last
week to spend a few days with
home folks and friends around New
Providence and Macedonia.
Mr. and Mrs. James Henry Gipson and daughter, Mr and Mrs.
Aylon McClure and baby were

Saturday night and .Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Jess Dick.
Miss Mary Mitchell is an the
sick list at this writing.
Mrs. Edd Lovins is spending the
week at the bedside of her mother,
"Aunt Sts" McClure, who is quite
ill.
•
Hubert Dick and Clifton Mitchell
were in New Concord Saturday
afternoon.
Johnnie Simmons is very ill at
this writing.
Mrs. Linda Simmons is spending
a law_ days wittr-her daughter,
Lainb.• and Mr. Lamb
of New Providence.
The storm- that .reached here
Sunday morniria about 5 o'clock
took the Smith ,side top pi? Mrs.
Linda Simmons' home and blew
over the new barn
Clay Mclure's, and also the big tree in
the front yard of Cleave Lax'.
Decey "Mitchell was a Sunday
dinner guest of John Lax.

a

—Kentucky Belle

Around About News! Lynn Grove High
School News
I
Hello folks.- hese is everybody
•
this blue Mcnday morning?
The debating loam. 'consisting of
Seems as though winter has be- Ralph Crouch and Preston Catham,
gun again from the WAY it turned accompanied by
Jeffrey"-went
cold Saturday night. Better watch to compete in the county debatwill
get
out peach blooms ,or you
ing contest. starting Monday and
your nose bit.
gontinuing threugh. Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Geurin and
Preparations are tieing matte .for
e pee went buses to carry •students to Fax:n
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Eldi
to Dawson Springs last 'Friday on Tuesday, Mareh 22, to entL4 in
business.
speaking and musi,ç events.
The sophordore boys have comWoodrow Buck has been spending a few days at Dewson Springs pleted a trelis by the fish pool ,
with Ins uncle, 'NIcoils Bury, and and 'the girls are placing .sh
and flowers about the campus..
Mrs. Huey.
This week marks the closi
Miss Eva Mae Kimbro spent one
day lost week with Ntiss Moelo point of the first six 'grades, of
school. The children are looking
Steele.
Hoyt Phillips and Troy Geurin forward for a party •Friday afterhave bought a truck and have "noon.
Mr. Grogan attended an agriculgone in the trucking business. Hey,
boys! I'd love for- you to move me ture meeting at the office of CounA,rnett
some place when the Dam comes. ty Superintendent T.
Hello "Crip", I love to read your Wednesday. Th'e agriculture boys
letters. Be sure and write again, have completed their orchard pruning project.
-"Rambler"
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200 Strawberry il
Plants
bsolute y Free.o

. _-

_
•

•

For Each and Every $1 Paid on Subscription 1
To the Ledger &

0

£ 11111,0

Living
in
is Offer',_. . Good
to
Every
Person
*
,
•••
•
.
Lalioway or Adjoining Lounties who

_

Renews his Subscription or Subscribes for the first time---to the

LI

WAR NINCI:

_

milk bottle which bears a diAtinguishing mark,
name or device registered -and .pUblished accarding to Statute.

Puryear Route 3

To use, sell. buy. take, go-e, traffic in or otherwise..dispose of a branded-registered milk bottle.
Possession of registered Milk bottle has been declared presumptive evidence of guilt.

PENALTY

-Welove c,omplied with this law by registering
and publiThing our SUNBURST-. milk bart_,We
art eking tht\:
to--the persons who are
. buying, selling, trading or.uging Sunburst milk bot.
ri; unlawfully; •
'
•
; We Ur; this will be sufficienttà,sto'pthi
practice as we wourd diSkke to take action.
•

`1

GER & TIMES
Murray,.Ky.

.100 of the Plants will be the Blakemore Variety and 100 will be the Aroma Variety.
These pla—nta are all first class plants and can be set in,thia Community until the latter part of April. Pun instructioiii-argrciii:WOT
...,20i Plants are sufficient ato sk a large plat for borne use, and if put out
the strawberry plants will also be furnished each subscribe-1,
ao" —
•
this spring will bear next year.
.1

•

011

In a year or two, we hope 1000 farmers in this community will be raising strawberries and -this introductory campaign will result
at the time of'year when there is no tobaccoto sell.
•

in a, large cash money crop for our farmer friends coming in

•

Offer GoocL.Until April 29

0

Loft

It pays to read our Classifieds

e

aida

Murray Milli Products Co.

Subscription Price in Calloway or Adjoining Counties $1 Per Year

g.
1186111=totod.'tarty., doels. or... two one
kirMal
t IS old. Prier. rtg I A Ian Sex wt
CATALOG.Writo. NISTIICIIV NATCOICRII
Wit WEST WTW Mort• 1.y.ou:rim I gertmac
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First Shipment of Plants Will Arrive This Coming Saturday—Be Sure and Come in and Get Started
Tell Your Friends About This offer

IENRLI

.alstetzseeterstanavalialialls,ew&derewatemissil

0

The Ledger & Times IA always looking,for something to increase the prosperity of the Farmrs in this community. Strawberries Can
be grown succssfully here in this community, and in order that the farmers' wives can become acquainted:with the possibilities of this
crop, we will give absolutely Free to each person who renews his subscription Or subscribes for the'first time, 200 Fine Strawberry Plant
from thel'amous_Shelby Plant Farms of Memphis.

4,

Violation is a misdemeanor and shall be pun__,ihne.d4tar.....t.ha....fiest.--a.f.ense-6y-4tri rJY
tient; Tiat
le.s.4 than ten days or more than one year, or by
a'.finie of fiftY- tents for each" and every such bottle
and for eac-h-sUbSe4tient offense‘by.Imprisonment,
, and fqr each subsequent -offense -by mprisonment,
not less than twenty days or mere than one year,
--or by fine of not less,than one dollar, nor more than five dollars. for each and every battle involved;
Qr by both -such fine and imprisonment,

0

S.

(:).

The Farmers' Friend For.57 Years

The Rev. R. F. Gregory filled'
"appoirdment at Ott
Grove'Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Wicker
visited Mrs Wicker's parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Key, Sunday.
D. B. Byars and daughter.- Inez.
visited in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Odie Morris Sunday afternoon.
Mary Catherine Morris returned
home Sunday from her grandparB. Byars,
ents, Mr. and Mrs,
where she enjoyed a week's visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr',.v.:e.x.
•.t-tcircle y aftertel
noon.
Ben Byars arid „granddaughter.
Catherine Morris, were in Hazel
on business last ,week.
Mr. and Mrs. Harmon Taylor and
daughter, Btriati, Mr. and Mrs.
Collins Key, Mr. and Mrs - Ben ,Byand Mary Catherine Morris
were among those who were in
urra.y Saturday.
Mrs, Odie Morris is - the owner
of a new washing . machine.,
We are very sorry to learn of the
death of Mr. end- Mrs. Willie
Everett:Ts little child.
C. Paschall visited in the home
yars Friday
--Humming Bird.'

IT IS UNLAWFUL
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